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ABSTRACT

The U'Miitogtoa Conferenee ef 1922 vae the first 
general eonferenee of World Powers ever held in the Waited 
States*  It narked our partisipation in international affairs 
as a World Power of the first rank*  Its aims were two»foldi 
to bring about a limitation of armaaeats on the part of the 
principal Allied and Aseoelated Powers| and to solve Paelfie 
and Far Eastern problems by a concerted effort on the part 
of nine nations, Including the United States> the British 
Eapirei France। Italy*  Fapan*  Bolgiun*  China*  The Eetherlands*  

and Portugal*  Actually*  then*  the Conference had two parts*  

the Aras Parley*  and the Pacific and Far Eastern Conference*  

The Conference began with high hopes and great anticipation! 
and*  imodlately the audacious American proposal was presented*  

to the astonishment of the delegates*  This plan provided for 
a ten year naval holiday and the limitation of capital ship 
tonnage in the 5*5*S*1*?$*1*T5  ratio*  with the United States 
and Great Britain occupying the higher position of parity*  

Italy and Franco assuming the lower position of parity*  and 
fapaa taking the e3*  position*  Then the delegates settled 
down to a vast welter of statements*  claims*  negotiations*'  

ooncosslons*  demands*  and adjustments*  For twelve weeks*  the 
meeting continued। but on February 6*  1922*  the Conference 
doted*  having produced seven treaties*  The three most
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Important treaties were: the Five Power Naval Treaty, signed 
by the United States, Great Britain, France, Italy and Japan, 
llmitatlng naval armament; the Four Power Pact providing mutual 
guarantees on the part of the United States, Great Britain, 
France and Japan to respect their Insular possessions and 
insular dominions in the Pacific, and providing for conferences 
in case questions should arise; and the Nine Power Pact, signed 
by the United States, the British Empire, China, France, Italy, 
Japan, The Netherlands and Portugal, relating to principles and 
policies to be followed in matters concerning China*  The Four 
Power Pact was accompanied by a Declaration in regard to Mandated 
Islands, and a Supplementary Treaty defining the term "insular 
possessions and dominions* • The Nine Powers signed the Chinese 
Tariff Treaty; the Five Powers signed a treaty in regard to the 
use of submarines and noxious gases in warfare. In addition, 
agreements were reached on the Shantung question and the Tap 
question at this time.

The purpose of this thesis, then, has been to relate 
the story of the Conference, including In that story a brief 
discussion of previous efforts to limit armaments and the ominous 
circumstances leading up to the calling of the Conference; a short 
survey of the personnel, procedure, and program of the Conference; 
and finally, after discussing the work of the Conference in detail, 

e
to present an evaluation of the Conference, both from a contemporary 
standpoint and from the vantage point of the present time.



ill
Much time hae been spent searching for material• 

Official records. Senate Documents and the Congressional Record 
have been perused} contemporary books and periodicals of the 
period have been studied} newspaper files have been read with 
care*  In this thirty-second year (1954) since the Conference, 
it has been possible to view its events and circumstances more 
objectively than the writers in the days immediately following 
the Conference were able to do*
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CBAPK51 X

The Background of the Cooferenee

The Vaehlasten Conference of 1921*1922  was the first 
general conference of World Towers ever held In the Crdted 
States, but the Idea of Halting are&ments did not originate 
with the United States alone, nor at thia particular tl®e*̂  

”The Truce of Cod*  (1025, A, D») represents one of the first 
historical attempts to get along with smaller areaeents and 
less fightInge Its terms affected Individuals# families# 
and similar small units of the population# all of whom# in 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries in Europe# were accustomed 
to go armed to the teeth. The wTruce*  provided that the 
general feuds should end between Saturday evening and Monday 
morning,®

According to Baydn’s Metiorary of pates.
The clergy strongly exerted their influence 

for this purpose, A synod at RousIlion# 1027# decreed 
that none should attaek his enemy between Saturday 
evening and Monday morning. Similar regulations were 
adopted in England# 1042*  although s©metices Friday 
and Wednesday were chosen for the time. The Truce of 
God was confirmed by many Councils of the Church,

Even though a high degree of artn&aent continued 
among small groups for many centuries# the limitation of

^Raymond leslle Buell# The Vsehl!yton Conference.
(Kew Torki D, Appleton and Company# 1^22) # p, vli.

®*Truce  of God*#  Fneyelope^^la (Chlcagot
The Encyclopaedia Britatmlca Company# Ltd. l^O), Vol, 22# p, 505,



eraassents idea was thus Introdueed*̂ 2

less eucaessful was the attest cade on the "Field 
of the cloth of Gold**  the name given to the place between 
Guinea and Andrea*  France, where Henry VXX of England met 
Frances X of France in ^hme, 1520*  The notables wore medals 
consisting largely of the figure of a lasb as a token of 
peace, and the meeting was planned to Inaugurate an era of 
peace and Christian brotherhood*  Thomas Folsey, British Car*  

dlnal and etateensan*  wade the elaborate arrangements for the 
meeting of the two monarchs and their great retinues*  This 
meeting, which lasted from the seventh to the twentyfourth 
of dune, cade a great impression on their contemporaries, 
but its political results were small*̂

As early as 1713# Charles Irenes de $aint»Flerre, 
French religious and political leader, formed a plan for the 
federation of states which would make it possible for the 
eecbcrs of the federation to decrease their military expenses*̂

The Congress of Vienna, of 181t*15,  included programs 
for the limitation of armament In its agenda but none of the

3*Foiwr  Conferences That Failed—and Succeeded*,
Th*  Mterarv Ptr^et*  (Sew Torki Funk and kagnalls Company), 
Sovtraiber 12, 1^21, p*  At,

**Field of Cloth of Cold,*  The Tncyloredia Aserle^na 
(Sew Torki The Americana Corporation, 1S46), Vol. J, p» 1<j2*

CenfusceaIXSHt*(Californiai Stanford Chlveralty Frees, 132o), p*  3*
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proposal*  progreeeed beyond the dlecuealon etage*̂

Xn 181? the Onlted State® and Great Britain*  by the 
Ruab*Bagot  agreementt provided for eoeplete diearoament on 
the Great lake® boundary with Canada*  Vhder the treaty of 
January 11# 1909, between Great Britain and the Waited State®, 
an International Joint Cosmleelon of three Acaerlean® and 
three Canadian® wa® charged with the adjustment and ®ettleaent 
of international question® along the frontier*̂

A aerie® of attempts to perfect aiallar arrangement® 
among the countries of South America, both with and without 
the cooperation of the Vnlted State®, followed the promulgation 
of the Canadian agreement*  Conferenoea were held in Panama 
in 1824, at lima in 1848# at Santiago in 1258, in the City of 
Mexico in 1901*,  and Bueno® Alrea in 1910*  At eost of these 
conferences stress wa® put upon arbitration, especially 
eorpulsory arbitration, rather than limitation of armament®, 
and such results a® were obtained had to do with each Bluer 
ratter® as extradition.®

After war® between Chile and Argentina had been

^•former Conference® That Failed—and Succeeded*#  
SB*  Sil**  P*

TSanmel Pla^g Beals, X !>« closet io Hlvtorx of the 
VnttH Stfttoe, (Sew Tories Henry telt and Company# TSjCT, pp*  
172*173,

®*former  Conference® That Failed—and Succeeded*#  
SB*  Bit**  P*  *̂



averted by reserb to arbitration*  theae eountrlee# In 
eigned flve»year treatlee agreeing to subelt all eontroverslee 
to arbitration*  reduce armlee to police proportions*  halt 
naval building programs*  and diminish existing naval armaments*̂  

Europe*  in the meantime*  had made two ambitious 
and unsuccessful attempts at dlsarrnM^nte The First Eague 
Conference*  called by the Caar Klchclas II of Russia in 
1899*  was Intended to put an end to the Incessant armaments*  

and to seek the means of warding off calamities which threatened 
the whole world*  It was officially proposed as a ^Conference 
on Disarmament**  but its title was afterward changed to "Peace 
Conference♦*

The first item on the accepted program was the 
discussion of an understanding stipulating the non-lncrease 
for a definite period of military and naval forces and the 
budgets pertaining to them*  However, the Military Committee 
on the Conference reported that it would be very difficult 
to regulate the elements of defense organised in each country 
according to different views*  As a consequence of this 
difficulty*  the Committee regretted not to be able to accept 
the proposition of the Russian government*̂

Catechism of the Conference**  The Literary Direst* (Hew Yorki Pwtis and Wagnails Company), Eove&oer li*  1521 * p*  25 
^"Former Conferences That Falled-*and  Succeeded*"  on. 

PP*  *6»t7*
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The Second Ha^ve Conference in 1907 expressly 

tarred Questions which nl&ht concern the limitation of naval 
or military forces*  Great Britain and the United States, 
however, reserved the right to bring up the subject, and did 
so at one session, whereupon the Conference merely reaffirmed 
and emphasised the resolutions of the first Eague Conference 
of 1899*  At this Second Conference, the British delegates 
offered to exchange information concerning government plans 
of constructing warships and expenditures Involved, in order 
to facilitate exchange of views on reductions which might be 
affected later*

The League of Rations provisions have reuoh to say 
on the subject of disarmament! and, by the treaties which 
concluded World War I, the victorious powers reduced to a 
minimum the military forces of their farmer adversaries 
Article 8 of the Covenant of the League of Rations disclosed 
that the maintenance of peace required the reduction of 
national armaments to the lowest point consistent with national 
safety, and, in accordance with this, the Ccunall of the League 
created a special saehinery for armament limitation, the 
Permanent Advisory Armaments Coaalesioa*

^"Former Conferences That Failed—and Succeeded,*  
121*  £21*

^5dermany by the Treaty of Versailles, Austria by the 
Treaty of St*  Qemalne, Bulgaria by the Treaty of Keullly*  
suvSelne, and Sundry by the Treaty of Trianon*
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The Permanent Advisory CossBleeion, organiaed in May, 

1920, van limited to three delegates from each meaner nation 
representing the army, navy and air services, accompanied by 
expert advisers, A Temporary Mixed Commission for the Reduction 
of Armament was authorised to study the political, social and 
economic, as distinguished from the technical aspects of 
diearmament. This Temporary Mixed Comiaslon met at Paris In 
July, 1921,

Reports were to be made at the League Assembly meeting 
at Geneva In September# 1921 * The formal recommendation of 
the Temporary Mixed Commission to the Assembly contemplated 
an approach to disarmament by three stages) first, a pledge 
by the powers to make no Increase in armament) second, a 
gradual reduction) third, general and complete disarmament, 
retaining only what was needed for police purposes.

Shortly before the July meeting of the Mixed Armament 
Commission of the League in Paris, the possibility of a 
Washington meeting became known. Many advocates of the League 
In America advocated a working agreement between the Mixed 
Armament Commission of the League and the Washington Conference, 
It was believed that the results of the work of the Mixed 
Commission would be of great service to the governments 
meeting in Washington.^3

^3wPoraer Conferences That Falled**and  Succeeded,*  
SB*  PP*



By 1921# hovever, neither the activltiee of the 
league nor pre**ar  international attesipte had been able to 
ea&e any appreciable aeooepllalsoenta toward dlaarnament. 
Insteadt the victorious powers# especially the United States, 
Japan end the British Itepirs*  entered Into a great naval 
race, and France greatly increased her military strength, 
Saval expenditures in the United States were Increased fro® 
<155,029,000 for 1915-15 to <1,268,CX)C,CCO for 1917-18i and 
in 1919 America ettibarked on a new three year1! plan designed 
to rake its navy second to none. In 1919 Japan decided to 
build eight battleships and six dreadnoughts! and in April, 
1921, she decided to carry out the original "eight-eight*  

plan of 191b, which had been given up in 1916 for financial 
reasons. The first of the w8ood*  class had been laid down 
in 1917# but by 1921 she had three more ships of this typo 
under construction. These greatly Increased expenditures 
caused the nationals of these countries to stagger under the 
growing burden of taxation,^*

In order to understand these gigantic naval and 
military programs, it is necessary to sketch the events 
which led up to the®. The principal facts in the naval situation 
preceding World War X were the long established British

^^Xchlhashl, £2, eft., pp, h-6.
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Rastery ef the eeas and the Oewm challenge to that eupx*eaacy e^5 

The doctrine of the ncaesilty ef naval eupresacy wae deeply 
rooted in the psychology of the British people, hut with the 
passage of the first Oersan Baval Act in 1898, deraany began 
an anbitioue naval program which would endanger the British 
position*  Thia Anglo^eraan competition, rationalised for the 
alleged purpose of safeguarding trade, was heightened by Great 
Britain1! laying down of the P*eadnou.?ht»  or all*big*gun  ship, 
in 1905*  Thio rendered obsolete the ore-Dreadnou^ht battle*  

ships, thus eleaning the alate ef previous capital ships and 
giving Germany a fresh start on an etual basis

Britain*!  position of uneasiness was wade store tense 
by the fact that she was not only engaged in the Boer War, but 
was also in eonfllct with Russian interests In the Near East 
in Asia, and with French interests in Europe and Africa*  

Furthermore, Britain desired to preserve the territorial 
integrity of the remainder ef China and the Open Boor there 
which Secretary of State John Bay had promulgated in 1899*̂7  

Since she apparently had few friends, Britain looked about 
for an ally) when neither the Chited States, Germany nor

^5aenJanin 8, Williams, The Ghlted States end Dis- 
eresaffrnt*  (New Yorks KcGraw*Hlll  book Company, Xnc•, 1531) P*  126

^^Bector Bywaters Keyira end YetIons*  (Bostons
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1*27)» p*  12o*

^Teemie, pp*  £11#, PP# A8t*W*
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Rubs I*  would 8$ak# definite cormltmerte, Britain turned te 
another country, who, like herself, needed an ally, Japan*

In Asia, Japan was confronted with Busala, who was 
already established In the liaottins Feninsula, and was building 
with French funds a railroad south across Manchuria to a naval 
base at Fort Arthur*̂®  After the Slno-Japanese Var Japan 

considered supposedly independent Korea as her preserve and 
looked beyond it tomrd Manchuria*  On the other hand, Russia 
considered Manchuria her preserve, and looked beyond It to 
Korea*  Behind their iHscedlate rivalry for Korea and Manchuria 

90was the greater ambition for the domination of all China*
The parallel situation of both Great Britain and 

Japan led to the signing of the An$lo»Japanese Alliance of 
1902*  Thin treaty pledged Japan and Britain to the ralntenance 
of st st vs oto In the Far East with emphasis on esaintalnlng
the Independence and territorial integrity of China and Korea, 
and In securing equal opportunities in those countries for 
the commerce and Industry of all nations*  They disavowed 
aggressive tendencies in China and Korea, but recognised the 
right of either ally to take measures that would safeguard 
its existing interests*  In case either country should beeoaa

^^Beals, er* clt>*  p*  483*
^Benls, C£*  £11., pp*  489-490*
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involved in war in defense ef lie interests the other country 
would rewaln neutral, but would eotne to the defense of Its 
ally In case the eneey were joined by another country. The 
*n£lo»Japanese Alliance was to remain in force for at least 
five years,80

80Walter Consuelo Langsam, The world Sintse 1^1 A, (Rew 
York1 The MacMillan Company, 1940), p,si,

^Bernis, £2, s2jL»t P* ^90,

Before the first five years had elapsed# Great 
Britain had come to an agreement with yrance in Koroeco*  

Egypt and other parts of the world by the Entente of 1W, 

and had ended the Boer Var, Japan was now at war with Russia, 
Thus the renewal of the An&lo-Japanese alliance In 1905 for 
a period of ten years was motivated not only by the continuing 
menace of the rising Oerwan navy, but also protection against 
Russian expansion,**

The object of the Second Anglo-Japanese Alliance 
was stated as follows1

(a) . The consolidation and maintenance of the general
peace in the regions of eastern Asia and of India,(b) . The preservation of the eoasson interests of all
powers in China by respecting the integrity of 
the Chinese Empire and the principle of equal 
opportunities for eoweerco and Industry of all 
nations in China,(e). The maintenance of the territorial rights of the 
high contracting parties in the region*  of eastern 
Asia and of India, and the defense of their special
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Interest*  In sail region*,^

Great Britain agreed to join /apan in the war on 
Russia in ease Russia was joined by another party. Furthermore, 
if, by reason of any provoked or aggressive action, either 
Japan or Britain should be involved in war in defense of its 
territorial rights in the regions of Eastern Asia, the other 
party would eone at once to the defense of its ally, Britain 
recognised a free hand for Japan in Korea, subject to the 
aalntenaaee of the Open Door there, and Japan gave to Britain 
a free hand to overcome Chinese strength in Thibet, As a 
result of the renewal of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, Japan 
was able to concentrate her sea power tn Pacific waters. At 
the sac*  time, Japan pledged herself to observe the Open Boor 
in Korea, and tn China,

In 190b England made a political agreement with France 
which paved the way for the redistribution of naval forces in 
1912, The French Brest Fleet was transferred to the Mediterranean, 
while the British withdrew most of the Mediterranean squadron

^toe« elt,
2lhe Russo-Japanese Var was concluded by the Treaty 

of Portsmouth, negotiated through the egood offices*  of 
President Theodore Roosevelt in 1905*  This treaty, which 
definitely established Japan as a world power, required both 
countries to evacuate Manchuria and to restore it to the 
administration of China, except the Russian leasehold with 
all eonecssions in Liaotung, which was transferred oompletely 
to Japan, Russia to cede the southern half of Sakhalin Islands 
to Japan, and Russia to recognise the predominant political# 
military and economic interests of Japan in Korea, and not to 
interfere with then in any way.
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to the Worth Sea, thus plaoing a moral obligation on Great 
Britain to defend the Worth Sea and Atlantis Coast of France 
In return for the protect ion of British Mediterranean interests 

eh by the French fleet» In 1912 an attempt to end the dangerous
competition by direct diplomatla conversation failed. 
years later earns the Greet War, and British naval suprenaey 
was a eonelderabls factor in the result*

In the meantime, the American navy had developed 
•lowly, but growing eoameree and increased participation in 
world affairs were reflected in an enlarged tonnage*  The 
controversy with Great Britain over the Venezuelan boundary 
in 1896 eephaslted the naval weakness of the United States, 
and gave a stimulus to the sentiment for a larger navy*  The 
war with Spain brought the exploits of navy men to the attention 
of the American people*  Accordingly, the 1915 program enacted 
by Congress provided for ten battleships, each armed with 
twelve 15»inch guns, and six battle cruisers, armed with 
eight 16*ineh  guns and capable of 34-knot speed, ten scout 
cruisers, 110 smaller combat craft, and several other auxiliary 
vessels*  The Act of 1916 would have given the United States 
a great preponderance in heavy ships. The 1916 program was 
not completed because of the Washington Conference*  It was

S^filliams, eg, elt*,  p*  129 
85lb1d.*  pp, 130-132*
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highly eignifleant, however, beeauee for the first time elnce 
the Kapoleonio Wars the British Kavy was threatened with a 
position of Inferiority,

Xn spite of the fast that the baval gervlee Appropriation 
Aet of 1916 was not carried out# it had its effect on England 
and Japan, At the elose of the war# Great Britain had forty*  

five capital ships# as against not wore than forty ships of 
equivalent power in other navies,* 2^ Nevertheless# the British 

Admiralty laid plans for a capital ship which would have 57#COQ 
tons dlsplacewent and would be arsed with eight 13* inch gune,2^

^Bywater# op, cit., p, 113
STjbid,, p, 59
2^Bemls# op, cit,, p, 69A,

Great Britain's concern over growing American naval 
strenfoth was Shared by Japan# who considered that the United 
States had stood in the way of her expansionist ambitions in 
China and Siberia,8®

Japan was alarmed over United States1 annexation of 
Hawaii in 1893# not only because It represented the advance 
of the United States into the faclfie# but also on the grounds 
that it eight Jeopardise tiie rights of Japanese residents in 
Hawaii, The nwaber of Japanese in the islands equalled the 
combined total of Europeans and Americans, &>wever# after 
sone correspondence# Japan withdrew her protest to the uwidnent#
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and the E&wallan Islands were foraally annexed to the Vnited 
States in 1899# and Guam by the treaty of peace with Spain in 
the satie year# Guam was taken for a possible naval base and 
coaling stations Vake Island and the Midways (which had been 
annexed in 1867) were of importance as possible landing 
places for aerial navigation south and west of the Hawaiian 
group

Further tensIona were created by the feeling that 
had risen in Japan because of legislation in the United 
States concerning oriental immigration and alien land ownership• 
Oriental immigration to the United States had begun with the 
American settlement of the Paclfio Coast after the aequleltlon 
of California*  The comparatively higher wages attracted suoh 
large numbers of Chinese laborers that a serious social, legal, 
and eeonoaie problem soon developed*  After cueh negotiation 
and legislation, in 1904 Chinese exclusion laws were extended 
to Hawaii and the Philippines*  Slnee then, the Chinese 
population within the United States had decreased and, since 
1900*  the Japanese bad replaced the Chinese as a factor in 
the problem of oriental immigration*̂

SSseais, ep_e c££*,  pp*  4J9-4C2*  

30Ibid.*  p*  672.
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The treaty of 1$9*  between Japan and the Vnltea

States allowed, reclproeally, free entry, regardleea of purpose, 
but reserved for dame at le control the regulation of lauaigrant 
laborers, as well as trade er security. The Japanese government 
fended off statutory exelusion (such as existed between the 
baited States and China) by itself withholding passports, 
after 1900, to labor immigrants going to the ealnland of 
the United States but not to these going to Bawali, Thus 
Japanese laborers entered the United States by way of Hawaii, 
as well as through Canada and Kexieo, Beeausa of the large 
number of admissions, and the low living standards of the 
Japanese, which enabled them to work more cheaply than 
American laborers, a serious situation in regard to the 
admission of Japanese immigrants developed on the Faclflo Coast, 

Xn October, 1906, the San franciseo school board 
ordered that all Japanese children attend a school in which 
oriental children were segregated, Japan quickly protested 
this act as a violation of most«favored»natlon treatment 
under which her people In the United States enjoyed treaty 
guaranties. President Roosevelt persuaded the school board 
to rescind this act on the understanding that he would halt 
Japanese Immigration) this he did by using an amendment hastily 
added to the Immigration Act of February 20, 1907, which 
authorised the President to refuse entrance to the united 
States to immigrants with passports to any other country than 

to the United States,
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This was effected under an underst&ndlng—tM "Gentleman*a  

Agreement” of 1907—that Japan would not object to thia 
reetrletlon of Japanese Immigration, and that Japan would not 
issue passports to laborers wishing to emirrata to the United 
States, except returning immigrants, and except parents, wives, 
and children under twenty years, of emigrants already established 
in the United States,^

Xn the following year. President Roosevelt, who felt 
that hie sympathetic handling of the Japanese immigration was 
regarded by Japan as due to fear on the part of America, sent 
the Amerlean battleship fleet on a cruise around the world, 
as a naval demonstration that the United States was net only 
willing to negotiate a friendly settlement, but ready and 
willing to defend such a eettlenent if necessary*  At Japanese 
invitation, the fleet visited Yokohama and was cordially 
entertained the re, 32 W8ltt on oruiae around the world

that American sailors introduced the American game of baseball 
to the Japanese sailors and civilians,33

The "Gentleman*a  Agreement" solved fairly well the 
problem of immigration, but it did not solve the problem of 
the Japanese already in the United States*  They were

3lIblJ.*  p. 6T4 
3amd.. p*  675 
3*̂ wyjto of Conference on tlrrltstlon of Armament*  

(Houstont fteln Printing Company, 1^21), hot Paginated*
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euperier workere and laveri  and quickly •stabliihed a dominance 
la agricultural localltiee  They found difficulties la 
aealailating thaaaelvea into American society, and tended to 
stick together  Furthermore, even those bora la the United 
States continued by Japanese law to owe allegiance to their 
Emperor until after they had done military service for hin«l^ 

To solve these economic and social aspects of 
Japanese immigration, many of the western states, beginning 
with California, passed laws which denied to alien residents 
ineligibilo for citisanship (i«e«, oriental aliens) the right 
to own, and even to lease land, directly or indirectly for 
agricultural purposes  Japan’s protest against such laws 
was Ineffectual because technically they did not violate a treaty, 
and Japan herself had argued before the Hague Permanent Court 
of Arbitration (in the Japanese House Case), that a sovereign 
power has the right to make all reservations concerning the 
land situated within its territoryi and she herself then had 
laws which prohibited the owning or leasing of land by 
foreipiers for agricultural purposes^5

*
*

*

*

*

Mevertheless, the spirit of a proud people was 
rankled, and Japan’s concern over the relation of American 
policy in the Far Hast to Japanese ambitions on the continent

Bernis, £B*  clt*.  p*  676< 
^ibld*.  p, 677.
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of Asia, aggravated by tbs probletBa of oriental inmigration 
and alien land ownership, did little to soothe the wounded 
national pride.

Mounting tension*  between the two nation*  are 
evidenced in the agreement*  that were drawn up over a period 
of year*i  the Taft*Katsura  Memorandum of 1905) the Root*  
Takahira Understanding of 1908) and the Laniing*I*hll  

Agreement of 1917*
The Taft*Kateura  Memorandum had no constitutional 

foree binding upon the United States) but President Theodore 
Roosevelt, speaking through Secretary of War William R. Taft, 
approved a free hand for Japan in Korea, and Count Katsura, 
the Premier of Japan, disavowed any aggressive designs what*  
•oever In the Philippines,^

The Root»Takahira ttoderstanding, which was reached 
after the cruise of the American fleet around the world in 
1907# supplemented the earlier Taft*Katsura  Memorandum, The 
United State*  and Japan declared themselves to be free of all 
aggressive tendencies in maintaining the status quo In the 
region of the Pacific Ocean) resolved to respect the territorial 
possessions of each other in that region) and determined to 
preserve the common interest*  of all power*  in China by 
supporting the independence and Integrity of China and the

PP. 693-496
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opportimlty Cor eoosseroe and Industry of all nations within 
China 37*

srrt>M.. pp. «95-*96.
391M1., PP. 688-693.

„ S®Hee tor Bjweter, Sa tOHEE telXla (»»«<»» 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1926), pp* «?9-^l*

The lansing-lBhil Agreement of 1917 was embodied In 
a putllo exchange of notes on Kovoaber 2, 1917*  In which each 
country made nominal concessions to the other’s position, but 
sought cover for its own policy*  The ttolted States recognised 
that Japan had “special*  interests In China created by propin*  

qulty, at the same time that both the United States and Japan 
pledged to respect and maintain the territorial integrity of 
China*  American Interests interpreted Japan’s “special*  

interests in China to be only those created by propinquity, 
while Japan quickly translated special interests to mean 
•paramount*  lnterests*38  Tensions of Japanese^American’ 

relations, punctuated by the Gentleman’s Agreement, Taft*  

Katsura Heeorandua, Root-T&kashlra Vhderetandlng and the Lansing 
Ishii Kotes, continued to mount* 39

In July, 1920, the Japanese Parliament adopted the 
long-anticipated eight-eight program in full, providing for a 
two*squadron  fleet, each to consist of eight capital ships to 
be replaced every eight years*  This would increase the naval
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expenditure to |t,000,000,000 by 1927*  Thus, in spite of the 
feet that Japan*e  population was one half that of the United 
States, the Japanese gaverment planned to spend as euoh 
«oney on Its navy as was being spent la the United States 

to for that purpose*  w
Japanese opinion had regarded the American occupation 

of the Philippine Islands in the nature of a threat, as sose 
Americans had regarded a Japanese eos®erclal project in 
Magdalena Bay*̂^  Ths prospect of an enormous Increase in the 

American fleet, combined with possible powerful bases in Qua®, 
and the Philippines, led the Japanese hierarchy to suspect 
that the United States intended to eballenge its position in 
Asia*

The comparative force of the navies of the United 
States, Great Britain and Japan stood in 1921, anticipating 
building programs to 1924, as followsI

eg, til., $». 137-148.
^Vllllaae, co. £11. • P. 138.
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CAFZTAL SHXFS, TOLT AKD EUIL0XN3

1921 1924
Vnited States1
Ships 
Blsplacement# tons 
Guns 
foot tons energy

17 
A67,250 

183 
11,989,176

»33 
1,117,850 

3*t0  28,597,176
Great Britaint
Ships
Pieplacement# tons
Guns 
foot tons energy

52
808,200 

284 
19,080,000

32 
808,200 

234 
19,080,000

dapant 
Ships 
Blsplaeement# tons 
Guns 
Foot tons energy

11
319,140

103 
7,460,000

11
543,140 

164 
13,415,000

England was unable et the icosent to answer the
American challenge to her eupremey of the aeae*  Her finances 
did not permit her to engage In a new armament raeej the problems 
ef the Atlantic had been solved by the European War and the 
problems of the Faelfle were not so Important to her*  Therefore, 
in 1920, the British dalralty announced Its policy of a one*  

power# rather than a two*power#  standard*̂  navy as large as# 
but not larger than# the navy of any other nation*̂

However# the people of the British Bcmlnlons also had

^^This table is taken from Buell’s The Vav^ln^ton
Conference, p# Ity,

^Buell, ©2.. # p# 112,
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their problems regarding oriental IrKnl^ratlon, They were not 
only eoneerned over the Japanese*American  tensions, but feared 
the effect of a possible war on thesselvee*  Canada was in a 
critical position, in view of the fact that the Anglo*Japaneee  

Alliance had been renewed in 1911 for a ten year period*  This 
alliance ealled for either party to fight with the other party 
in ease the Interests of either in the far East should be 
endangered, but It contained a clause to the effect that it 
should not apply to powers with which either party had a 
general treaty of arbitration, President William 1. Taft 
negotiated such a treaty in 1911, but the Senate did not 
ratify it, Kenee, la cate of a war, Canada eight be called 
upon to bear anas against the Whited States,

Accordingly, at the Imperial Conference in tendon 
in 1921, the Canadian friae Flnlster Arthur Kelghan Insisted 
<m guarding against any renewal of the Anglo*Japanese  Alliance 
which would cause Canada to break either with the United States 
or the new British Ctwsmonwealth of Sat Ions, This insistence 
brought to a focus the whole group of issues regarding 
Anglo*Amerlean  and Anglo*Japaneee  policy, the status of the Far East, 
the Question of the Pacific, and the rivalry of naval amaments. 
The British government was considering a conference of interested 
parties to settle these issues when it learned of the intention 

aa of the United States to propose such a conference,

^Semls, ogi, £lt«» PPe 69§»€96,
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In the 1920 salon of Congress, Senator V 111 lam S«

Borah tuggeatedl that an international conference be held for 
the purpose of discussing armasent questions*̂  In the 1921 

session be offered an aMnlment to the Satai Bill, as followsi
The President is authorised and requested to 

invite the Governsents of Great Britain and Japan to 
send representatives to a eonfereaoe which shall be 
charged with the duty of promptly entering into an 
understanding or agreement by which the naval building 
programs of each of said Govemsente, to wit, the United 
States, Great Britain, and Japan, shall be substantially 
reduced during the next five years to such an extent and 
such terns as ray be agreed upon, which understanding or 
agreeoent la to be reported to the respective Governments for approval«o

The Kaval Bill, so amended, was passed by the Senate 
in Kay and by the Hauae in June, and was approved by President 
Warren G, Harding on July 12, 1921,^7

In accordance with this bill. Secretary of State 
Charles E, Hughes, on the direction of President Harding, 
issued a fomal inquiry on July 8 to the group of powers 
known as the Principal Allied and Associated Powers-Great 
Britain, Prance, Italy and Japan**to  ascertain whether It 
would be agreeable to then to take part In a conference on 
the subject of limitation of armaments to be held in Washington

^llllass, op* eit., pp, 113-139,
iiA 66th Congress, 3rd Session,

Vol, IX, Parc 3, p*
^S» 2.*  Senate Poev^-nt*  6€th Congress, 3d Session,

XV, p, 233.



at a tl$e to be agreed upon, Xt was suggested that since the 
questlen of limitation cf armaments had a olcse relation t» the 
problees ef the far East and the P&clfle*  the powers especially 
concerned should undertake consideration of all natters bearing 
upon their solution* 6® The fomal Invitations to the Principal 

Allied and Associated Powers bear the date August 11# 1921*  

Belgiua# China*  Netherlands and Portugal were invited to 
participate in the deliberation of the Conference on Pacific 
and Par Eastern Questions*  The invitation to China was issued 
on August 11*  19211 the invitations to Belgium, Eollani and 
Portugal were issued on October A, 1921

The White House Coasunlqu^ of July 10, announcing the 

plans for the proposed conference, was received enthusiastically 
and tmaniaously by the American public. Its reception abroad 
was neither unanimous nor enthusiastic, except in England, So 
wany International conferences had been held since the end of 
World War X that the European public paid little attention to 
then. Moreover, the eonferences were not always productive ef 
lasting results) and the European public paid little attention 
to them because they could not reconcile the American enthusiasm

^Senate Do^uver.t Mo, 126, 67th Congress, 2nd Session,
P*  783,

^^lehlhasi, ep. p, 11
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over this particular conference with American failure to 
associate herself with either ef the two special canmissions 
on disarmament which existed under the league of Nations*  Thus 
there was little public confidence or enthusiasm for the American 
proposal*

However, it was reported from Home on the 13th of 
July that Italy had officially accepted Hr*  Hardingts invitation*  

The President invitation was received with real favor by 
France, and on July 12, Premier Aristide Briand submitted 
his acceptance to the Parliament*

The Japanese reaction was skeptical, since the 
combination of armament limitation and Far Bast and Pacific 
problems seemed to them illogical*.  Consequently, Premier 
Tokashl Hara gave an interview to the press on July 14, in 
which ho said that it was impossible to say much with regard 
to the proposed conference, as It involved not only the 
armaments question, on which public opinion of Japan was 
entirely in accord with that of America, but also many other 
points requiring careful consideration by the Japanese 
government*  The Secretary of State and the Japanese Ambassador 
to the Vnited States held informal interviews, with the result 
that the Japanese note of acceptance was received by the 
American government on July 29*5®

$oai4., PP. 13-13
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On Kovesber 12# 1921# delegatee from the ttolted States# 

Orest Britain# Japan# France# Italy# China# Holland, Belgium 
and Portugal set In Vaehington in the first plenary session 
of the Conference*̂ 1

^llllaas# £2* Io P« 139*



CHAPTER XX

The Pereonnel of the Conference

lawyers end eteteemen with legal training and 
authorities cm international law eo largely dominated the 
conference that future historians, who may find the offioial 
title Ss £»n£2£Sl££ 2a tMHVCT St £223321 £211SS gW,Hjn 
Curst lone too lengthy, may be Justified An calling it The 
tawy*r»a  Corifewmee.^ Rost of the representatives of the 

nations bad training as counselors at law*  A review of the 
thirtytwo delegates who headed the delegations representing 
the chief nations reveals a selected group of the most famous 
statesmen of the day, most of whoa had built their achievements 
In the legal profession*  Fewer than half a dosen were pro*  

fessional diplomats, and the remainder were scattered among 
many professions*  A prince, an admiral, a railway director, 
a labor leader, a surgeon, a social worker, an editor and a 
military authority were amcmg the delegates*  A group of experts 
accompanied each delegation to make up the complete delegation* * 8

^•Who*s Who at the Conference*, The literary finest* 
(Hew Yorki Funk and Wagnalls Company, November 12, tol), p* 37*

8Xbid** p* 33*

The American delegation was made up of three lawyers, 
Charles Evans Hughes, Elihu Root, Oscar V*  Underwood, and on 
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eember# Eenry Cabot Lodge, who was adsltted to the bar. Thia 
delegation, working under the eloee euperrleion of Preaident
Harding wat looked upon as the walMprlns of the Conference, 
The leader of the delegation was Secretary of State Hugh®a, A 
former governor ot*  Kew York and candidate for the presidency 
of the United States, he had long been eonsidered one of the 
ablest men in public life, Cyril Arthur Player eays of bias 

Thia man casts a big shadow) when the sun is 
in the right place, his shadow streches from his office 
in the State, War and Navy Building elear across the 
grounds of the White house, envelops the executive 
mansion and touches the Treasury Building beyond.

When you talk with representatives of the 
foreign delegations in Washington, and mention Hughes, 
they look thoughtful, with some you can almost see the 
mental doffing of the hat, None is disposed to wider*  
estimate the force and precision of a man who has shown 
himself so ready to talk right out in the meeting, and 
is in a position where he may do it unchecked) a man 
who has the courage to claim principles and having claimed them to stick by them and fight for the®,3

Kr, Lodge, scholar and statesman and member of a 
distinguished Boston family, had served in the Massachusetts 
House of Representatives before coming to Washington, He 
entered the Bouse of Representates in Washington and then 
the Senate, where he later became chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Cocseittes, In 1879 he had edited the
Intematioral F*vl»w,  and had set himself to be a student of foreign 
relations*  Xn his capacity as Senate Foreign Relations Chairman,

Scyrll Arthur Player, Arms—and The Pen (Detroit Rews 
Reprints, 1922), p, 10,
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of the Republican farty in the Senate»*a  powerful figure of 
r.uch reeponslblllty, Leng the bitter opponent of America1 a 
entry into the League of Nations, Lodge had directed hie enmity 
againat Woodrow Wilson and the League, hence, hie appointment 
by Harding as a delegate to the Conference was oonsidered an 

a astute wove*
Root# elder statesman# and, like Lodge and Hughes# 

a member of the Republican party# was a remarkably brilliant 
man who had devoted his highest capacity to the art of com*  

promise# on the basis that a elever lawyer can always make 
compromise into a victory if he serves his client well,5 8e 

had grown up in that international movement which saw Its birth 
at The Hague# He had served as Secretary of States he had been 
a senator, he had headed important commissions, he had stood high 
In the regard of many countries# and his own had honored him 
conspicuously#^ Only three years younger than hie crony, Arthur 

yames Balfour# the two old men frequently emerged together 
from their neighboring apartments and case to the Conference 
together# Balfour was completely British in his thinking. Root 
had the international mind but he trained his international mind

P. 12.
5lbld.. p# 15.
^Mark Sullivan# •America*s  delegates to the Conference®# 

Worldfe Work. December# 1921# pp. 181*187#
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In Balfour1s British tohool,^

tJnderwood wae the only Desoorat in the Aserlean 
delegation*  lawyer and politician, he was a taember of the 
Flfty*fourtb  to Sixtythird Congresses (1S>5»1915)*  Be was 
remembered chiefly for the Underwood Tariff Act and for his 
astute work as Chairman of the Vays and Beans Committee, He 
was recognised as an able party leader,®

Thus America1a spokesmen, all trained in the theory 
and practice of Jurisprudence, were allocated by the Few York
Trlb^met

Mr, Hughes represents the Administration, Mr, 
lodge and Mr, Underwood represent the Senate and the two 
party groups in it, the former being the majority leader 
and the latter the minority leader, Mr, Root represents 
the public, and, more especially, that body of intelligent 
opinion striving for a fuller enforcement of international 
law and for larger international cooperation, which has 
long looked to him for leadership,*

The Belgian delegate was Baron I, de Cartier de
March!enne. Ambassador to the United States since 1919, He 
had been engaged in diplomatic work since 1893 1» Vienna, 
Belgrade, Tokyo, Rio de Janeiro, Faris and London, He was

7Ibid., p, 16,
8r>td., p, so
5‘*vho ,s Vho at the Conference”, cit,, p, 37, 
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Belgian Minister to Peking in 1910»^ One of his oountry’e 

foreaoet figures in foreign relations, he was a member of 
the Supreme eoonoals Couneil of the Peaoe Conference and 
represented Belgium on the Xnter*Allied  Commission on Re*  

patriations, Married to an American girl, the Belgian envoy 
and his wife were the center of an important and Interesting 

11 circle In Washington,
The Right Honorable Arthur J, Balfour headed the 

British delegation*  Me was greatly interested in educational 
work, especially in the Scottish universities*  The most im*  

portant of his many offices had been those of Secretary for 
Scotland, Chief Secretary for Ireland, Prime Minister, first 
lord of the Admiralty, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
and lord President of the Couneil since 1919*  One of the 
greatest living Britons of his day, he tma recognised as the 
most astute gentleman, as far as statecraft was concerned, at 
the Conference^calm in crisis and composed in victory*

Lord Lee of Fareham, First Lord of the British 
Admiralty, served in the Royal Artillery in his youth, and

P» 3T.
^^Cyril Arthur Player, co. cit.. pp*  21•29, 
^®BWho»s Who at the Conference*,  eo*  elt.*  p*  ST*
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become Frofessor or Strategy anl Tactics In the Royal Military 
College, Canada, Be vae a British military Attach^ with the 

United States Army during the Spanleh»A®erlean War, Among his 
parliamentary and Military offlees, he served in the Ministry 
of Mundt ions# so Personal Military Secretary to the Secretary 
of State Cor War# Mr, Lloyd George# in 1916 and as Minister 
or Agriculture,^

Sir Robert Borden, representative or Canada at the 
Conrerence# served in the Canadian Parliament for many years 
and had been leader of the Conservative Party in the Bouse of 
Commons since 1901, A former Prime Minister# he held to the 
•general principle that la foreign relations in which one or 
the other of the Dominions had a paramount interest# the view 
of the Dominion in question shall be not merely heard and 
considered# but shall prevail,*̂*

George F, Pearce, Australian Minister for Defense 
and representative of Australia at the Conference# began life 
as a carpenter and Joiner, Bls first public work was in 
organising trade unions and political associations. He had 
headed various labor bodies and# since 1901# had been a member 
of the Australian Parliament

13ibi3.e p, S3 

£11»
^^piayer# e^, pp, 3^36,
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Saatri# repr»a>eatatlir» ef X&41*  at the Ceafem-iae, 

aahievai JUELteraatlasal t&n*  w^ea tie waa eppelntel t» represent 
the people »t Xciia at the Xaperlal Canferaftee la Lenloa In 
X^l*  yreal^rnt el*  the Servants ef Xn41a Society*  an er^anliat an 
Ssvetel ehlefl; la eeslal snS humanitarian wers, he vat eon*  

elSereS the west preelnent r*on»effle:al  laaier ef the WXerate 
Partjr la InllAa »M hat worael for the ASnnetMnt tf Xsllan 
llkerty alw eoaetltutlonal lis*e,^

John Nillla# $al<en4, JuS^o ef the Supreme Co^rt ef 
Sew X»alan4« represented that eo*antr/  at the Confer^nsee 
frofasssr ef Law et the Vnlversllles «f Adelaide and TUtorla, 
hit politisxl effiaee hare bean eeunsel to the Law Sraftlni 
Of fits ef tse >ev XealaiU Oafem^ent ant SolU ller^Mral 
for Xealand# Mis writing a h^l teen en lesaX hitter/ and 
Jariapmdenee.XT

Sir Auoalanl OeSd^e, Brltlah MaaasaStr at 'Kaahln^ton, 
tat »ase4 it *4 1 at Sele^at*  in the *4»»6ae  of frire Pinltter 
Lleyi 6»er&e er of an/ ether Selejate*  St# wee frofestor ef 
Anate^y at the So/al ftill^e ef Sur$eont» and st ^10111
Cnleersity In Xontreel*  Se aerr»4 In the snrepean Var la 
19lU13l£e Later be was r>e4e, eutsetsieely# Slnltter ef National

3^fUjr*r»  XL« tilo FP» 3»3$e 
XT**ne*a  she at the Conference**  <s* X1X**  ?•
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Service, FdalBter of Eeoonstruotlon, FreeIdent of the Local 
Government Soard, and Frssldent of the Board of Trade 

All of the Chinese dele$atea were graduates of 
A&eric&n universities. 5r» 3ao«Ke Alfred Si®, Chinese minister 
at Washington, graduated from Cornell in 19C1, In l?02 he 
became secretary to Viceroy Chang Chl*Tung|  in 1907, he became 
director of the Feking»Hankaw Railway, and in later years he 
had held other railway directorships, Ke was one of tho five 
Chinese delegates attending the Feaee Conference at Versailles) 
he was Chinese Minister to London for five years. In spite of 
his western education and environment, he remained convincingly 
Chinese, understanding store of the living conditions in China, 
the sentiments and emotions of the four hundred million than 
any other Chinese at the Conference

V, X, Wellington Xoo, former Chinese minister to the 
United States, was a graduate of Columbia University, where he 
was a member of the debating team and served as editor of the 
Columbia Sreetator, 3e had served on every important Chinese 
eoaalssion since 1910—»at twenty*one,  he sat on the commission 
to settle claims arising from the Chinese Revolution, At 
thirty»three, he presided over the Assembly of the League of 
Katlons at Geneva, Of Impeccable educational background,

^^*Who ’s Who at the Conference*,  »e. clt,, p, 40, 
^^player, <>p. elt,. pp,
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great brilliance ef *in<  and strong personality, he combined 
the qualities ef a politician and statesman In an effort to 
wring from the Conference China’s opportunity to lire* 29 

Dr. Chung*Hei  Wang, Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court at Peking, received the degree of Doctor of Civil Law 
from Tale Law School*  His translation of the German Civil 
Code into English is considered the best translation that 
has ever been rendered* 2^ He served as delegate to the Second 

Assembly of the League of Nations at Geneva and has been 
characterised as "one of the most promising intellectual 
leaders of the new era in China** 20 21 22

20player, £g* site, pp* 45»47»
21Player, as* all*, pp* 47»49*
22"Who’s Who at the Conference", ap* all*, p* 42*
23«who’s Who at the Conference*, o£* PP* 41»42*

Dr*  W*  V*  Ten, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
graduated from the University of Virginia*  He was a professor 
of English in St*  John’s University at Shanghai and English 
editor of the Commercial Press* Ho translated the Standard 
Chinese-English Dictionary and many other useful books*  He 
had served as minister to Denmark and Germany*  His family 
was said to be "perhaps the only one In China of which all 
the members received their education in England or America** 2^

The French delegation was headed by Aristide 
Brland, seven times Prime Minister of France, who had served
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as a Moaber sf the Chamber of Deputies*  Minister of Public 
instruction. Minister of Justice, President of the Council 

and Minister of the Interior, A persuasive orator, his genius 
was said to reside in his capacity to create the atmosphere 
In which the decisive vote had to be taken—and In his ability 
to snatch victory from defeat* * 2^

Richard V# Oulahan, "Personnel of the Arms Conference", 
The Hew York Tines Current History (Bow fork: The Kew York 
Times Publishing Company, November, 1921), pp# 190»191,

25player, fip# gl£», PP* 55-57, 
^"Who’s Who at the Conference", on# cit#. p# 40,

Rene Vivian!, former Prime Minister of France, a 
Socialist as was Briand, had served in the Chamber of Deputies# 
He was an outstanding orator# In 1917 he came to America with 
the picturesque Joffre as his associate to bring the greetings 
of France on America’s entry into World War I# Be delivered an 
address to the Senate which caused Americans to call him the 
William Jennings Bryan of France#2^ His power as an orator 

had caused him to be known as the "eloquent voice of France* •
Albert Sarrant, Minister of Colonies, had held the 

offices of General Counsel of the canton of Lesignon and the 
Under Secretary of State for the Interior, The author of 
historical studies on the referendum and plebiscite, his 
abilities as journalist and lawyer were not the main reason 
for his selection as third member of the French delegation to
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tb« Conference. E» v&e chosen# rather# because he was an 
adslrable llnX between the French and Lhe tventy»five million 
people who made up the population of Mo*Chlna e^

Jules Jusaerand# fourth member of the French delegation 
and Ambassador to the XMted States# had hell dlplo&atla posts 
In tendon and Copenhagen. A noted French authority on inglish 
literature# he was Pean of the Ambassadors at Vaehln^ton# 

eg having held his appointment since l#02.
The Italian delegation was male up on Carlo Sc hans er# 

Luigi Albert ini# and Vittorio Bolandi*ftlcci*®^

Senator Sehanser# Italy*a  foremost flnaneier^atatesman# 
was also a genius In International Law# A former Sinister of the 
Treasury and Frofessar of Constitutional Law In the Vnlverslty 
of Espies# he had published eaany works of the Jurisdictional 
nature*  Re was considered Italy*s  greatest authority on emigration 
problems*̂ 0

Luigi Albert Ini# second member of tl<e Italian 
delegation# was * practicing Journalist# serving as editor 
of the Milan Corr*̂re  d*lla  Sers, one of Italy*a  most Important 
newspapers*  £» was one of the chief promoters of Italy •a

^Flayer, on. sll*#  pp*  

28Flayor, xx*  cn.*  pp, 
^Flayer# ep* elt* * pp*  

3°0ulahan# flit.** p*  

57-60*  

to«€2e 

63-70*  

193,
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intervention in World War I, and now he asked for a pease 
worthy of it*  Bls newspaper denouneed the intolerance of the 
extremists and kept an open door of sympathy between Italy 
and the Central Fowers

Rolandi-Rlcel, who completed the Italian delegation, 
had spent forty years as a corporation lawyer and was an expert 
on financial affairs*  He served as Italian representative to 
the International finance Conference in Brussels*  Bis desire 
to cement Xtalo»Aeerlcan commercial relations moved him to 
serve at the Conference*̂

The Japanese delegation consisted of Xyesato 
Taku^wa, Tomasuro Kato# Kljuro Shldehara and Maeano Hanihara*33

Prince Takugawa was heir to the last of the Shoguns# 
freaident of the House of Feers# a democrat in his views and 
actions# a member of no political party and a student of 
international affairs*  Be was a fluent speaker of English*̂

Hasano Kanibara# secretary general of the Japanese 
delegation# was one of the most diplomatie of the younger 
officials of the empire*  Be spent twelve years as an attach^ 

of the Japanese Embassy at Washington and served as consul*

31Flayer# cp. eft** p*  66*
32*vt|»ie  who at the Conference*#  os*  clt* * pp*  38»to*  

33*vho ,s Who at the Conference*#  co*  elt** p*  bl*  

3^0*9*  eft*
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general at San J'ranci.soo*  He had been a deep student of Ameriean 

35 affairs and apoke English fluently#*'
Admiral Kato, Klnister of the Xavy, vat chosen to 

serve on the delegation because of his expert knowledge of 
the parts of the Faclfio that would cone wwer review, and 
because of his skilled diplomcy and his expert knowledge of . 
Xkiglish# The Japanese delegation had no ranking head but Kato 
was recognised as the dominant delegate of the Mikado to the 
conxXience on Limitation of Artsament and far Eastern Cusstions

Baron Shidehara, beginning his career as a graduate 
from the law college of Tokyo University, entered hie country*̂  

diplomatla service to rise through a eucaessicn of appointments 
to reach ths post of Counsellor of the Japanese Eabassy at 
Washington In 1312, When the Japanese envoys to the Washington 
Conference were named, Baron Shldeb&ra was the only one at 
whoa no critic ism was directed, Wo one In Japan or Washington 
seemed to have anything against hlai all seemed to feel that 
his term as the Japanese Ambassador at Washington had proved 
his eminently fitted for a place ainong the envoy e,

Holland was represented by Tan Xameoeek, Tan Blokland, 
and B*  koreaco.

35Culahan, cp, r5t., p, 132,
S^flayer, ejg,, Sll«# P*  7^#
37»**hoia  who at the Conference* , Io, elt«» p, AO,
33riayer, e^, P, A2,
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Jotakeheer Or, H» A*  Van Aarnebeek, Hinlster of 

Foreign Affairs, trae at one time Mayor of The Sague*  As Foreign 
Minister during World War X he stood adan&nt on Hol land ♦« 
traditional policy of neutrality*  Be was chosen as Freaident 
of the first session of the league of Mations Assembly at 
aeneva*3?

doniceheer Br*  F*  Beelort Van Blolcland, Chief of 
the Department of Diplomat la Affaire in the Foreign Ministry, 
served as Holland*s  Envoy Extraordinary, and Minister 
Plenipotentiary at Peking,^0

Dr, E« Moresco, formerly Secretary General of the 
Department of Colonial Affairs, was later appointed Vice*  
President of the Netherlands Indian Couneil,^*

Portugal was represented by Viscount d*Alte  and 
Ernesto De Vasconcelloa,^2 Viscount d*Alte  had been Portugal’s 

envoy to the ttoited States for nineteen years, Portugal’s 
second delegate. De Vasconcellos, was permanent secretary of the 
Geographical Society with its marvelous library and nuseuBi 
in Wabon, Els whole life had been devoted to the rich field

^Player, po. elt.*  82»35,
^Oulahan, £1£«, P*  191.
^’‘Who’s Who at the Conference”, op, olt,, p, A3, 
ft2Player, P» 89,



Al
FoHusues^ discoverlee, explorations# and ehartographye^^ 

In addition to the ofrioial delegatee, each of the 
nine countrlee—United States, Belgium# the British Empire, 
China# France# Italy# d&pan the Ketherlande and Portugal**  

sent a group of secretaries end advisers*  Prominent among 
these was the American# John Boric Garrett, who became secretary*  

general of the Armament Conference*  Of a well-known Baltimore 
family# he had spent his life In diplomacy, having been eleven 
times charg4 d*  affairs at The Hague, seven times at Luxembourg, 

three times at Berlin and four times at Rome*  Be was the 
utility man of American diplomacyj whether as secretary# charg4 

or envoy# whether attending the Rational Irrigation Ctoogressea# 
or the American-Russian sealing arbitration# or the arbitral 
tribunal in the Venesuelan preferential ease or the Bospital 
Ship Conference# all of which had eome within his experiences*  

Bls usefulness was held Justly in high regard by the State 
AtDepartment,
Professor G*  Camerlynoh was officially attached to 

the French delegation but rapidly became the eotsmon property 
of the Conference and the public*  Be was the official inter*  

preter*  Be was dubbed the Human Echo because he heard end 
registered every speech made at the Conference in both English 
and French# as was necessary*  A language specialist at the

Ayplayer# ££« clt* . pp« 90*93*
AAPlayer, e^*  elt** pp*  9^*97*  



diversity of Faria> Frofeaeor Caeerlynch vaa waster of seven 
languages. Irrespective of dialects• During World War X, he 
was Interpreter at the front for French and British army 
officials. After that, he was attached to the tlghty«ninth 
American Infantry, After that, he was attached to the Supreme 
Council of the Allies, being promoted to official interpreter, 
attending the conferences in Faris, Xcmdon, Spa and Geneva, 
Frofessor Camerlyneh’s activities at the Washington Conference 
included the recitation of the entire verbal story of the 
Convention, since he echoed every word uttered In plenary 
sessions and. When necessary, in committees. In addition, 
there was always someone who wanted something interpreted or 
translated, a telegram written or deciphered, or a press 
clipping quickly exposed* *̂

^5Flayer, pp, 97"99.

OT. 99-103.
*7Xbl4.. pp. 103-109.

The Belgian bankers, Fellclen Catller and Chevalier 
de Wouters d*  Oplint er, represented banking interests in Chlna,^ 

Sir Maurice Bankey and Admiral Earl Beatty served as technical 
experts to assist the British delegatee,^7

Besides the official delegations, there were unofficial 
personages of much importance in attendance at the Conference, 
Among these mts Ma Soo, who represented the China outside the
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Conference, the Republic of the South, of which Dr*  Sun Tat-een 
wae president*  Ma Soo had no official position at the Conference, 
but hie very presence gave emphasis to his two frequently 
reiterated demandal abrogation of the notorious twenty-one 
demands made by Japan (with which there wae cordial sympathy— 

except from the Japanese)| and the resignation of Dr*  Hsu of 
Pekin and the recognition of Dr*  Sun, the only president of 
China legally elected (about this, there wae lees feeling, 
since it represented a domestic issue

^Player, fip* £11*, pp* 109-110, 
^Player, op* £i£*, pp* 111-114*

Outside the Conference there was another figure. Dr*  

Syngman Rhee, President of Korea, idio, on the last day of 1921, 
presented the Conference with a petition asking for a hearing 
of the Korean question*̂  He had graduated from Harvard and 

had received his Ph*D«  at Princeton under Woodrow Wilson*  His 
representation of the Toung Men's Christian Association in Korea 
had been abandoned because of Japanese obstruction; so he went 
to Hawaii and started the Korean Pacific Maeatlne*

In 1919 delegates from each of the thirteen provinces 
of Korea met in Seoul, framed a constitution creating a re
public, and elected the first ministry; Syngman Rhee was 
unanimously chosen president*  Simultaneously with the 
presentation of Korea's petition to the Conference, Korean 
students in Tokyo cabled a similar plea*  A cablegram to the
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Korean mieelon in Washington reported the arrest of twentyalx 
of the signers, but Dr# Rhee Indicated that Koreans were willing 
to fight and to die for * kingdom that before August, 1910, 
had remained undivided for 1241 years. Be told the story of 
the RussoSFapanese War, and Japan's need of a mainland bases 
he said that the Treaty of Portsmouth ended hostilities between 
Japan and Russia, but for Korea the war had never ended. Dr, 
Rhee pointed outi

P. 112.
51Ibl4.. pp, 114-117.

Korea is the erux of the Far Eastern problem, 
he who has Korea*  oan, if tee will, hold Asia, If he has 
the forces. Be can sweep down through China at will, Bo 
can march up into Siberia, Kelther Japan, nor China, 
nor Russia should bold Korea, She should be as she 
always was, independent, Ber independence is the chief factor in the peace of the Far East,^

Another personage of much proKlnenoe at the Conference 
was Lord Oeorge Allardlee Riddell, the super»press agent of the 
British government. The owner of seventy periodical publications 
In Great Britain, his position as official spokesman had made 
hie the focusing point of newsmen in Washington, In his two*  

a«day conferences. Lord Riddell served as llason officer 
between the delegation on the one side and the press on the 
other.

Another unofficial personage of much prosinence at



the Confereaee was Senator William S» Borah of Idaho, one of 
the most useful members of United States Senate, Itore than 
any other can, ho brought about this Conferenee) he, wore than 
any other man, got one hundred uilllon dollars out from the 
naval estimates,^

Frequently in attendance at the plenary sessions was 
Secretary of the Wavy, Edwin Benby, In a box directly over 
the forum Mrs, Warren 0, Sardlng sat. Beside her eat Calvin 
Coolidge। near her sat the daughter of Theodore Roosevelt, 
Mrs, Wleholas Longworth, William Jennings Bryan was In constant 
attendance, as was William Allen White of Kansas, A solid 
phalanx of Senators sat In the sect ion reserved for them. In 
the section reserved for the Supreme Court sat the venerable 
Oliver Wendell Holmes with Justice Brands is close by,^

The editor of the London Times, the editor of the 
Peris Matin, and the editor of the Phenehal Shun Pae sat in 
a group. Hear them was H, Q, Wells, British author of the 
Outline of Hlstrrr, who eat beside the editor of the Far ehr st er 
Guardian, On the floor in direct contact with the delegates 
were the three hundred newspaper men, in their field as picked 
a group of the elect as were the delegates themselves,^

P. 119.
5^Si, sll.

. !!?ark SzssS- issmsK u xs.*. m.b4si(Garden Cltyi Poubleday, Page a Company, lj#22j, pp, 6»S>,
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The Organltatian of The Conference

Before the wox*  of the Conference ie discussed^ its 
organl8atlont procedure end pro$r&m should be described*  The 
also of the Conference were Indicated In general terms in the 
American Invitation) namely, te bring about a limitation of 
armaments on the part of the five Prineipal Allied and Associated 
Powers, and to solve the Pacific and Par Eastern problems 
by concentrated efforts on the part of the nine participating 
nations* 1

lXahihashi, jyi* elt»* p* 2b*
®WA Catechism of the Conference*, ep. ctt..o. 25,

^Xehihashi, op* elt.* pp* 24-25«

Each government paid the expenses ef its official 
delegation*  As host, the Americas appropriation was 1500,000*  

Both English and French served as the of fie lai language of the 
Conference* 5®

The Conference agenda was determined primarily by
s 

the State department through correspondenoe end consultation 
with representatives of the conferring governmmts*  The 
Conference was permitted to amend its own program*̂

This agenda included the following iteasi*
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LIMITATION OF ARMAMENT

I*  Limitation of Naval Armament, under which shall be 
discussed!
a) Basis of limitation
b) Extent
c) Fulfillment

II*  Rules for control of new agencies of warfare 
III*  Limitation of land armament

PACIFIC AND FAR EASTERN QUESTIONS
X*  Questions relating to China

1*  Principles to be applied
2*  Application

a) Territorial integrity
b) Administrative integrity
c) Open door—equality of econaaie and industrial 

opportunityd) Concessions, monopolies, or preferential 
economic privilegese) Development of railways, including plans 
relating to Chinese Eastern Railwayf) Preferential railroad rates

g) Status of existing commitments
II*  Siberia

(Similar headings)
III*  Mandated Islands

(Except questions earlier settled)
ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATIONS IN THE PACIFIC
Under the heading of "Status of existing commitments" 

It is expected that opportunity will be afforded to consider 
and to reach an understanding with respect to unsettled questions 
involving the nature and scope of commitments under which claims 
of rights may hereafter be asserted*

The nature and scope of the agenda make it obvious 
that the Washington Conference was in reality composed of two 
distinct conferences, each with Its special tasks*  The 
organisation was effected accordingly*

The plenary sessions of the Washington Conference
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were held in Continental Ball, founded Dy Awerlcan woaen as a 
memorial to aneeetora who fought la the Revolution. Comitteee 
held their eeselons la the fan-Aioerlean Building, homo of the 
Fan*Areerlcan  Cnlon in Washington. The delegations and the 
press correspondent a had their working quarters In the Kavy 
Building.

The Inaugural session on Saturday, Bovember 12, 1921, 
was presided over by Mr. Hughes and was open to the public. 
The opening prayer was offered by the Reverend Pr. W. S, 
Abernathy, pastor of the Calvary Baptist Church In Washington.® 

The President of the Vnlted States opened the Conference with 
the usual welcoming address. At the elose of this speech, 
Mr. Hughes was elected permanent ehairman of the Conference*  

Then he presented hie memorable scheme for the limitation of 
naval armaments. At the elose of his speech, he nominated 
Mr. Pohn V. Garret for the position of SecretaryOeneral, 
and he was unanimously elected.

This opening session was followed by six similar 
ones during the Conference, which was hailed as a marie of 
departure from secret diplomacy. The reason for open sessions 
was to prevent secret, executive, or unrecorded sessions,

5 Prank K. Simonds, •Human Aspects of the Conference!* 
Af*»rleen  P»v3ew of Reviews, pp. 42-M3*

^•Opening Prayer", Mev*nto  of Corf*r*nee  on Limitation 
of Arma*onts,  Washington ItoMXXX (Houatoni Hein Printing C<xsp»ny) 
Kot' Paginated.
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herttofore sanctioned by diplomat la usage, froca marking the 
Kathode used in reaching conelusione. Petitions, eemorlale, 
and hearings were foreal means ef bringing publie opinion to 
bear upon the Conference,^ These open sees Iona were held to 

acquaint the public with the general progress of the Conference 
work by presenting a survey of the things accomplished. These 
open sessions were well attended by the public,®

The organisation of the Conference on Limitation of 
Aroaitonts was begun on Monday, November lb. The senior delegates 
of the five Principal Allied and Associated Powers formed the 
Coasnlttee on Program and Procedure, This eosealttee met and 
fixed the rules of procedure, the method of organising various 
c omit tees which might become necessary as the Conference 
developed, the tanner of keeping records and of making the 
records public, When this task was completed, the Committee 
on Program and Procedure was automatically dissolved, but the 
Committee of Senior delegates came Into being. The Committee 
of Senior Polegates became the chief controlling and directing 
board of the Conference,

On the eighteenth of November, the Committee of the 
Whole was organised. This oommittee eonaisted of all the 
delegates of the five nations. Because its membership was so

7* a Catechism of the Conference*,  oo, clt», p, 85*  

®Xchlhashl, SH«» P« $6,
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large, its work was eonfine4 to hearing, examining, amending, 
rejecting, or accepting the reports ©r the varloue aubordlnate 
eonmlttees# Thue the Committee ©f the Whole became the exclusive 
plenary session of the delegates.

On Kovesber 19, the Committee of Senior Delegates 
treated the Subcommittee ©f Kaval Experts to examine and 
report on the American proposals, Rr« Hughes asked Hr*  Balfour 
and Baron Kate to meet him informally at his offiee in the 
State Department, These men continued to meet informally and 
became known as the "31g Three*  of the Conference, At their 
first meeting# it was suggested that the naval experts of the 
three nations be given an opportunity to examine the technical 
aspects ©f the American proposal. Hence the Sub*Commlttee  of 
Kaval Experts ©f America, Great Grltaln and Japan was set up. 
Its function was to examine end report to Mr, Bugties, Mr, Balfour 
and Baron Kato on teehnieal aspects of the American proposal. 
This 3ub-C omit tee had no authority to pass Judgment on matters 
of policy, but was to serve strictly In an advisory sapaclty,^

Chi December 15# another committee was created. This 
new coesilttee was called the Cometitte© of Fifteen# fro® the 
fact that it consisted of the senior delegate of each nation

^Mark Sullivan reports in The Greet Adventure that 
it was a source ©f professional pride to the American navy men 
that the foreign experts never found a flaw in the American 
ealoulationa.
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pine two naval experts*  Thle coamittee eon tinned the worse of 
the *Bls  Three*  and attempted to obtain the eoneent of franee 
and Italy upon the ratio of capital chips assigned to thea 
by the American proposals*  At the committee’s fourth neetlng, 
France offered a conlltlonal acceptance.

On Decetaber 22# the Joint Committee was organised. 
The Joint Committee was composed of all the delegates of the 
five participating nations, plus two naval experts for each 
nation. This Joint Ccemiittee was formed to study the question 
of abolishing submarines, limiting auxiliary craft, airplane 
carriers and battleships.

On Pecember 28, the Subcommittee of Aviation was 
formed to study and to report on what could be done in regard 
to airplanes.

On January 2, 1922, the Committee of Kaval Fxperts 
was Joined by a oosmittee of legal authorities, and was re*  

named the Committee of Kaval and legal Experts. This committee 
had two functionsi to study the matters upon which provisional 
agreements had been saeured, and to draft treaties and resolutions.

On January 10, the Committee of Senior Delegates 
resumed Its meetings for the purpose of examining and passing 
upon the tentative drafts, as well as of discussing the 
uncompleted parts of the treaty. The Committee of the Senior 
Delegates continued this worh until the results were ready to 
submit to the Committee of the Whole.
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Thus there were instituted ten eeseittees and sub*  

eomit tees*  exclusive of the plenary session,^ The names of 

the eomlttees indicate the coeplisated tasks that were to be 
considered by the Arms Conference, towever# the einutes con
tained In the Of fie! si peeerd ar# only those of the Cosaulttee 
of the Whole*  the Cowittee of fifteen and the foint CoBmittee*̂

The Conference on the Far Eastern and Faelfie Froblems 
was organised similarly. On Fonday*  liovember Id# the Senior 
delegates of the nine participating nations formed the 
Comlttee on Program and Procedure, This eomittee set up the 
rules of procedure# the methods of organising various eo®®lttees 
which the development of the discussions might necessitate and 
the manner and methods of keeping records of various meetings# 
as well as of making publie such parts of the records as ml^ht 
be bulged advisable. As soon as these things were established# 
the Committee was dissolved# and# as in the Arms Conference# 
was followed by the Committee of the Senior Delegates, which 
became the governing body of the Conference, On November 16# 
the Committee of the Whole was formed*  This Committee was 
composed of all the delegates of the nine nations,^3

On November $6# the Sub-Committee on Foreign Post

J?chihashl# eg*  ett,, pp, 26-28*
11Conference on th*  limitation of Armament*  Fovemher 12. WMiinSon,"TiSi.~J---- -‘

^toe*  elt*
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Offices was foraad*

to KovoBbsr 2#t the Sub*Conmittee  on Extra-territoriality 
in China was appointed#

to Koveeber 29, a sub-coemittee was named to examine 
Chinese tariffs#

to December 3# a Draft Committee was appointed to 
draft treaties and resolutions#

These various committees met to perform the function 
assigned to them# They reported to the Committee of the Whole, 
which met regularly and achieved the main part of the work# 
The Committee of the Whole was able to perform the greater 
part of the work because all of the participating nations were 
Interested in the solution of the problems of China, toward 
which the attention of this Conference was directed#

The question of Tap, however, concerned only the 
United States and Japan# Negotiations on Tap were held during 
the Conference, and an agreement was reached shortly after the 
Conference# In a like manner, Japan and China reached an 
agreement on the Shantung question at this time# leither the 
settlement of the Tap question nor the Shantung question was 
actually part of the Conference#^

An important phase of the machinery of the Conference 
was the work of the correspondents who transmitted the happenings

^ichlhashl, ©fi. sll#, p# 29# 
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of the Conference to the world outside ¥&shington. At first the 
delegates cade epeelai efforts to meet eerebers of the press 
and talked to then rather freelyt but, of course, within the 
scope agreed upon among the conferees. Since there were wore 
than three hundred correspondents in Washington, these individual 
interviews had to be given up and the unique practice of *0roup  

Interviews*  was instituted. Each delegation maintained an office 
for this purpose and regularly gave interviews on the progress 
of the Conference. The delegates allowed themselves to be 
questioned on any subject, although they were not always able 
to answer. These frequent interviews resulted in a close 
personal relationship between the delegates and the Journalists.^^

In spite of these practical arrangements, tbs heads 
of delegations spent almost as much time with the press as they 
spent in conference among themselves. A day,s program as it was 
posted in the press room at the Wavy Building, by James Preston, 
Superintendent of the Senate Press Callery, read like thisi^ 

10130 A. M. * Lord Riddell, of the British delegation, 
in the Wavy Building 

11130 A. H. * Signor Bartelll, of the Italian delegation, 
at the Italian Embassy

31 CO A. K. * Lord Riddell, of the British delegation, 
in the Wavy Building

3i3Q P. K. * The Secretary of State, Mr. Eughes, at 
the State Departreent

l6Iohihashl, e^. p. 31-33• 
^^siaonds, op. eit.. p. 45.
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Ai30 fe Ke • Mr*  Hanlhara, of tha Japanese delesatlon, 

at the hoae of the Japanese delegation on 
Massachusetts Avenue• 

5tOO I, K» * Mr. See, of the Chinese delegation, at the 
Kavy Suiliing 

6tCO f*  Ke • Fr*  Balfour, of the British delegation, at 
the Kavy Bulliing

The newspaper conferenees in Washington differed fron 
any other ever held in this one respeet«*they  were open to 
correspondents of every nationality# At Paris, the British 
held conferences for the British journalists, with an occasional 
conference for the Americans# The Americans held conferences 
to which only their own country's newspaper representatives 
were admitted• And so with the other countries.

When thio gathering of the Journalists was arranged, 
the great danger that would arise froai admitting Japanese and 
British Journalists to his confidential talks with the American 
proas was pointed out to Hr. Bushes. When he decided to open 
his conferences to all Journalists, the others followed his 
example| thus, added impact was given to international publie 

16 opinion.
The Washington Conference was said to be characterised 

by people *s  dlploiracy, inforMllty, and open diplomacy hitherto 
unknown in the history of international relations. Although 
plenary sessions in connection with the Conference called forth 
this enthusiasm, these Informal procedures were a response to

16Slmonis, elt.» pp.
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» universal demand at 6h» eodern put>llee Ixaepis for the plenary 
seeslone, none of the meetings of the Cosaitteei was open to 
the public# not even to the eembers of the delegations# unless 
they were properly designated as members of such aomaittees*  

Not only that# but many of the c omit tee meetings were without 
minutes# Furthermore# in order to facilitate free and franic 
discussions, verbatim records were not kept of the remarks of 
the various speaxers*  Thus, even when the minutes were kept 
they were more or less edited, by the speakers themselves**  

perhaps it is nearer the truth to say that drafts were written 
out afterward by the speakers themselves. The comsiunlqu^s 

issued for the press were confined to those meetings on which 
minutes were officially keptj eonsequently the records render 
an incomplete story of ths work of the Conference

The happenings of the first day of the Conference 
have been cited as an outstanding example of the informality 
of the Conference, According to the official program of the 
day# President Harding and Secretary Hughes alone were to 
speak with no response from the foreign delegates. But the 
galleries cried out for bBriand#w and the French premier 
said a few words about France and international friendliness. 
Then# in the ease way, the crowd called •Japan*,  end Frinee 
Tokugawa spoke a few gracious words. The next cries were

l^Ichihashi# ep, elt., pp, 29*33
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"Italy, Italy,*  and Signor Schanzar*  apaka @ara eerloualy than 
the ethers had, The cries eontlnued until all the natlena 
represented there apeke,^®

8, 6e Uwry in TM telU 
Xoveaber 20, 1321, aaya of Salfour in thia connectioni

I am auro it has not lain in hla (forty year’s) 
experience to ait puhlioly in an international assemblage 
to consider the peace of the world where the public 
galleriea participated to the extent of interrupting the 
fixed program ty tailing aloud and by nane upon the 
foreign delegatee to aaice impromptu addressee and cheering them heartily when they eat down,*5

To thia extant informality was characteristic ef
the Vashington Coxferenoe#

^^Loe, ett.
l-^gewe Article in The Phlli^rlohia FuMle teller.

November 20, 1921,



CHAPTIR XT

The Work of the Conference on Ideltation of iraament

The work of the Conference on Limitation of Armament 
began on Saturday, Kovember 12, with the address of Secretary 
of State Hughes which followed Fresident Harding*s  address of 
welcome*̂  As a fitting prelude, America’s *Unknown  Soldier*  

had been laid at rest in Arlington Cemetery the day before* * 2 
Mr*  Hughes indicated the dual nature of the scope of the 
Conference when he saldl

^"For full text of the American proposal, see Appendix I*
2Buell, £p* £1£*, p* 151e

The President invited the governments of the 
British Hmpire, Franco, Italy and Japan to parti
cipate in a conference on the limitation of 
armament in connection with which Pacific and 
Far Bastem questions would also be discussed*  
It would have been most agreeable to the Presi
dent to have invited all the powers to take part 
in this conference, but it was thought to be a time when other considerations should yield to 
the practical requirements of the existing 
exigency and, in this view, the invitation was 
extended to the group known as the principal 
allied and associated powers, which by reason 
of the conditions produced by the war, control, 
in the main, the armaments of the world*  The 
opportunity to limit armament lies within their 
group*

It was recognised, however, that the interests 
of the other powers in the Far Bast made it ap
propriate that they should be invited to partici
pate in the discussion of the Pacific and Far 
Bastern problems, and, with the approval of the 
five powers, an invitation to take part in the 
discussion of those questions has been extended 
to Belgium, China, The Hetherlands and Portugal*
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The iaeluaion of the proposal for the dlacuaaion 

of the Faeifie and Far Sastera questions wae not for 
the purpose of embarrassing or delaying an agreeoent 
for the lleitatloa of armaaent, but rather to support 
that understanding by availing ourselves of this meet
ing to endeavor to reach a eomnon understanding as to 
the principles and policies to be followed in the Far 
East and thus greatly to diminish and if possible, to 
wholly remove, discernible sources of controversy*  It 
is believed, that by interchange of views at this oppor
tune time, the Governments represented here may find a 
basis of accord and thus give expression to their 
desire to assure enduring friendship*

In the public discussions which have preceded the 
conference, there have apparently been the two competing 
views I one that the consideration of armament should 
await the results of the discussions of the Far Eastern 
question, and another, that the latter discussion should 
be postponed until an agreement for the limitation of 
armament has been reached*  I am unable to find suffi
cient reason for adopting either of these extreme views*  
I think that it would be most unfortunate if we should 
disappoint the hopes that have been attached to this 
meeting by a postponement of the consideration of the 
first subject*  The world looks to this conference to 
relieve humanity of the crushing burden created by com
petition in armament, and it is the view of the American 
government that we should meet that expectation without 
delay*  It is therefore proposed that the conference should proceed at once to consider the question of the 
limitation of armament*

This, however, does not mean that we must postpone 
the examination of Far Eastern questions*  These 
questions of vast Importance press for solution*  It is 
hoped that immediate provision may be made to deal with 
them adequately, and it is suggested that it may be 
found to be entirely practicable through the distribution 
of work among the designations by the committees to make 
progress to the ends sought to be achieved without either 
subject being treated as a hindrance to the proper con
sideration and disposition of the other*?

^Address of Charles E*  Hughes, Secretary of the United 
States and American commissioner to the Conference on limitation 
of Armament on assuming the duties of the Presiding Officer at 
the Conference, Washington, D*  C*,  Kovember 12, 1921# S23QC22212221 
Kecord*  Hovember 14, 1921, pp*  S531-S552*
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With thie introduetion, then, Mr*  Hughes proceeded 

to electrify hie audience with the American proposal for the 
limitation of armaments.^ The gist of the plan waa as follow si 

1*  That all capital ship building programs, either 
actual or projected, should be abandoned*

2*  That further reductions should be made through 
the scrapping of certain older ships*

3*  That, in general, regard should be had to the 
existing naral strength of the powers eoicerned*

4*  That the capital ship tonnage should be used as 
the measurement strength for navies and a pro*  
portionate allowance of auxiliary combatant craft 
proscribed* >
In brief, the program for the United States would 

scrap all capital ships under construction, fifteen In number, 
and fifteen of the older battleships up to the King George V 
class

^George 1*  Eolmes (International Sews Service Staff 
Correspondent), reflected the general astonishment of the 
conferees, press and public in his article entitled *Fowers  
Startled by United States Proposal to Scrap Havies*  in The 
Kouston Chronicle of November 13, 1921• He declare! the 
Secretary's proposal to be without precedent and called it 
open diplomacy with a vengeance which caught the delegates 
of eight other nations—only two of whom were vitally con*  
cemod—totally unprepared*  •Thus,*  to*.  Holmes says, "with 
one swift daring stroke did the United States today seise 
the leadership of the world from the statesmen who sat about 
the green covered table in Continental Kall*  There, before 
the press of the world, with the American Congress and hun*  
dreda of others looking on, did Secretary of State Hughes 
bring forth a plan, which, in the ordinary course of diplomatic 
procedure, would have been discussed with great secrecy behind 
closed ana guarded doors**

5Address of MT*  Hughes, ©£• £!!•» P*  <533»
^Mews article in The Austin Statesman. lovember 12, 

1921*  o*  1*
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Great Britain would etop conatruetlon on her four 

new ahlps of the Hood typeeand scrap all her second and first 
line battleships tp to the ling George V class*?

Japan would abandon plans for two battleships and 
four battle cruisers not yet laid down and In addition would 
scrap three capital ships and four battle cruisers in process 
of construction, and all ten of the pre*dreadnought  and battle
ships of the second line*̂

Thus, t&ile Britain would sacrifice her supremacy of 
the seas. In that her facilities were to bo on an equal basis 
with those of the United States, the United States would lose 
most under the Hughes program, since she gave up her potential 
superiority.?

In regard to replacement, the United States proposed|
1. That it be agreed that the first replacement tonnage 

shall not bo laid down until ten years from the date 
of this agreement.

2. That replacement be limited by a maximum of capital 
ship tonnage as follows:

For the United States • « * $00,000 tons 
For Great Britain • • « « $00,000 tons 
For Japan $00,000 tons
For France. ••««#».*  17$,000 tons 
For Italy 17$,000 tons

$, That subject to the ten year limitation above fixed.
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and the maxinum atandax*d > capital ship*  may be 
replaced after they are twenty years eld by new 
capital ship construction*

4# That no capital ship shall be built in replace-
- ment with a tonnage displacement of more than$00,000 tons** 0

The plan also included previsiens for the limitation 
of auxiliary combatant craft*  Three classes of auxiliary cc«- 
batant craft were recognised*  That isI

1*  Auxiliary surface combatant craft, such as cruisers, 
(excluding battle cruisers) flotilla leaders, de
stroyers, and various surface types*

2*  Submarines*  
3*  Airplane carriers*!!

The most important initial task of the Conference, 
then, was to bring about an agre«Rent on the ratio of capital 
chips, the backbone of the fleet*!2

Americata proposed solution involved a sweeping 
reduction on the part of the United States, Great Britain, and 
Japan*  Specifically, the requirements of the three leading 
naval powers were as followsI

The United States proposed, if this plan was acceptedt
1*  To scrap all capital ships now under construction*  

This Includes six battle cruisers and seven battle
ships on the way and in the course of building and

^^Loe*  cit*

^Loc*  cit*

^Ichihashi, op*  cit*.  p*  16.
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two battleehips launched. The total number of 
new capital ships thus to be scrapped is fifteen. 
The total tonnage of new capital ships when con*  
plated would be 618,000 tone,

2, To scrap all the older battleships up to, but not 
including, the Delaware and Mortn Dakota, The 
number of these old battleships to be scrapped 
was fifteen.
Thus, the number of capital ships to be scrapped by 

the United States, if this plan was accepted, was thirty with 
aggregate tonnage (Including that of ships, in construction, 
complete) of 845,740 tons.

The plan contemplated for Great Britain and Japan, 
which follows, was fairly commensurate with the action on the 
part of the ttaited States,

It was proposed that Great Britaini
1, Should stop further construction on the four new 

Hoods, the new capital ships not laid down, but upon 
which noney had been spent. The four ships, if com
pleted, would have a tonnage displacement of 172,000 
tons,

2, Should, in addition, scrap her pre-dreadnoughts, 
second line battleships and first line battleships 
up to, but not including, the King George V class. 
These, with certain pro-dreadnoughts which it was 
understood had already been scrapped, would amount 
to nineteen capitol ships and a tonnage reduction 
of 411,735 tons.

It was proposed that Japan:
1, Should abandon her program of ships not yet laid 

down, vis: The K-ll, Owari go, J and Hg, 8 Battle
ships, and Bos, 1, 6, Zand TBattle Cruisers,

It should be observed that thio did not involve the 
stopping of construction, as the construction of none 
of these ships had been begun.
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2» Should scrap three capital ahlpa (the Mateu* 

launched, the Toea* the Kago. in course of 
building) and tour battle cruisers (the Amagi 
and Akagl. in course of building, and the Atoga 
and Takao. not yet laid down but for which certain 
eaterial had been assembled*)
The total nuaber of new capital ships to be 
scrapped under this paragraph was seven*  The 
total tonnage of these new capital ships when 
completed would be 289,190 tons*

3*  Should scrap all pre-dreadnoughts and battle*  
ships of the second line*  This would include 
the scrapping of all ships up to, but not in
cluding the Settsu! that is, the scrapping of ten old ships with a total tonnage of 139,828 
tons*
The total reduction of tonnage on vessels exist
ing, laid down, or for which naterlal had been 
assembled (taking the tonnage of new ships when 
coapleted), would be 448,928 tons*A3
Thus, under this plan there would be ienediately 

destroyed of the navies of the three powers, sixty-six capital 
fighting ships built and building, with a total tonnage of 
1,878,043 tons*

It was proposed that it should be agreed by the
United States, Great Britain and Japan that their navies with 
respect to capital ships, within three nonths after the Baking 
of the agreement, should consist of certain ships designated in 
the proposal and numbering for the United States eighteen, for 
Great Britain twenty-two, and for Japan ten*

The total tonnage of these ships would be as follows!
of the United States, 5OO,65O| of Great Britain, 604,450| of
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Japan 299»700e In reaching this reault', the age factor in 
the cate of the respective navies received appropriate 
consideration.^^ — —- -

In view of the fact that the destruction of nany 
tons of their capital ships was required of the United States, 
Great Britain and Japan in order to establish the ratio de
sired, while no such sacrifice was required of France and 
Italy, it becane evident that an agreement among the three 
great naval powers was of primary importance.

it the Second Plenary Session held on Bovember 15, 
all of the nations concerned supported in spirit and in 
principle the imerican proposal. However, Baron Kato, in 
replying for the Japanese delegation, cast a shadow of things 
to come when he said that he perceived that certain modifi
cations should be made in regard to the tonnage basis for 
replacement of various types of vessels.^ On Movember 17, 

he issued a more specific statement saying that because of 
Japan’s geographical position she should be allotted more 
than sixty per cent of the tonnage allowed the United States 
and Great Britain, Further, he thought Japan might need a 
higher per cent of defensive vessels,^

Accordingly, on November 19, Mr, Hughes asked Mr, 
Balfour and Baron Kato to meet him informally for discussion

^Address of Mr, Hughes, ss*  P« 8533*  

^^Ichihashi, sp. s5S,*t  P*  U6*  

^^Buell, pp, p*  155, 

3-7roee eit.
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of the proposed ratio of 5*5*3«  The complexity of their task 
was indicated by the fact that the *Big  Three*  met thus in*  I
formally twenty times• the last meeting being held on December 
15» when a provisional agreement was reached on the ratio of 
ships according to the American proposal, 5*5-3•  At the first 
meeting, Mr*  Hughes urged that quicker results could be facili*  

tated by informal discussions by the chief delegates of the 
three nations most vitally concerned, in which view Mr*  Balfour 
and Baron Kato concurred*18  Baron Kato then proposed that naval 

experts of the three nations be given an opportunity to examine 
the technical aspects ef the plan, said cofflaittee to have no 
authority to pass judgment on matters of policy*!^

On Hovember Ip, a subcommittee ef experts was named*  

This subcommittee was not able to reach any agreement, but did 
report their views to the members of their delegations*  On 
Xovember 2d, Baron Kato made the following statementt

Owing to her geographical situation and to her 
peculiar national conditions, the imperative need 

. of a navy is recognised by dapan in no less degree 
than any other country; but Japan has resolved not 
to possess armaments in excess of the minimum 
strength for the bare necessity of securing her 
national security*  Japan is unable to accept the 
ratio of sixty per cent because she considers it 
Impossible to provide for her security and defense 
with any less force than seventy per cent*  She 
desires to have the proposed ratio so modified that 
the relative strength of the three navies will be 10*10*7**5

l^Xchihashl, on* cit*>  p*  47*  
»toe. elt.

artlele la The Beaumont Enterprise, lor. 29, 1921
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Great concern wae felt by the conferees and 

reflected in the press over the Japanese attitude*  The 
Houston Chronicle carried the headline •Japan’s Attitude 
Pussies Conferees*  on page one; in this headlined article 
Japan’s request for a great navy and silence on Far Eastern 
questions was said to have bewildered the delegates, while 
the precise attitude of Japan was beconing more and nore the 
Interrogation point of the Conference.21

2^Hewe article in The Houeton Chronicle. Hov. 19, 1921.
22Frank H. Simonds, •Distrust May Imperil Any World 

Pact,* 261 Houston Chronicle. Hov. 15, 1921.
2^*Beport of the American Delegation to the President", 

February 9, 1922, Senate Doeument Mo. 126, 6?th Congress, 2d 
Session, p. 799.

Prank 8. Slmond readily sensed that the work of the 
Conference was plagued by lack of good faith among the nations, 
and that the absolute failure ef the plan was both a possi*  

bility and a nenace; that unless a great eeasure of snxtual 
• r *

confidences could be achieved, the whole Conference would 
become a failure and a tragedy.22

Until Wovember 30, the Subcommittee of Experts 
argued over the Japanese demands. At first the Japanese 
argued that the requirements of national security demanded 
the increased ratio. As this basis was wholly indeterminable, 
and as the basis of the proposal was the existing strength as 
of Sovember 12, this contention was rejected.* 2^
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The Jap&neee, challenging the accuracy of the 
American figurea, worked out a formula by six different 
neane which resulted in an existing ratio of 147 for Great 
Britain, 100 for United States, and 70 for Japan} the 
Americans countered with three different calculations 
showing Japan wae not even entitled to the sixty per cent 
which had been accorded to her# The first was on the basis 
of the number of capital ships in comalssion plus the keels 
of ships laid down, which gave ths American tonnage a ratio 
of 100 to Japan’s 45? tho second was in relation to ships in 
commission plus keels laid, plus ships on which money had 
already been spent, which ratio was 100 to 55? the third was 
according to the number of ships in commission plus the per
centage of ships under construction, which ratio was 100 to 
w’n

The Japanese then insisted that existing strength 
should refer only to completed ships? whereas the American 
Government took the position that ships In course of con
struction should be counted to the extent to which construction 
had already progressed at the time of the convening of the 
Conference#^

2^Mewo article in Japan Feekly Chronicle, Dec# 8, 1921, 
quoted in Buellf8 The Washington Conference, o# 156#

2*̂Report  to the President*,  op. eit•# p# 799*
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When the Subcommittee could not reach an agree*  

meat, the controrerey waa handed back to the Big Three on 
Woveaber 30On Dec«nber 1, Mr*  Balfour made a peraonal 
call on Baron Kato to exprees hie regreto upon the inability 
of the exports to agree on the capital ship ratio and to 
inquire as to whether he could do anything to reconcile the 
conflicting views so that the work of the Conference could 
proceed*  Baron Kato replied that he would not obstruct the 
work of the Conference, but the 10»10»7 ratio was not only 
the desire of his naval experts but of the government and 
people of Japan: therefore, he would not bo able to make a 
aatiafactory explanation to them if he accepted the 10*10*6  
ratio under the preaaure of American opinion* 27

Mr*  Balfour then naked Baron Kato whether he had 
any definite' suggestion upon which he might be able to accept 
the American ratio: Baron Kato then stated his request to 
substitute the Settsu for the Matsu In the list of capital 
ships to be scrapped, and to effect an agreement on Pacific 
fortifications*  Mr*  Balfour requested that he might be

2^Xchihashl, £p*  eit*.  p*  46*
^^Buell explains the Japanese delay In accepting im

mediately the proposal by the rivalry between the army and navy 
offices in Tokyo (the proposal would mean a deathblow to the 
naval profession and would Increase the power of the army clique 
because the future of Japanese imperialism now lay exclusively on 
the Asiatic mainland and manpower would be Its principal weapon): 
and by the natural chauvinism of many elements in Japan which pro
hibited the immediate adoption of the proposal*  See pages 157*  
159 of The Washington Conference for full discussion*



euthoriied to approach Mr*  Hughes on these natters*  He 
eg received the authorisation*

The Mutsu was one of the largest battleships 
afloat*  a super*dreadnought  with a displacement of 3d,000 
tons, and a speed of twenty*three  and one»half knots an 
hour, two knots more than the Maryland, the only super*  

dreadnought the United States was to have retained under
the original proposal | the Mutsu was equipped with eight 
16*inch  guns, firing projectiles of 2,200 pounds in weight 
at a maxiarum range of 44,000 yards.The American Delegation
had understood that the S was only ninety-eight per cent 
complete, and that therefox*e  it should be scrapped.^0 The

Japanese Delegation insisted that the Mutew had been com
missioned In September, 1921, and was fully maimed before
the convening of the Conference, and that, therefore, it 
should not be scrapped*̂  

The retention of the Mut would have given Japan
a seventy per cent ratio which would have upset the whole 
plan*  Under the original proposal each of the three powers 
would retain one super-dreadnought  | the Dnlted States, the 
MarylandI Great Britain, the Hood! and Japan, the Bagato. 
But if Japan should retain also the Mutsu she would have 
twice as many ships as the United States or Great Britain*
Japan,s offer to offset this difference by aacrificing the

28Ichihashi, £g*  cite, p*  49*
2?Bywater, Se^ j^rer jn ^he pp*  202, 208*
3°Buell, sb* £ljt*,  p*  160*
3Tloc*  Cite



Settiu wai not satisfactory*  because the Settsu was an old 
ship, consBissioned in 1912 with a dlsplacenent of 21,420 
tons and armed with 12-lnch guns (as compared with the 
32,000 ton dlsplacenent and the 16-inch guns on the Mutsu).^^ 

On Decetiber 2, following the meeting of Mr*  Balfour 
and Baron Kato on December 1, the Big Three met for the first 
time since the Subcommittee of naval experts had reported 
their failure to agree*̂  Mr*  Hughes received the report of 

the Subcommittee and concluded that he saw no serious con
flict*  la answer to a direct question, Baron Kato replied 
that Japan would be willing to give up her light-eight pro*  
'gram If an international agreement were reached*̂^  He then 

stated that the Japanese government and people were convinced 
that the 10-10-7 ratio was fair? and, in speaking of the latest 
addition to the Japanese fleet, said that the Mutsu. idiich was 
built partly by the subscriptions of school children as well 
as the general public, and therefore had great sentimental 
value, had been commissioned on the previous day (l*e*,  Decem
ber 1) and had Joined the fleet*  He therefore faced a serious 
situation; on the one hand, ho desired a harmonious relationship

^^oc*  cit*

^Xchlhashi, sp*  £ik*,  p*  49*  

^^Ichihashi, 2p*  cit*, p*  $0*
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with the Conference! and, on the other hand, he had to have 
aatiefactory explanations for Japan*  So far he had not been 
able to find the necessary means for mutual satisfaction.^5 

He continued i
However, X said yesterday to Mr*  Balfour, should 
it be possible for the Powers situated in the 
Pacific, particularly the United States and Japan, 
to maintain the status quo on their Pacific forti*  flcations and naval bases, that would <lve me a 
reason to satisfy the Japanese people*̂®  

The question was finally settled In a provisional 
agreement on December 15 when It was agreed that Japan was 

I 

to retain both the Mutsu and the Hagatot to offset this gain, 
the United States would complete two battleships of the Vest 
Virginia class and Great Britain was allowed to build two super*  
dreadnoughts which had been authorised in dugust*37  The new 
arrangement maintained the 10*10*6  ratio and, in fact, worked 
to the naval advantage of the United States and Great Britain, 
for they were each to have three dreadnoughts to Japan’s two*  

Japan’s advantage was a negative one since the Mutsu was al*  

ready completed and work <hi the Hood, begun only two weeks 
before the Conference, had been suspended on Hovember 17 as 
an earmark of sincerity toward the Conference*36  But in order 

to retain these additional vessels the powers agreed to scrap

git*
^^lemarks of Baron Kato in December 2 conference of

the Big Three, quoted in Xchihashi’s The Washington Conference. 
p*  50*

^^The agreement was described as provisional because 
the position of Prance and Italy had not been determined*

^uell, si*  eit*.  p*  161*  
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the followingi Japan, the Settsut the United States, the 
Horth Dakota, and the Delawai*e!  Great Britain, four battle*  
ships of the ling George V type ?

Thus the existing tonnage of the three fleets 
remained practically the same, with a slight increase for 
Japan and the United States which was offset by the type of 
vessels retained by Great Britain, and the replacement tonnage 
was slightly increased i but the ratio 10*10*6  was maintained. 
This ratio was to be maintained until 1931, when replacements 
of capital ships could take place (with the provision that no 
capital ship could be replaced until twenty years after the

• I

date of its completion),^0

The following comparison showed the difference be*  

tween the original and final proposals for limitations
Mavles for Kext Ten Tears^l

United States Great Britain Japan
Ships Tonnage Ships Tonnage Ships Tonnage 

Original 18 500,650 22 604,450 10 299,700
Final 18 525,850 20 582,050 10 313,300 .

leplacement
Original 18 500,000 22 500,000 10 300,000
Final 18 525,000 20 525,000 10 315,000

^Buell, SB, cit,. p, 161,

^loc, Sit,

arrangement is that given by The literary 
Digeat. January 7, 1922, p, 37,
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The price ef Japan •» agreement to the 10-10-6 

ratio was not only the retention of the Matsu but accession 
on the part of the United States to Japan*s  deeand that the 
United States stop further fortifications in the Pacific 
Islands*  The provisional agrosnent adopted on Deceaber 15, 
covering the point in question, statedt

It Is agreed with respect to fortifications and 
naval bases in the Pacific region, including 
Hongkong, the status quo shall be maintained, that is, there shall be no Increase in these 
fortifications, and naval bases except that thia 
restriction shall not apply to the Hawaiian 
Islands, New Zealand, and the islands composing 
Japan proper, or, of course, to the coasts of 
the United States and Canada, as to which the , 
respective powers retain their entire freedom
Despite the fact that the United States had a large 

number of islands in the Pacific Ocean (Guam, the Philippines, 
the Aleutians, Tutuila, the Hawaiian group), in 1919 none of 
them was a base sufficiently developed to supply the needs of 
a great fleet*43  But if the United States should continue to 

fortify the Philippines and Guam, completing a chain of bases 
across the Pacific, she would have the bases necessary to 
sustain her fleet| hence, the Japanese demand that fortifications 
cease*44

^See Appendix 11*  
^Bywater, Sll*»  P» 255 •
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This demand placed the American delegation in a 

serious position) for if the diearmaaent plan was accepted, 
the United States would be forced to surrender the possibility 
of physically enforcing the policy of the Open Door In the 
Orient, and even of defending the Philippines from attack*  

The two matters**nen-fortification  and disarmament^-secmed 
Impossible; consequently, it was agreed on December 15 that 
bhe status emp would be maintained with respect to the Hawaiian 
Islands, Australia, the islands composing Japan proper, and the 
coasts of the United States and Canids*̂

Difficulties arose over the differences la the in
terpretation of the teres ^Pacific region*  and *Japan  proper*,  
since the negotiators did not specify what they were to Include*̂  

Britain wished the area in which the status <iuq would be main
tained to be a parallelogram with the equator at its south, the 
30th degree of latitude its north, the 110th degree of longitude 
its west, and the 110th degree of longitude, its east aide; thus 
all the British Islands south of the equator, and Singapore, 
would be excluded from the fortifications, but the Japanese 
Bonin Islands would be Includad,^? Japan insisted that the Bonin 

Islands, 520 nilas away fron Tokyo constituted part of the Japanese

^BueU, <?»e Cite, pe 165, 

^Ichihashi, op, p, 84e 
^Buell, pp, eit.. pe 166,
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■mainland on the ground that they were within the adminietratlve 
juriediction of the Home Government The American delegation 
reeieted the contention in regard to the Bonin Xalande, because, 
tdien fortified, these islands would be in a position to dominate 
Guam and to cut the communications of the United States with the 
Philippines, if not the Orient*

Actually, Buell suggests in ^5 MllaElSa SSfilSEfiMB 
that the real reason for Japan's efforts to exclude the Bonins 
from the rule of status quo was not the desire to increase 
fortifications, since she had hurriedly completed fortifications 
there Just before the Conference*  Rather, Japan was playing for 
time*  She used this means to delay the naval treaty until the 
Manchurian and Siberian settlements were satisfactory to her 
interests. Just as she used the Kurile Islands to secure a 
promiee that the Aleutians (ordinarily considered a part of 
the homeland of the United States) would not be fortified*̂ 0 

Furthermore, the Japanese raised a xpieation in regard to Singa
pore, which stands off the Malay Penninsula between the Indian 
Ocean and the China Sea, a port of first importance to the 
British, and upon which they considered the safety of Australia,

^Ichihashl, sa» Silo P« 84*  

^See pages 166 to 171 for full discussion*  

^°Buoll, <Q2*  cit*»  p*  167*
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India, and lew Zealand depended,51 Britain had created such 

facilities and fortifications in Singapore as to make it a 
first class naval station, thus indicating the British Empire 
was preparing to defend its possessions in the Pacific and in 
Asia, irrespective of the Japanese navy.52

As long as the Anglo*Japanese  Alliance existed, 
Japan felt Singapore could never be a menace to her; but if it 
should be cancelled outright, the American and British fleets 
could unite against Japan, and, with Singapore as a base, the 

. advantage gained by Japan in the pledge of the United States 
not to construct bases of her own would thus be lost.53 For 
such reasons did Japan object to the exclusion of Singapore 
from the status quo*

On January Mr*  Hughes, Mr*  Balfour, and Baron Kato 
entered into a verbal agreement which was later to appear in 
Article XIX of the Five Power Baval Treaty* 54 By this agreement, 
the United States agreed to maintain the status quo in regard 
to fortifications and naval bases in the possessions which it 
now holds or may acquire in the Pacific Ocean, except those 
adjacent to the coast of the United States, Alaska, the Panama 
Canal Zone and Hawaii, not including the Aleutians*  The British 
agreed to the status quo in Hongkong and the other insular

^Hoc*  Cite
^^loc*  clt*
^^Buell, sp*  eit*.  p*  171*  

5^Ichlhashi, SB*  clt*.  p*
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poseesaloni it held or eight acquire in the Pacific Ocean, 
east of 110 degrees east longitude except those adjacent to 
the coast of Canada, Australia and Mow Zealand* * Japan agreed 
to the status quo in the Kurile Islands, Formosa and the 
Pescadores, as well as all future acquisitions in the Pacific• 
Thus the United States had the right to increase fortifications 
and naval bases in Hawaii, and Great Britain had the same right 
in Singapore, since it was west of the dividing line of the 
Treaty—110 degrees east longitude.55

55Buell, sb* cit*. p* 169»

* Mews article in The Dallas Morning Hews. December 3 
1921*

In the meantime, as soon as the Big Three had reached 
a provisional agreement, the Subcommittee of fifteen was 
established on December 15 to secure French and Italian consent 
to the 1.75 ratio assigned to their navies*  It was generally 
expected that France would not accept the ratio, since it was 
reported that she would ask an allotment of 315,000 tons of 
capital ships, and that Italy would expect an allotment equal 
to that of France.5^ At the first meeting of the Subcommittee 

on December 15, Mr*  Hughes called on the French and Italian 
representatives for their views*  Admiral de Bon, who, with 
M*  X*  Sarrant and Juts er and, made up the Fr;^»cb representation 
on the Subcommittee, presented the case for France as follows:
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France had a population of 19»000,000 and 60,000,000 in her 
colonies on whoa she depended for raw aaterials; therefore 
she required a navy commensurate with these needs• She de
sired to replace her ten existing capital ships with ten 
ships of 3$,000 tons each; moreover, as her existing ships 
would beccee obsolete by 1930, she would have to begin to 
replace them before that date*57

57*Subcoeimittee8*, Conference on the Limitation of 
Armament (Washington, 1922), pp» 11, 12, 14, 16*

58Ibid.. ppe 18, 20*
59Ibid.. p, 46.
60Ibid.. pp. 48-58.

Me Schanser said that two principles governed the 
Italian point of view; the parity of the Italian with the 
French fleet, and the limitation of armament to the quantity 
strictly necessary for defenseThe French delegate said 
that the French people had responsibilities to the world to 
insure peace, as well as to insure the Interest of their own 
nation—that was why they had accepted parity with Italy 
whose colonies were less extensive than those of France*̂^  

let, they resented the implication of the American and British 
delegates that France was taking an attitude which might dis
locate the general agreement for the reduction of naval 
expenditures, so as to start again the competition in arma- 
mentsew
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Mr, Hughes had little hope of reconciling the 

French demands with the aim of the Conference, and on 
December 16 he entered into direct negotiations with 
Briand, who had returned to Paris*  In response to a letter 
from Mr*  Hughes, M*  Briand wrote on the 18th:

^Senate Document. Ko* 126, 67th Congress, 2d Session, 
p* 257*

^subcommittees*, op* P» 72*
63Ibld.. pp. 62, 64, 76.

p. 28

In the question of naval armaments, the pre
occupation of France is not the offense, but 
uniquely the defensive point of view*
With regard to the tonnage of capital ships 
which are the most costly, X have given in
structions to our delegates in the sense which 
you desire*  I am certain I shall be sustained 
by my Parliament in this view.ol
This letter was a source of gratification to Mr*  

Hughes, tdio understood the words "instructions to our dele
gates in the sense that you desire*  meant that the 1*75  ratio 
should be accepted*  However, the French delegation objected 
to this interpretation*̂ 2 They said that the acceptance of 

the ratio was conditioned by the consent of the French dele
gation, and the consent of the other delegations to French 
replacenents starting in 1927*̂  They also reiterated the 

desire that France have six capital ships instead of five, thus 
demanding 210,000 tons instead of 175,000*̂  They also said 

that before the problem of capital ships could be solved, in
disputable guaranties were needed In regard to other parts of
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the fleet

In view of failure to reach agreement, the committee 
abandoned the subject

In the meantime, George Harvey, American ambaeaador 
to the Court of St*  James, had arranged a London meeting with 
Premier Briande^? From this and subsequent negotiations came 

the announcement that France would accept the capital ship 
ratio, although she would demand a large defense navy,^

^•Subcoemittees*, op, cit,, pp, 

^Ichihashi, op, cit,, p, 71 

^Xews article in Jhg Houston Chronicle. Dec, 19, 1921 

68 Loc. £11.
^Buell, £11,, pp, 201-2-5*

Behind the French attitude in regard to naval dis
armament, was the more pressing problem, to the French, of land 
armament,^ France, whose people had witnessed two wars in the 

preceding half century, and who were resolved that the Germans 
should never again cross the Rhine, was maintaining the largest 
army in the world to e^ke certain the collection of indemnity 
from Germany, and to safeguard France from attack and the newly 
drawn boundary lines of Rurope from alteration*  On November 21, 
Briand stated publicly the position of France, assorting that 
France could not disarm physically until Germany had disarmed 
morally*7°  On Bovetiber 23, he said France would consider the 

reduction of armies If the powers were willing to share the
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burden of guarding France**  frontier**?!  Since he heard 

no such offer*  he ln*i*ted  that the third eubject on the 
Agenda, the Limitation of Land Armanent*,  be dropped,?2 

although France would agree to the appointnent of three 
eubconnittee*  on the control of new agencies of warfare*?^  

Undoubtedly the attitude of France in regard to 
acceptance of the 1*75  naval ratio eteaned fron her belief 
that Gerwany would take revenge when *ho  could *7^

?2Loe* cit*
?2Loc* cit*
?^L«e cit
?^Buell, pp* £11*, p* 94*
?^Xchihashi, £p* cit*. p* 94*

The French delegation gave it*  formal coneent on 
Uecenber 2d to the proposed capital ship ratio, thus complet*  

ing the most important of the naval questions, but they 
demanded 90,000 ton*  of submarines*  Since no agreement on 
the limitation of submarines could be reached, the desire to 
limit submarine tonnage had to be abandoned *7^

The French Insistence on a larger number of sub*  

marine*  was said by seme to be of this nature: That she did 
not really want th«i, nor have the money to build them, nor 
even the Intention of building them, but merely wanted to use 
thi*  opportunity to hold the Conference up a*  a trading point to
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coepel the British to eake a eeparate treaty that France 
wanted The French sennitiveneee shown at the Conference 
seened to stea about equally from trivial incidents and 
Batters of real national iaiportance*77  To illustrate, on 

the opening day Briand found that all seats at the top side 
of the table were occupied by American and British delegates! 
at the next and all subsequent sessions there had been a new 
shuffling of seats In order to make a seat at the head table 
for the head of the French delegation*?^  In a broader sense, 

the French had other experiences likely to wound that they 
called their amour nroore* All the important work of the early 
days of the Conference had to do with the naval ratio, and the 
naval ratio was treated as a natter for Great Britain, Japan, 
and the Vhited States*  These three were the only nations 
specifically mentioned by Mr*  Hughes in his proposals for the 
reduction of capital ship tonnage*  These three were treated 
as If, in regard to naval natters, they were a class apart**  

which was, of course, literally true*  During the war against 
Gornany there had been an understanding between Great Britain 
and France, whereby Great Britain was to attend to the sea, and 
France was to concentrate her efforts on land warfare*  The

7^<ark Sullivan "Attitude of Present French Goveranent
Toward World is Complicated", 
1922*

line Hews. Jan*  29,

77ibid.



rasult was that for the preceding eerea years France prac
tically cloned the building of new ahipa| Great Britain, on 
the other hand, greatly stleulated her shipbuilding, as did 
the United States and Japan, Thus the end of the war found 
France a poor fourth, probably weaker on the sea than at 
anytime since nodem sea power began. But her feelings were 
wounded, and she felt a sense of injustice at being treated 
as an inferlor,^^

After prolonged negotiation, the ten year naval 
holiday was established with the compromise that France, and, 
therefore, Italy also, were conceded the right to lay down new 
tonnage in the years 1927» 1929 and 1931, while the remaining 
powers were not to lay down ships before the last-named date,®0 

This was grroted on the ground that France had actually begun 
her holiday in 1915, since she had done little buildingj thus, 
the duration of the naval holiday was actually only six yfars 
for France and Italy, and ten years for the United States, 
Great Britain and Japan,^

In the matter of limiting auxiliary-craft tonnage, 
the French held they could not reduce the tonnage of this class 
of vessels below 330,000 tons,^2 The conferees feared the fail 

uro to limit auxiliary-craft would decrease the value of the

79J^lle
^Chapter ii of the Maval Treaty
^Senate Document Bo, 126, 6?th Congress, 2d Session, 

p, 310,
P» 3Uw
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agreement on capital ship tonnage, but the only agreement 
they were able to bring about was limitation of their la- 
dividual maximum slie to 10,000 tons*83

In the question of aircraft carriers, the American 
plan fixed the tonnage for the United States and Great Britain 
at 80,000 tons, for Japan at 48,000 tons, and for France and 
Italy at 28,000 tones bhe maadonim site was fixed at 27*000  

tons, with guns not to exceed eight inches*  An agreement was 
finally reached by which the United States and Great Britain 
were allowed 135,000 tons each, Japan 81,000 tons, and France 
and Italy 60,000 tons each*84  This greatly Increased ratio 

of aircraft carriers was granted in response to the plea of 
Italy, who pointed out that only one carrier of 27,000 tons 
could be maintained under the original allotment to Italy 
of 28,000 tons} and if that one carrier were sunk, Italy would

*■ 1 
have no carrier whatsoever*  The new allotment. If reduced to 
ratio, would give 5*5-3-2*2-2*2,  showing a alight gain for 
France and Italy over the original 1*75  ratio*

The study of the number, character and use of air
craft was entrusted to a Subcommittee of Aircraft experts, 
inasmuch as aircraft was one of the newly developed agencies 
of warfare*  On January 7, the Subcommittee of Aircraft Experts 
presented a report which said In parts

pp. J56-$7.
gtn>u.. pp. 360-61.
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The Coaaittee ie ef the opinion that it ie not 
practicable at thia tine to iapoae any effective llaitation upon the numbere or characterietica 
of aircraft, either cccaaerclal or Bilit ary, ex*  
eepting in the single ease of lighter than air*  
craft • The Coeeittee is of the opinion that the 
use of aircraft in warfare should bo governed by 
the rules of warfare as adapted to aircraft by a 
further conference, which should be held at a 
later date3$

The Conference deemed it advisable to accept, for the 
present, the rocoBBendations subnittede

In regard to llBitation of land arnanents, fron the 
early stages of the Conference it became pretty well evident 
that there was little hope*  At the third plenary session,
Mr*  Hughes introduced the subject by saying that so far as the 
United States was concerned, there was no problem, since the 
army of the United States numbered fewer than 160,000 men;
however*  ho recognised the special difficulties relative to 
land armament abroad and, therefore, thia subject should be 
recognised by the Conference,^

Briand then made his celebrated speech upon the need 
of his nation to be guarded against Qornany,^ Although it 

was not expected that the Conference would take action, the 
explanation to the people was considered worthwhile. He 
explained that the laws of France caapelled three generations

e$Ibld.. pp. W-4.

“fill.. PP. 76-77.
®^Fr«nk B. Sieonde, •Brim eet» France Blghe Pith

World*,  The Houston Chronicle. Kovember 28, 1921, 
MIbid.
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of young sea to be under the flag, but the Government had 
recently out the period of service from three years to two, 
with the result that the metropolitan military force was re*  

duced to half of the force of Wovember 11, 1918• Beyond this, 
France could not go»^

The British took the position that there was no 
hope for land armament limitation because of the French 
position*̂ 0 Such being the case Mr*  Hughes concluded no 
decision could be reached at this time*̂

In regard to the French attitude at the Conference, 
Mr*  Sullivan, writing in The Great Adventure at Washinitton.
saids

The French delegates prevented the consideration 
of land armaments; the French delegates took a 
position about capital ships which would have 
made the Conference a complete failure, and only 
receded after Hughes "put it up to the French 
Fremier that the action of that country would 
determine the success or failure of this effort 
to reduce the heavy burden of armament*;  the 
French delegates made any limitation on the 
quantity of submarines impossible; the French 
delegates made limitation on the quantity of auxiliary craft impossible*? 2
The negotiation of all these matters—the provisional 

agreement of the Big Three on the proposed capital ship ratio 
of 5»5«1»1*75*1*75;  the French refusal and subsequent acceptance 
of the 1*75  naval ratio; the Italian acceptance of parity with

^^"Subcommittee*,  pg*  eli*,  pp*  76-77•

’°au.. p. ««•
Mjby., p. 794. 
921 Mark Sullivan, pp*  git*,  pp*  200-1*  
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the French; the treatment of the submarine question; 4apan*e  

demands for concessions in the Pacific * together with an 
adjustment on the original proposal of ships and tonnage to 
be scrapped, as a price for her acceptance of the capital 
ship ratio allotted to her—wore but a part of and leading up 
to the negotiation of the most important part of the Conference 
on Limitation of Armaments, the Treaty between the United States 
of America, the British Empire, France, Italy and Japan, 
Limiting Baval Armament, Commonly called the Naval Treaty, it 
was signed in the closing hours of the Conference in the 
Assembly Hall of the Daughters of the American Revolution, A 
resume of the Treaty follows; It consists of three chapters;
the first contains general provisions relating to the limitation 
of naval armament; the second, the rules relating to the execu
tion of the treaty—definition of terms; the third, miscellan
eous provision,^ Twenty-four articles make ty> the treaty, 

twenty of these articles being within the scope of Chapter I, 
which gives the general provisions of the Treaty, Chapter I 
specifies the agreement on capital ship ratio, * The number and 
tonnage of capital ships retained under, and the maximum re
placement tonnage fixed by, the Treaty, are as follows;^

. ^3ee appendix II, Treaty I for complete text of 
Naval Treaty,

capital ship is defined in Chapter 11, Part 4, 
of the Naval Treaty as a vessel of war*  not an aircraft carrier, 
whose displacement exceeds 10,000 tons standard displacement, 
or which carries a gun with a calibre exceeding eight inches.
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Existing Maximum Replacement

Country Number of Ships Tonnage Tonnage
United States 18 525,850 525,000
Great Britain 20 558,950 525,000
Japan 10 303,320 315,000
France 10 221,170 175,000
Italy 10 182,800 175,000

The difference in the existing tonnage retained by 
United States and Great Britain and by France and Italy is 
explained by the age factor; therefore, the tonnage adheres 
to the ratio of the original proposal.

The agreement on scrapping ships required the United 
States to scrap fifteen ships with a tonnage of 845»740; Great 
Britain 583,000; Japan 435»328<^ Thue, although neither France 

nor Italy was required to scrap a vessel, 66 ships with an 
aggregate tonnage of 1,864,000 were destroyed.

This section of the treaty carried specifications 
for the number of calibre of guns to be carried by the various 
type vessels; the guns on capital ships could not exceed sixteen 
inches,^ If an aircraft carrier carried guns exceeding six 
Inches, the number of guns was limited to ten,^ Aircraft 

carriers could carry no more than eight guns exceeding six 
Incheslight cruisers could not carry guns exceeding eight 
inches,^

95scrapplng is defined in Chapter ii Part 2 of the Naval 
Treaty as putting a vessel in such condition that it cannot be put 
to combatant use. This is accomplished by the permanent sinking 
of vessel, breaking the vessel up, or converting the vessel to 
target use exclusively, 

^Article VII 
^Article VIII 
^Article X 
"Article XII
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Chapter II of the Kaval Treaty laid down rules 

relating to the execution of the Treaty and definition of 
terms used In the Treaty• Fart I of this chapter listed 
the capital ships which may be retained under the Treaty; 
Fart 2 itemised the rules for scrapping vessels; Part 3 
detailed the replacement and scrapping of capital ships*  

Section I established the rules for replacement and Section 
II gave tables for each of the five participating countries 
(these tables listed ships laid down, ships completed, ships 
scrapped, ships retained); while Fart 4 contained definitions 
of expressions used in the Treaty*

, j Chapter III of the Kaval Treaty contained Miscellan
eous Provisions in which the term of the Treaty was designated 
as fifteen years (it was to continue in force five years after 
the naval holiday; and provisions were made for the reconsider
ation and amendment of the Treaty if such were deemed necessary 
during its life)*

Such was the nature and scope of the Five-Power Kaval 
Treaty*

Incidental to the Kaval Treaty was a treaty between 
•the same five powers in relation to the use of submarines and 
noxious gases in warfare*̂ 00

^°^In discussions concerning the submarines, the British 
had consistently demanded its outlawry while the French had hailed 
it as the defensive weapon of the weak—American opinion supported 
the French view*  See "May Defer Problem of Submarine*  in The Houston Chronicle. December 26, 1921, and "Has the Arms Farley 
heen SubaarIned?«• The Houston Chronicle. December 27# 1921*
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The rules for the protection of neutrals and non*  

cotibatanta at sea In tine ef war were as follows: a aerchant 
vessel aust be ordered to submit to visit and search after 
warning or to proceed as directed after sei sure, and no nor*  

chant vessel Bust be destroyed until the crew and passengers 
have been placed In safety. Belligerent submarines were to 
observe these rules, and the signatory powers agreed not to 
use submarines as commerce destroyers. The use In war of 
asphyxiating, poisonous or ether gases, and analogous liquids, 
materials or devices was prohibited; non*signatory  powers were 
invited to adhere to this treaty.1^1

Growing out of the negotiations leading to the five*  

Power Saval Treaty was the Treaty between the United States, 
the British Empire, Prance and Japan, relating to their Insular 
Possessions and Insular Dominions in the Pacific Ocean. Com*  

manly called the Four Power Pact, it was a surprise to the public, 
since such a subject was not oven on the agenda.^02 This treaty 

was signed on December 13, 1921.This treaty steamed from

lOlfor full text of this treaty see Appendix II, Treaty II 
^02Ichihashi, si. cit.. p. 113•
^^According to the news article •Four Powers Sign Peace 

Treaty*  in The Houston .Chronicle of December 13, 1921, the signing 
of the treaty, which was devoid of ceremony was held in an ante*  
room of the office of the Secretary ef State. At the shoulder of 
signer (the Americans first; then the British who signed twice**  
once for Britain and once for Union of South Africa who had no 
delegate; then, the French; and lastly, the Japanese) stood Eddie 
Savoy, the picturesque Hegro doorman with a blotter in his hand. 
The business of official eeal and was affixed beforehand, but each 
signer touched the crest of sealing wax beside his name to signify 
formally that his seal had been officially executed.
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concern in regard to the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, the 
obligations which both nations felt to each other under it, 
and the situations which would be created by the provisions 
of the Naval Treaty,^0^

Mr, Balfour, who realised that the Anglo*  

Japanese Alliance could not be continued, drafted a three*  

power agroenent in which the United States, Great Britain 
and Japan would guarantee their respective interests in 
the Far East, but the Chinese Delegation objected to any 
agreement concerning the Far East to which China was not 
a party} the United States refused to enter the Alliance.^5 

Mr, Hughes then proposed a draft which included France as a 
party to the agreement and which abolished entirely the 
guaranty in the Far East,^0^ The Treaty was introduced by 

Senator lodge in a flowery speech to the Conference 
The Treaty provided!

That the four signatories should respect the 
rights of each other in their insular possessions 
and Insular dominions in the Pacific Ocean*
In case of controversy, a joint conference is 
to be held to which the whole subject will be 
referred for consideration and adjustment*  

lO^Buell, sb* eit*, pp*  170-171*
10$Bu.U, £B*  £11* » PP*  172-175*
106Ibld*.  p*  176*
•^Senate Document No*  126. 67th Congress. 2d Session, 

pp*  113-1U* ------------
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If these right*  are threatened by aggreaiive 
action by outside power*,  the partie*  agree to coomunicato with each other fully to arrive at 
an understanding a*  to the best measure to be 
taken. Jointly or separately, to Beet the 
situation.
The treaty is to remain in force indefinitely, 
subject to cancellation after the termination 
of ten years, upon twelve months notice. 
The Anglo-Japaneee Alliance shall come to an 
end, up^n^depoait of ratification of this

Despite the fact that this agreement applied only 
to the islands of the Pacific, the Japanese were ready to 
substitute it for the Anglo-Japanese Alliance because it con 
stituted a pledge that the United States and Great Britain 
would not jointly intervene in the Pacific| therefore, it 
recognised the Japanese a*  supreme, from the military stand*  
point, in the regions of the eastern Pacific,^°9 In return 
for the Four Power Treaty the United States gained a pledge 
to respect American rights,^-®

The exclusive nature of the Four Power Pact has 
been noted. The fact that Italy, one of the Five Great 
Powers, was not a signatory was due to the fact that she 
possessed no insular territory in the Pacific region.

^°^See Appendix II, Treaty III for full text of the 
Four Power Pace,

^°^Buell, on. cit.. pp, 177, 186#

« toe IOld.e p. 195,
^^Senate Document Mo, 126, 78th Congress, 2d Sesslui*  

p, 112,
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China was not considered because it was expected that this 
*gre«nent would be supplenented by a further convention to 
which all the powers would be parties which would provide 
for the amicable adjustment of conditions In the Far Bast«^2 

However, both Holland and Portugal held insular 
possessions in the Far last and yet were not signatories to 
the Four Power Pact, Nr, Van larnebeck ef Holland remarked 
that the Four Power Pact would be received in his country 
with sympathy because it endeavored to promote peace in the 
regions neighboring The Met her land a*  possessions* 2^ Viscount 

d*Alte  of Portugal commented on the pact by saying it was the 
spirit in which this agreement was reached which gave it its 
tremendous binding power,22^ The United States gave to the 

Dutch and Portuguese delegates identical notes declaring that 
the United States, anxious to forestall any conclusion con
trary to the spirit of the treaty, was firmly resolved to 
respect their rights (l*e,,  the rights of Portugal and Holland) 
in relation to their insular possessions in the region of the

pp.

p. Ul.
1Urbl4.. pp. U3-1U.
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Pacific Oc«an«U5

Howevert the fact that the United States did not 
belong to the League of Nations*  and that some of the 
•possessions*  dealt with in the Four Power Pact had been 
mandated by the League gave rise to a need for clarification • 
Consequently, the Treaty was accompanied by a Declaration in 
which the four signatories agreed that the Treaty should apply 
to the mandated islands of the Pacific Ocean, provided, however, 
that the making of the Treaty should not be deemed as assent 
on the part of the United States to the mandates and should not 
preclude any agreement between the United States and the 
mandatory powers in regard to the mandated islanda.^^

Further confusion arose as to the exact meaning of 
the words *insular  possessions and dominions" in the wording 
of the Four Power Pact*  Mr*  Harding expressed the opinion that 
the homeland of Japan was not included in the phrase,^7 but 

he later stated that he agreed with the American delegates 
who had accepted the construction which included Japan in the 
homelandPublic opinion, both in America and Japan, was

^•^United States Senate Document No*  128, 67th Con
gress, 2d Session, pp*  yM-23*

^l^For full text of the Declaration see Appendix II, 
IV Declaration accompanying the above Four-Power Treaty*

^News article in The Beaumont Enterprise. December 
20, 1921,

cit.
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divided as to interpretation of the phrase; consequently, 
the Four Fewer Paet and its accompanying Declaration were 
further reinforced by a Treaty between the same Four Powers, 
supplementary to the above, and signed on February 6, 1922*  

This supplementary treaty defined the term "insular pos*  

sessions and insular dominions*  as including only Karafuto 
(or the southern portion of the island of Sakhalin), Formosa, 
and the Pescadores, and the islands under the mandate of 
Japan*  Thus, the homeland of Japan was excluded from the 
treaty.119

119For the full text of the Supplementary Treaty see 
Appendix H, Treaty V*

The official results of the Conference on the 
Limitation of Armaments, which began on Saturday, Kovember 12, 
1921, and lasted a little more than twelve weeks, until 
Monday, February 6, 1922, may be summarised as follows;

1. The Five Power Saval Treaty, signed by United 
States, Great Britain, France, Italy and Japan, which limited 
naval armament on the basis of existing tonnage on the 
5-5-3-l*75-l*75  ratio; provided for the scrapping of ships 
and replacement of ships to maintain the specified ratio;
gave specifications as to aircraft carriers; gave agremaents 
as to non»fortifications and maintenance of the status quo in 
their respective territories and possessions, and declared a 
ten year naval holiday*
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A Five Power Treaty, between the same nations 

in relation to the use of submarines and noxious gases in 
warfare, which pledged belligerent submarines to observe the 
rules for the protection of neutrals and non*coabatants  at 
sea in time of war and prohibited the use in war of poisonous 
gases, liquids or devices*

3*  The Four Power Pact between United States, Great 
Britain, France and Japan relating to their insular possessions 
and insular dominions in the Pacific Ocean which pledged the 
signatories to respect each others possessions and to refer 
all future controversies In that area to a joint conference*  

A*  A Declaration accompanying the Four Power Pact, 
and signed by United States, Great Britain, France and Japan, 
which clarified the position of the United States in regard 
to mandated islands*

5*  A treaty between the same Four Powers, supplemen
tary to the preceding treaties, in which the meaning of the 
term "insular possessions and insular dominions*,  was defined 
in its application to Japan*

The inter-relations of these treaties with questions 
of the Far East will be observed in the next chapter. The Paci
fic and Far Eastern Conference*



CHAPTEB V
Work of the Pacific and Far Eastern Conference

That part of the Conference dealing with question!
of the Far East and the Pacific was largely concerned with 
problems related to China*  In this regard, two treaties 
were signed, and ten resolutions were passed*  In addition, 
though not as a part of the Conference, the question of 
Shantung was settled in a treaty between China and Japan;
and the United States and Japan negotiated a treaty in regard 
to the former German Islands In the Pacific, In particular 
the Island of Tap*!-

In the report of the American delegation to Presi
dent Harding, there occurs this paragraph;

When the Conference was called there existed 
with regard to the Far East causes of misunder
standing and sources of controversy, which 
constituted a serious potential danger*  These 
difficulties centered principally about China, 
where the developments of the past quarter of 
a century had produced a situation in which 
international rivalries, jealousies, distrust, 
and antagonism were fostered**
These international rivalries had developed between

Britain, Russia, France, Germany, and Japan; but Japan had

p*  819*

^Ichihashi, gB*  cit*. p*  155*

^Senate Document Ko*  126, 6?th Congress, 2d Session, 
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becoae the greatest offender, having eetabllahed Its pollti*  

cal and economic ascendancy over Manchuria, Shantung and 
parts of Siberia by the time of the Conference. Therefore, 
the purpose of the Conference as stated In Its agenda (to 
restore the territorial and administrative integrity of China, 
to enforce equality of economic and industrial opportunity as 
expressed in the policy of the Open Door, and to deal with 
similar questions in regard to Siberia and the Mandated 
Islands) not only conflicted with Japan’s policies in the 
past, but possibly, also, with her intentions In the future.3 

In an effort to prevent the Conference from disturb
ing her gains, the Japanese Foreign Office, in its note of 
July 27, 1921, to the American Government declared that in 
order to secure the success of the Conference, questions 
should not be included in the agenda *such  as are of sole 
concern to certain particular Powers, or such matters that 
may be regarded as accomplished fact.*  This statement con
tained the germ of two doctrines that came to be associated 
with Japanese policy: the Doctrine of Sole Concern, by 
which the Japanese Government made it known that she did 
not wish the Conference to deal with disputes between Japan 
and China or Japan and Siberia which did not technically 

^Buell, sp. cit.. pp. 240-241. 
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affect the treaty rights of • third power| and the Doctrine 
of the Acconplished Fact, by which Japan admitted her will*  

ingnoes to diecues the future policy to be followed by
foreign powers in Asia, but she could not permit her position 
already established there to be challenged*̂

However, the agenda was adopted. In its entirety, 
and, according to the schedule, the first question the Con*  
ferenee had to decide was that of principles* 5

When the natter of principles was presented at the 
first nesting of the Comalttee of the Whole on Sovember 16, 
the Chinese introduced the following resolutions:

1*  (a) The powers engage to respect and observe 
the territorial Integrity and political 
and administrative independence of the 
Chinese republic*

(b) China, upon her part, is prepared to give 
an understanding not to alienate or lease 
any portion of her territory or littoral 
to another power*

2*  China, being in full accord with the principle 
of the so-called Open Door, or equal opportunity 
for the commerce and Industry of all the nations 
having treaty relations with China, Is prepared 
to accept and apply It In all parts of the 
Chinese republic without exception*

5*  With a view to strengthening mutual confidence 
and maintaining peace in the Pacific and Far 
East, the powers agree not to conclude between 
themselves any treaty or agreement directly 
affecting China or the general peace In these

Hoc* cl&*
SConference on limitation of Armaments, Washington, 

Kovember 12, 192l--February 6, 1922,*VoIvme  I, p*  10*
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regions without; previously notifying and 
giving her an opportunity to participate*

4*  All special rights, privileges, inmunities, 
or conmitments, whatever their character or 
contractual basis, claimed by any of the 
powers in or relating to China are to be 
declared, and all such or future claims not 
so made known are to be deemed null and 
void*  The rights, privileges, immunities 
and commitments now known or to be declared, 
are to be examined, with a view to determining 
their scope and validity, and, if valid, to 
harmonising them with one another and with 
the principles declared by this conference*

5*  Immediately, or as soon as circumstances will 
permit, existing limitations upon China*s  
political, jurisdictional, and administrative 
freedom of action are to be removed*

6*  Reasonable, definite terms of duration are to 
be attached to China*a  present commitments, which are without time limits*

7e In the interpretation of instruments granting 
Social rights or privileges, the well*estab-  

shed principle of construction that such 
grants shall be strictly construed in favor 
of the grantors is to be observed*

8*  China*a  rights as a neutral are to be fully 
respected la future wars to which she is not 
a party*

9*  Provision is to be made for the peaceful 
settlement of international disputes in the 
Pacific and the Far Rast*

10*  Provision is to be made for future conferences 
to be held from time to time for the discussion 
of International questions relative to the 
Pacific and the Far Bast as a basis for deter
mination of common policies, of the signatory powers in relation thereto* 6

^Xbld*.  p*  444*
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China’s Ten Principles were referred by Chairman 

Hughes to the Subcommittee of Senior delegates of the nine 
participating nations—the United States, Belgium, British 
Empire, China, France, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands and 
Portugal, This Subcommittee had been set up for the purpose 
of arranging and classifying the topics for discussion at 
the Conference, This Subcommittee met on the following day# 
On November 19, Mr, Hughes reported to the Ccamfiittee of the 
Whole the findings of the Subcommittee, viss the first 
eight points of the Ten Principles might be discussed in 
accordance with the order of the agenda; the last two points 
did not concern China alone, but they might be discussed also, 
or they could be referred to special committees for individual 
study,?

Mr, Hughes then invited the delegates to a general 
discussion on the questions relative to China, Baron Kato 
declared that Japan was uninfluenced by any policy of 
territorial aggrandisement in China, that it adhered uncon
ditionally to the policy of the Open Door, and was willing 
to agree to principles which would guide the future actions 
of nations,^ Mr, Balfour expressed Britain’s belief in the 

Integrity of China and the desirability of leaving China to 
work out her own affaire and to substitute, when circumstances

7Ibld.. p. 446.

8Ibld.. p. 447.

9Ibld.. p. 449.
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warranted, the normal processes of law for the extra
territoriality.^ Baron de Cartier reported that Belgium 

was anxious to help furnish China the means to overcome 
her difficulties#^0 M. Schanzer added that Italy was 

ready to support the solutions found by the Conference 
to China's problems#^*  M. Brland remarked that France 

was ready to consider the most favorable light the Chinese 
claimsJonkheer Van Karnebeck said that Holland was 
ready to examine China's claims in a spirit of friendship#^ 

Viscount d'Alto gladly associated Portugal with the other 
nations in this expression of sympathy#^ Dr# Sse expressed 

China's sincere appreciation of this united understanding in 
connection with their kind remarks, and he would reserve to 
the Chinese delegation the privilege of discussing them in 
detail#^ Dr# Sze then made a lengthy explanation of China's 
interests in, and attitude on, the Far Eastern questions#^ 

In view of these sentiments, Mr*  Root was requested 
by the Committee to formulate resolutions mnbodying these 
principles*  Accordingly, on November 21, Mr*  Root presented

10Ibld*.  p*  Me
11Ibid., p# 449-50,
12Ibid*.  p*  M«
13Ibid*.  p, 449*
UIbid*.  p# 450#
15Ibld.. p, 451.
^•^"China Defines Position In the Far East", The Houston 

Chronicle. November 16, 1921#
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to the Committee on Far Eaetem Affairs the four following 
principles known as the Root Resolutionst

It is the firm intention of the powers attending 
thia conference, hereinafter mentioned to wit, 
the United States of America, Belgium, the 
British Empire, France, Italy, Japan, The 
Netherlands and'PortugalI
1*  To respect the sovereignty, the independence, 

and the territorial and administrative in
tegrity of China*

2*  To provide the fullest and most unembarrassed 
opportunity to China to develop and maintain 
for herself an effective and stable govern
ment*

3*  To use their Influence for the purpose of 
effectively establishing and maintaining the 
principles of equal opportunity for the 
commerce and Industry of all nations 
throughout the territory of China*

4*  To refrain frcmt taking advantage of the present 
conditions in order to seek special rights or 
privileges which would abridge the rights of 
the subjects or citisena of friendly states 
and from countenancing action inimical to the 
security of such states*17

Buell remarks that these resolutions, which were 
unanimously adopted, are noteworthy because they omit all 
references to the vested rights of powers in China which 
Articles Four and Six of the China’s Ten Principles had in
cluded*  In other words, the American Belegation limited its 
propositions to future applications in accordance with Japanese

^Buell, sb* elt**  pp*  246-250*
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^Euell, s£* elt*. pp* 246-250*
^Senate Document Io* 126, 6?th Congress, 2d Session, 

p* 463*
20Ibid*, p. 471.
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The Conference was now ready to discuss the appll*  

cation of adopted principles*  and it was suggested that China 
present such natters as she wished to have discussed*  Mr*  

Underwood then called attention to the financial condition 
of China, saying that her main source of revenue was customs 
dues, which were inadequate*̂

Or*  Koo then made a detailed statement which includedI 
a statement of the history and origin of China’s treaty tariffs; 
a request that China, after a certain measure of tine, have the 
right to fix and to differentiate the import tariff rates 
(maritime customs were, in part, controlled by foreigners); and 
a proposal that China would abandon likin (transit duties) in 
return for tariff autonomy*  As an Immediate measure of relief, 
he asked that China be allowed to increase custom duties to 
twelve and one-half per cent effective, which he estimated, with 
the removal of other restrictions, would bring In an additional 
$300,000,000 annually* * 20 This request was referred to a Sub*  

committee on Chinese Fiscal Affaire, headed by Mr*  Underwood, 
in whose deliberations it was reported that the United States 
was willing to grant China the twelve and one-half per cent
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increaee in duties at once, and that Great Britain would 
grant aeven and one-half per cent, but Japan was willing 
to grant up to fire per cent, only.2^

Instead of granting Dr, Koo*8  request, a compromise 
plan was effected on January 5» which was to be embodied In 
the final Tariff Treaty of February 6«* 22 This compromise 
provided thatI

2^"The Arms Conference*, The Rew Tork Times Current 
History. January, 1922, p* 556*

22See Appendix II, Treaty VII*
23H* G* W* Woodhead, "China and the Pacific Conference*, 

Weekly Review of the Far Bast. Hovember 12, 1921*

1*  A Revision Committee at Shanghai shall revise 
the customs schedule so that the rates of 
duty shall be five per cent effective*  This 
revision shall proceed with a view to its 
conclusion within four months frcss the con
clusion of the Washington Conference*

2*  Within three months a Special Conference 
shall meet in China to take immediate steps 
to prepare the way for the abolition of the 
likln tax and for raising the tariffs to 
twelve and one-half per cent effective, in 
accordance with the Treaties of 1902 and 1903*

3*  Prior to the abolition of the likln tax, a 
surtax of two and one-half per cent is to 
be levied, which may be increased to five 
per cent on luxuries*  But these surtaxes 
are to be authorised by the Special Con
ference, as from such date, for such purposes and subject to such conditions as it might 
determine**3

It was evident from the vague terminology and pro
visions of the compromise that there were means by which to
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prevent the permanent increasee of the Chinese tariffe*  But 
even If the changes in tariff agreed to in the compromise were 
effected, the increase in revenue could only be 146,167,000, 
whereas China ta minimum financial needs required an increased 
revenue of 1200,000,000*  forty million dollars was necessary 
to pay off troops, tdiich was essential before they would con*  

sent to be disbanded| overdrafts on Chinese banks amounted to 
seventy million dollars; foreign loans had been contracted 
totaling 1376,000,000*  China was not able to create a central 
government strong enough to control military governors (sup*  
ported in part by Japanese funds and the likin tax) without 
much greater increases than were allowed* 2^ Furthermore, an 

Increase in tariffs and tariff autonomy differed from the 
question of Manchuria and the Open Door, in that it did not 
affect the "vested rights*  of foreign powers as did Articles 
Four and Six of the Ten Principles; it merely meant the payment 
of higher duties on imported goods in the future, and duties 
which, even when they were raised to twelve and one-half per 
cent, would be about a third as low as those charged in the 
United States, Croat Britain, France and Japan*25

2^Buell, sb* 61^,, pp< 253*254* 

"Jos. xli.
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The Shantung settlenent wae a natter which concerned 

the Chinese and Japanese, and thus was a wby-product*  of the 
Conference} and yet, because it was vitally related to Far 
Eastern questions, and because, in a sense froa the American 
standpoint, the settlement of the Shantung problem was moat 
important, a sketch is included here* 2^ Mr, Hughes and Mr, 

Balfour offered their "good offices*  in negotiation over the 
former German leased territory of liaochow Bay, which had come 
into Japan1 a possession in connection with World War I, Two 
issues were at stake I the disposition of property held by 
individual Japanese in Tsingtau which had been taken from the 
Chinese and Germans during the war by duress} and the control 
of the Shantung (Tsing Tau-Tsinan) Railroad, For thirty-six 
meetings, the Japanese haggled over details—to illustrate, 
when China would agree to purchase the road and to pay cash, 
Japan refused to accept the offer, nominally on the ground 
that China could not raise the cash and that the road would 
be mismanaged unless directed by Japanese experts.

2^In 1919, Harding had denounced the Shantung settle
ment at the Treaty of Versailles as the *rape of the first great 
democracy of the Orient*: if the Conference could not effect an 
apparent settlement of the Shantung question, it was likely to 
have serious political consequences.

On January 20, the Conference was startled by a 
resolution in the United States Senate calling on the Fresident 
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for information as to the settlement of the Shantung problem. 
Both the President and the Japanese delegation realised the 
Senate would never ratify the Haval Treaty unlessjthe Shan*  

tung problem was solved, Healising that Japan agreed to 
come to terms in regard to Shantung only if no pressure was 
placed upon her in regard to Manchuria and Siberia,

^This sketch of the Shantung settlmient has been 
based on Buell’s discussion, •The Defeat of China* in The 
Washington Conference, pp, 240-280,

In the Shantung Treaty, announced on February 1, 
1922, Japan agreed to transfer the Shantung Bailway to China 
within nine months in return for 12,000,000 silver dollarsi 
simultaneously China was to deliver to Japan, Chinese Govern*  

ment Treasury notes, secured by the property and revenue of 
the railroad, running for fifteen years, but redeemable after 
five years. Pending their redemption, China was to hire a 
Japanese traffic manager and a Japanese chief accountant. The 
treaty required that the vested rights of Japanese citisens in 
Shantung be respectedj the Shantung Railway was to be trans
ferred in nine months

In spite of Japan’s demand for reassurance as to 
her position in Manchuria, the Chinese delegation was deter
mined to secure the return of Manchuria to China and the 
cancellation of the notorious Twenty-One Demands, which had 
been presented to China in 1915, and on which Japan’s position
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in Manchuria was basede* 2^ Since neither Manchuria nor the 

Twenty-One Demands was on the agenda. Dr*  Sse was obliged 
to introduce them indirectly*  On Hovember 28, Dr*  Sse pro
posed the removal of an unauthorised foreign troops from 
Chinese soH* 2? The Japanese delegate replied that the 

Japanese police In Manchuria were stationed there in accordance 
with treaties^0 to preveat crimes against the Japanese and that 
they did not interfere with Chinese dtlsene—a blunt warning 
that Japanf8 position in Manchuria was not to be disturbed*̂  

The Conference then passed a resolution stating that the 
diplomatic representatives of the powers at Washington in 
Poking should associate themselves with three representatives 
of the Chinese Government to conduct a full inquiry into the

2^Westel V* Willoughby, Foreign Rights and Interests 
in China (Baltimore, The Johns Hopkins Press, 1920), pp* 381-407*

2^The Arms Conference, The Hew York Times Current 
History* January 1922, p* 5290*

30Westel W* Willoughby. Thj Slno-Jnpanese Controversy 
and the league of Hations. (Baltimore, The Johns Hopkins Press, 
1535# p* 2i7K

^^*The Arms Conference*, og* cit*. p* 529C* 
^2loc* cit*

• matter of foreign armed forces In China*̂ 2

On December 3» the Chinese Delegation asked for the 
annulment and early termination of all foreign leaseholds in 
China? these iacluded, for the British, Wei-hal-Wai across 
from Port Arthur and Kowloon opposite Hongkong? for the French, 
Kwangehow-wan opposite the island of Hainan In South China?
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end for the Japan*ee,  leasee of Kiachow. Fort Arthur and 
Darien*  Since the ports of Fort Arthur and Darien, to*  

gether with the South Manchurian Kailroad,, control the 
commerce of Manchuria and Siberia, the termination of the 
Japanese leases meant the weakening of Japan’s special 
position in Manchuria*̂^  the Japanese made it clear that 

they would not relinquish territory which they had acquired 
as successor to other Fowers; the British would not give up 
Kowloon because it was necessary to the defense of Hongkong*34

Four days later the Chinese attacked Japan’s 
position In regard to the Manchurian lease, stating that It 
was obtained in such a manner as to be one of the gravest 
questions between China and Japan, which was the first real 
injection of the *Twenty»One  Demands*  into the Conference*35  

On December 14, the Chinese asked the abrogation of the 
Manchurian leases by 1923On the 19th, the Chinese 
Delegation Issued a statement saying that unless the Twenty*  

One Dmnands were cancelled, the principles of the Conference 
could be little more than a scrap of paper*37  The Committee 

on Far Sastern Questions adjourned on December 14, just when

33Ibid., pp. 529A-HO.

34Ibld.. p. J2?B.
35Ibl4.. p. 529C.
3®Loe. elt.
37Ibid.. p. 529D.
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the Twenty-One Demande were introduced,^8 Committee

meeting of January 16, Mr*  Hughes suggested that the question 
of the Twenty-One O^sands and the Spheres of Influence should 
be postponed until after the settlement of the Shantung 
questione^^

The Shantung settlement was announced on February 1, 
1922• The Conference had lasted a month longer than expected, 
and the conferees were anxious to get home, but Mr*  Hughes 
was on record that the Twenty-One Demands would be put before 
the Conference J so he announced that on February 2 an oppor
tunity had been reserved for the Japanese to make a statement*̂ 0 

Baron Shidehara then arose and declared that the validity of 
the treaties and notes of May, 1915, could not be questioned, 
but that, in view of changed conditions, Japan was willing to 
make these modifications: that Japan was willing to throw 
open to the joint activity of the international financial 
consortium recently organised the right of participation granted

I

exclusively in favor of Japanese capitals that Japan had no 
intention of insisting on her preferential right concerning 
the engagement of Japanese advisers in South Manchurial and 
___________________ A"

38., Loe* eit* 
^^Loe*  eit* 

Wibld., $290.
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that Japan was ready to withdraw her reservation that Group V 
of the original proposals would be postponed for future pro*  
posals*̂*

The Chinese Delegation Bade a statement recognising 
the concessions of Japan, but regretting that she had not 
renounced other claims based on the same treaties.^2 Mr*  

Hughes then read the American note of May 13, 1915» protesting 
the Twenty-One D«aands, and asserted that the United States 
would claim all rights for Americans which China had granted 
to Japanese nationals in Manchuria, under the Most-Favored- 
Mation Clause#^

After the three statements of Japan, China, and the 
United States had been spread upon the records of the Plenary 
Session of February 4# 1922, the Twenty-One Demands were 
dropped, Japan’s position in Manchuria remained secure,^ 

Of less Importance was the matter of extra
territoriality which Dr, Wong introduced to the Conference 
on Hovember 25, 1921, The right of foreigners in China to 
be tried In their own and not in Chinese courts, had been 
granted in 1644, wh«i China believed it to be beneath her 
dignity to allow foreigners to use her courts} but the

P« 529D, 
p. 530.

SIX*  
^Loe. cit.
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exemption of foreigner*  from Chinese jurisdiction had become 
both objectionable to China and disadvantageous to foreigners*  

Therefore, China asked that representatives of the powers 
negotiate for the modification and ultimate abolition of 
extraterritoriality*  This request was referred to a Sub*  

committee*  The report of the Subcommittee was adopted on 
November 2d in the form of a resolution that a Commission be 
appointed to inquire Into the practice of extraterritoriality, 
said Commission to be fonsed within three months after the 
Conference and to make its report within one year after its 
first meeting*  Each of the powers would be free to accept 
or reject the recommendations of the Commission*̂

Under the heading ^application* 1, the Agenda of the 
Conference listedi

1*  The Open Door**equality  of commercial and 
Industrial oppoitunltyi Concessions, mono*  
polios or preferential economic privileges? 
Development of railways, including plans relating to the Chinese Eastern Railway? 
Preferential railroad rates? and Status of existing Commitments** 6

Mr*  Hughes introduced the subject of the Open Door 
by submitting the following draft resolution?

With a view to applying more effectively the 
principles of the Open Door, or equality of 
opportunity*  in China for the trade and In*  
dustry of all nations, the powers, other 
than China at thio Conference agree?

p. 533.
^See Agenda, p. 4S.
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«• Kot to eeek or support their nationals in 

seeking any arrangement which night purport 
to establish In favor of their interests 
any general superiority with respect to 
commercial or econoBlc development in any 
designated region of China*

b*  Kot to seek or support their nationals in 
seeking any such monopoly or preference as 
would deprive other nationals of the right 
of undertaking any legitimate trade or in
dustry in China or of participating with 
the Chinese government or with any provin
cial government in any category of public 
enterprise or which by reason of its scope, 
duration or geographical extent is calculated 
to frustrate the practical application of the 
principle of equal opportunity*
It is understood that this agreement is not 
to be so construed as to prohibit the ac
quisition of such properties or rights as 
may be necessary to the conduct of a par
ticular commercial, industrial, or financial 
undertaking, or to the encouragement of 
invention and research*

. 2, The Chinese government takes note of the above 
agreement and declares its Intention of being 
guided by the same principles in dealing with 
applications for economic rights and privileges 
from governments and nationals whether parties 
to the agreement or not*

3*  The powers (including China) represented at 
this Conference agree in principle to the 
establishment In China of a board of reference 
to which any question arising on the above 
agreement may be deferred for investigation 
or report*

4*  The powers, including China, represented at 
this Conference agree that any provisions of 
an existing concession which appears to be 
inconsistent with those of another concession 
or with the principles of the above agreement 
or declaration, may bo submitted by the parties 
concerned to the board of reference when 
established for the purpose of endeavoring to 
arrive at a satisfactory adjustment on equitable 
terms**'

Senate Document Mo*  126, 6?th Congress, 2d Session,
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la the general discussion that followed the 

reading of this resolution, M, Sarrant said that certain 
abuses could grow out of Article Fotxr,^ Baron Shldehara 

said that the principles formulated in the resolution were 
of an entirely different scope from the policy of the Open 
Door conceived in 1898, and, therefore, should not be 
retroactive,^ Mr, Hughes then presented a resume of inter

national Instruments bearing on the Open Door, including the 
circular notes of Secretary Hay in 1899, the Anglo-German 
Agreement1of 1900, and the Root-Takhira note of 1908j he 
concluded that he had not made a new statement, but merely 
a more definite statement of a principle to which the powers 
concerned had adhered for twenty years

Sir Robert Borden said that the principal difficulties 
had arisen in regard to Article Four? it appeared to him that 
the powers could act with equal effect under Article Three and 
he, therefore, prepared to omit Article Four.^ Dr, Sse 
argued to retain Article Four, but the Article was withdrawn,^2 

Otherwise, the Hughes resolutions were adopted and became 
Article III of the Hine Power Treaty Relating to Principles

48Ibid.. p, 625,
49Ibld.. pp. 630-31.
50Ibld.. pp. 631-35.
51Ibld.. p. 635.
^2Loc. cit.
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and Follclaa In Matters Concerning China* 53

In dealing with equality of economic and industrial 
opportunity which constituted the policy of the Open Door, 
the first phase, which came Indirectly in connection with the 
tariff question, was followed by the question of foreign 
postoffices and wireless facilities*

For fifty years different nations had maintained 
their own postoffices In China at a time when the Chinese 
postal system did not exist*  In spite of the development of 
an efficient postal system In China, Japan maintained 124 
postoffices in China, Britain twelve, France thirteen, and 
the United States one*  Kone of these postoffices existed 
by reason of treaty rights*54  Therefore, on Kovember 25, 

Minister Sse proposed that all of the powers abolish their 
postal services in China at once on the following basisI 
that the Chinese postal system was adequate to meet the needs 
of all forei^iers$ the operation of foreign postofficea 
deprived the Chinese system of a source of revenue to which 
it was entitled! and these postal agencies violated the 
territorial and administrative integrity of China*55

^See Appendix II, Treaty VI*
5^*The  Arms Conference*,  op* clt** pp*  526-529A*  

^^Senate Document Ko*  126, 67th Congress, 2d Session, 
P» We
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On Noveaber 28, the far Saetern Committee adopted 

Chinafs reqneat but the date for the withdrawal was left 
blank until the dapaneae delegation had communicated with 
their home government; the date of withdrawal waa finally 
fixed at January 1, 1923• Moreover, foreign poatofficea 
located in leased territories were exempted from the 
resolution*̂

On November 28, Minister See brox^ht up the questions 
of foreign electrical facilities maintained on Chinese soil 
without authorisation of treaty; Japan maintained fifty 
regular telegraph stations In China plus eleven wireless 
installations; France, four; Great Britain, two; and the 
United States, three*57  These electrical facilities were 
as abusive of the principles of the Open Door and the 
administrative integrity of China as the postoffices; conse
quently, he asked that they be withdrawn*  On December 7» 
the Far Eastern Committee recognised the justice of the 
request by adopting a resolution which provided that all 
radio stations maintained on Chinese territory without the 
consent of the Chinese government should be transferred to 
the Chinese authorities after the Chinese had made full 
compensation for the properties* 58 Eevertheloss, the question

PP« 496-97, 572*

^^"The Arms Conference", SB*  sS&m pp*  548-549*  

5aLoc. clt.
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of radio station*  in leased territories in the South Man
churian Railway Zone and in the Trench concession were 
regarded as matters for diacussion between the Chinese 
government and the French and Japanese, respectively*̂^

On November 28, Minister Sze brought the matter 
of Chinese railways before the Far Eastern Committees as 
In the case of postoffices and electrical installations, 
most of the railways of China operated under some form of 
foreign control, to the detriment of that equal opportunity 
for commerce promulgated by the policy of the Open Door*̂ 3 

In order to enact the principle of equality of treatment. 
Sir Auckland Geddes presented a resolution, which was 
unanimously adopted, which aimed at producing non-discrimi
nation*̂  However, recognising that as long as the railways 

were under foreign direction, discrimination could neither 
be completely recognised nor abolished, Mr*  Hughes recognised 
that the fundamental solution lay in placing the railways 
under Chinese isanagement*̂ 2

Therefore, on December 19 a resolution was adopted 
by which the powers expressed their hope that the future 
develojment of railways in China should be so conducted as to

»Lo=. filt.
”®"The Aral Conference”, op, clt.. pp. $24*25■

61loe. elt.

62Lo=. £11.
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enable the Chinese Government to effect the unification of 
railways into a railways system under Chinese control, but 
no attempt was made to bring about this resulted

Included under the question of railways was the 
case of the Chinese Kastem Bailway, which connected the 
South Manchurian Bailway with the Trans-Siberian Bailway, 
which was under Bussian control before World War X, In 1919 
an Inter-Allled Commission was established to take charge of 
the Siberian transportation systems and continued to operate 
the Chinese Eastern which had fallen into grave financial 
difficultiesOn January 18 Mr. Hughes appointed a Sub
committee to determine what action the Conference would take 
in regard to the Chinese Eastern*  On January 23, this Sub
committee reported that the problems of the Far Eastern 
Railway were those of finance, operation and police, and 
that foreign funds could not be obtained without foreign 
supervision; therefore the Subcommittee recommended that the 
present Inter-Allied Commission be replaced by a permanent 
Finance Committee, composed of one representative of each of 
the powers at Washington, sitting at Harbin*  This Finance

63loc*  cit.
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Committee should set as trustee for the road.^

The Chinese representatives so vigorously opposed 
these recommendations^ that Mr*  Hughes found it advisable 
to appoint a Subcommittee to make a further study*̂7  Mr*  

Root reported for thia Subcommittee that studies had been 
made of technical drafts and various resolutions, none of 
which seemed to make any Improvement in the situation: there*  
fore, it was recosmended that the subject should be dealt 
with through the proper diplomatic channels*̂  This served 

to recognise the principle of direct negotiation between 
China and Japan in regard to matters of international concern*̂

On January 19, the Committee on Far Eastern Affairs 
officially considered the subject *The  status of existing 
commitments**  On January 20, a resolution that the powers 
represented at the Conference should file a list of all 
treaties and engagements upon which they based their claims 
was vigorously opposed by the Japanese on the ground that 
most of the agreements between Japan and China were in the 
Chinese and Japanese languages, of which no authentic trans
lations had been made and existing complications could not

^Senate Document Ho. 126, 6?th Congress, 2d Session, 
pp*  669-91*

66Ibid*.  pp*  691-92.
67Ibid*.  pp*  692*
68Ibid*.  p*  751.
^7*yhe  Arms Conference*,  SB*  £11*,  p*  534*
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be regarded as authentic*70  Therefore, a substitute Publicity 

Resolution was adopted which required the publication of 
contracts of a public character which would be signed in the 
future*71

Again, on January 23, Mr*  Koo raised the question of 
existing eoBunitnents by calling the attention of the Conference 
to Humber Six of the original Ten Principles which provided 
that reasonable, definite terns of duration were to be attached 
to Chinal8 present commitments which were without time limits*  

Mr*  Underwood gave a characteristically legal reply when he 
said that if the Conference should interfere with those con*  
tracts, it would violate the sovereignty of China.72 in 
reply to Mr*  Koo’s reiterated desire for machinery to settle 
these disputes, Mr*  Hughes remarked that China was a member of 
the permanent court of arbitration at The Hague, and he doubted 
if it were wise to duplicate already existing machinery*73

Siberia occupied an Identical position on the 
agenda as China; but while thirty-one meetings and twelve weeks 
were devoted to China, only parts of two sessions were used to 
discuss the affairs of Siberia*  A settlement was actually 
made on her affairs within some fifteen minutes*74

p. 539.
71Ibia.. p. 5U.
72Buell, on. elt.. p. 309.
73ibld.. p. 310.

PF. 310-311.
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Mbreorer, Siberia had no recognised goveraiaent because of 
the refusal of the United States to recognise either the 
Soviet Government at Moscow or the Far Eastern Republic *75  

The troops had gone into Siberia in 1918-1920; the Japanese 
troops had promised to withdraw upon the evacuation of the 
Csecho-Slovak troops, which had been accomplished in Sep
tember 1920$ the American troops had withdrawn in the same 
year*  Tet in January, 1922, the Japanese troops remained 
in Siberia• They captured the three eastern outlets of 
Siberia, and they occupied the maritime Provinces and northern 
Sakhalin*?^

On January 23*  Mr, Hughes introduced the Siberian 
question to the Far Eastern Committee, whereupon Baron 
Shidehara made a declaration on the position of the Japanese 
government.77 He premised that Japan would respect the 

territorial integrity of Russia, would observe the policy 
of non-intervention In internal affairs and of equal oppor
tunity for commerce and industry of all national and as soon 
as possible would terminate finally the Siberian expedition,7^ 

On January Mr, Hughes reviewed the history of 
the Siberian expedition and the promises which Japan had made.

7^Ibid,*  p, 311«
76loc. £1$,.
77senate Document Ko, 126, 67th Congress, 2d Session, 

pp, 698-701,
78I»OCe clt,
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k resolution was then passed by the Committee to the effect 
that the statement of the Japanese and American delegations 
in regard to the presence of foreign troops in Siberia be 
reported to the Conference at its next plenary meeting e and 
spread upon the records*  This was done on February 4» 1922*  

The resolution did not name a date by which these troops 
were to be withdrawn, or by which northern Sakhalin was to 
be evacuated*̂

In addition, on February 11, 1922, but not as a part 
of the Conference, the United States and Japan negotiated a 
treaty in regard to the mandated islands of the Pacific, and 
in particular the island of Tap, the westernmost of the 
Caroline group, about nine degrees north of the Equator in 
longitude 138 degrees east*  The Peace Conference had con
ferred on Japan only mandatory powers over the German Pacific 
Islands north of the Equator, including Tap*̂ 0 On November 12, 

1920, the Japanese Foreign Office received a note from the 
American Government stating It was the clear understanding 
of the United States that the Supreme Council of the Peace 
Conference had reserved for future consideration the island 
of Tap in the hope that it might be placed under international

79hoe*  clt*
^Ichihashi, sp*  £it*,  p*  324*
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control for uoo •  an international cable station^  On 

the nineteenth of Korember, 1920, the Japanese Gorernnent 
replied that It understood the whole of the German Islands ---

* *

north of the Equator were placed under the Japanese mandatee®2 

The exchange of diplomatic notes continued} and la 
view of the fact that the United States did not join the 
League of Rations, the American and Japanese reached a 
definite understanding as regards the right of the two govern*  
meats and their nationals in the mandated Islands, Including 
Tap*  In this treaty, the United States consented to the 
Japanese mandates, the United States secured all the rights 
granted to the members of the League} American citisens 
secured free access to the island of Tap on equal footing 
with Japanese in all that related to the landing and operation 
of the Tap*Guam  cable or any cable which might thereafter be 
laid by the United States*̂

In summary, then, the work of Pacific and Far Eastern 
Conference emerged in two main treaties, covering numerous 
negotiations} two treaties between China and Japan which were 
incidental to the work of the Conference, and numerous

81Ibld., 324.

e2$S£. Sil-
PP. 323-3)9.
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resolutions which represented the will of the Conference• 

The two main treaties wereI a Treaty between all 
Vine Powers relating to principles and policies to be fol
lowed in matters concerning China; and a Treaty between all 
Hine Powers relating to Chinese customs tariff*

The Hine Powers Treaty, by which the nations bound 
themselves in regard to matters concerning China, was com
posed of nine articles*̂  These nine articles represented 

a mate of negotiations in regard to tariff increase and 
autonomy, the return of Shantung, the cancellation of the 
Twenty-One Demands, foreign troops in China, the Open Door 
and Spheres of Interest*̂^  Article I revised the Chinese 

customs duties to an effective five per cent ad valorem. 
Article II directed the speedy abolition of likin. Article 
III authorised a surtax at a uniform rate of two and one-half 
per centum ad valorem* Article IV provided for periodic 
revision of Chinese import duties*  Article V required effec
tive equality of treatment for all the Contracting Powes*  

Article VI recognised the principle of uniformity in the 
rates of customs duties levied at all the land and maritime 
frontiers of China*  Article VII set two and one-half per 
centum ad valorem on the charge for transit duties until they

^^See Appendix II, Treaty VI for full text*  

^5yOr full text, see Appendix II, Treaty VII*
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were abolished ae required la Article XX  Article Till 
Invited the adherence of non«eignatory powers  Article 
IX stated that the provisions of the existing treaty were 
to override all stipulations of treaties between China 
and the respective Contracting Powers which wore incon
sistent therewith  Article X provided for the proper 
ratification of that treaty

*
*

*
*

The treaties, of which the English and French 
texts were both authentic, were to renain deposited in 
the archives ef the government of the United States, and duly 
certified copies were to be sent to the Contracting Powers*  

The two Sine-Power treaties were signed in the
two final hours of the Conference beginning at 10|00 o1clock 
a*  m*  in the Assembly Hall of the Daughters of the Anerlcan 
Revolution on Monday, February 6, 1922*  President Harding 
delivered an address closing the Conference as he had for
mally opened It some twelve weeks before*  Dr*  Abernathy, 
who had offered the Invocation at the beginning of the Con
ference, pronounced the benediction*

Chairman Hughes rapped the table with the gavel, 
and declared, •The Conference Is adjourned sine die**^

^^•llmltation of Armament Conference Xs Ended*,  The 
Houston Chronicle. February 6, 1922*



CHAPTSa VI

Evaluation of the Conference

An attempt has been nade to present an over-all 
picture of The Washington Conference of 1922. Confidence 
in the Conference ran the gamut from the fanaticism of 
idealism to the bitterness of disillusionment • So great 
was President Harding’s enthusiasm, that, during the annual 
meeting of the Red Cross on December 7» 1921, he told its 
members that they might never again be called on to relieve 
war suffering on a scale comparable to that of recent years, 
•because we are going to succeed beyond our fondest hopes 
in the Armament Conference.*̂

^Hews article in The Houston Chronicle. December 7. 1921.
2"Address of the President”, Waahlngton Conference sn 

the Limitation of Armament, (American Association for International 
Conciliation, dreenwich^ ^922), p. 71•

In his address at the closing session of the 
Conference, Mr. Harding saidI

This Conference has wrought a truly great 
achievement. It is hasardous to speak in superlatives, end I will be restrained. But I will 
say, with every confidence, that the faith 
plighted here today, kept in national honor, 
will mark the beginning of a new and better 
epoch of human affairs.* 2
That Secretary Hughes concurred in the ardor of 

the President is evidenced by his remarks on the signing of 
the Five Power Treaty| "This treaty ends, absolutely ends,
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the race in competition in naval armamente*̂

1 "Where the Arms Conference Palled*, World•s Work, 
AprH, 1927, p< 593.

^H# C# Ferrady, "Sea Power In the Pacific*, The 
Nineteenth Century. February, 1942#

^Buell, sb# £11., p. 324.
7sdltorlal, The New York Herald. January 31. 1922#

At the ether end of the scale ie the reaction 
presented by H« Ge ferrady in his article *Sea  Power in 
the Pacific*  in his remark that the British acceptance of 
such drastic scrapping of capital ships as was required by 
the Hughes plan was a fatal step*  He added that the use of 
the word •drastic♦ constituted a grave understatement; 
•suicidal1 would have been a more accurate word.^ In this 
regard, he continued;

What unconscious irony there was In Balfour^s 
words at the final session of the Washington 
Conference! The Conference, he said, had in
augurated a new era for part of the world in 
which the great maritime Powers are most Inti
mately and deeply concerned# V

It is indeed a new era when a great maritime 
power finds herself incapable of defending her 
seaborne interests#?
General contemporary opinion was both laudatory and 

condemning# It was heralded as a universal success by the 
newspapers#6 However, that public opinion was somewhat crlti 

cal was evidenced in the editorial "From Principles to 
Problems*,  In which it was observed that the Arms Conference 
had opened with a parade of principles and seemed likely to 
end up with a riot of problems#7 Xdltorlal opinion clearly
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discerned a great weakness ef the Conference in •Parties 
to the Problems" which dealt with Suropean nations not 
represented at the Conference*̂

•Editorial, The Washington Post. Eovember 29, 1921* 
^Gilson Gardner, "The Arms Conference Has Sot Found 

the Way*, Labor Age. February, 1922, pp* 15-17*
^Xchihashi, cit*. p* 145*

Gilson Gardner writing in Labor Age facetiously 
referred to the Four-Power Pact as the faux pas pact and 
then recalled Frank Simonds• description of the disarmament 
conference—"secret disagreements openly arrived at* "9

Xchihashi aptly noted that the naval, experts of 
England, Japan and the United States alike uttered lamen
tations over the Washington Arms treaties, each expert 
feeling that his own country had made the greatest sacrifices*  
The British critics charged that the Americans gained the 
substance of all they desired at the expense of the British 
and Japanese? the Americans insisted that Japan secured the 
naval mastery of Asia? and the Japanese lamented that Japan,a 
hands were tied, and she was thus rendered helpless as a 
naval power*̂ 0

Lord Wester-Wemyss, British naval expert, in 
regretting Britain’s voluntary resignation from her position 
as ruler of the waves, which position was obtained as a result 
of a three-hundred years’ struggle, saidI
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The Conference has proven an unqualified 

success for the United States*  • ♦ , but they 
never would have obtained so triumphant an 
issue without the wholehearted co-operation of Great Britain*!!

^Lord Wester-Wemyss, "And After Washington", The 
nineteenth Century. March, 1922, pp* 405-416*

12W* S* Sims. "Status of the United States Havy", 
Current History. May, 1922, pp* 185-194*

Admiral Sims pointed out that while the United 
States was given a capital strength ratio equal to that 
of Great Britain, the United States had practically no 
necessary auxiliaries except destroyers*  To reach equality 
with Great Britain she should build, but Congress refused 
to appropriate the money*  He declared thatI

Our present policy makes us a bad third*  
Britannia not only rules the waves but rules 
them more economically now| * * • learned 
foreign naval experts are fond of pointing 
out that the Washington Conference was a 
shrewd Yankee move to gain naval supremacy 
because we were convinced that the battle
ship is doomed*  But the irony of the situation 
is that our naval men are firmly convinced 
that it is not*  Curiously enough, each country 
appears to be convinced that it made the 
heaviest sacrifices, and that the United States alone gained*!*
The Japanese naval expert. Admiral T*  Ishimaru, 

declared that the national defense of Japan suffered on 
account of the Haval Treaty because of the unjust ratio of 
capital ships which forced her to feel the insecurity of her 
position in the Pacific} she was placed in a disadvantageous 
position from the point of view of her fleet organisation
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because of the differences In the character of the ships 
possessed by Japan and the other nations; and because under 
the Four»Fower Pact, Japan sacrificed the Anglo-Japanese 
Alliance and was Bade a co-partner to guarantee the security 
of Guan, the Philippines, etc,^

Ge dchornsteimer took the position that the Wash
ington Conference had benefitted Japan prinarily. He said I

In all the diplomatic history of Japan there 
has been no victory quite so conplete, so impor
tant, or one gained at so little cost, as her 
victory at the Washington Aras Conference • She 
had gained the position for which she has been 
struggling for fifty years, and accomplished it 
without bloodshed, and even without creating 
hard feelings • • • • All other nations Bust now 
stand back, despite the fact that the Maval 
Treaty leaves Japan forty per cent weaker than 
either the British Empire or the United States. 
The Anglo-Japanese Alliance has been terminated 
and the Japanese Empire is no longer bound by 
agreements which she may be forced to keep • • • 
Japan has absolutely a free hand In the Pacific 
and.Asia today# We have given it to her in the 
Aras Conference treaties# I state these things 
not as arguments for or against the treaties# 
It would be useless to do so, for they have been 
ratified by our Senate, and nothing more is to 
be said# But of our own choosing, perhaps 
blundering, we must keep our hands off Asia 
in the future, if. we are to have peace and retain our possessions#x*

^T# Ishimaru, "Public Opinion on the Imperial Bavr 
After the Washington Conference*, Taiyo (The Sun). February 1922, 
pp# 69-75, quoted in Ichihashi’s The Washington Conference, p# 145•

^^G# Schornstheimer, "Japanfs Maval Mastery in Asia*, 
Current History. August 1922, pp# 744-50#

J# 0# P# Bland, writing in the Atlantic Monthly in 
regard to the settlement of the Pacific problem, declared 
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that the outlook was not hopeful, declaring that Japan would 
undoubtedly continue with ell resources at her disposal to 
accelerate her peaceful penetration into that field of 
economic activity, upon which, as Baron Shidehara frankly 
told the Conference, she depended for her very existence*̂  

Horman He Davis, formerly Undersecretary of State 
for the United States, delivered an address before the Council 
on Foreign Relations, February 17, 1922*̂  In this address, 

•An Analysis of the Work of the Conference on The Limitation 
of Armament and Far Rastem Questions*,  Mr, Davis gave, 
perhaps, the most discriminating and comprehensive of the 
contemporary commentaries on the Conference, He pointed out 
the seriousness of the absence from the parley of the 
nations so recently defeated in World War I; he pointed out 
the failure of the Conference to provide machinery to achieve 
its desires, that too much was left to the •spirit*  of the 
Conference! he feared the effect of its failure to limit 
auxiliaries! he sensed the dangers inherent in the non
fortification commitments America had made in the Four-Power 
Pact to secure ratification of the Haval Treaty! he questioned

^Je o, P, Bland •After Washington, The Future of 
The Pacific Problems*, Atlantic Monthly. December 1922, pp, 
843*853•

^^Horman H, Davis, "An Analysis of the Work of the 
Conference on The Limitation of Armament and Far Eastern 
Questions* (An Address Delivered Beforethe Council on Foreign 
Relations. Hotel Astor, Mew York City, February 17, I923T*
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the exclusive nature of the Four-Power Pact, at well ae 
the poseibilltiee of obligations Involved therein.

In analysing the various treaties of the Con
ference, Mr, Davis concluded that as a result of.the Haval 
Treaty it would be Impossible for any power. If acting alone, 
to Intervene successfully In the Orient, The Four-Power 
Treaty made It inpossible for Great Britain and United States 
to combine their fleets to Intervene jointly. The result was 
that Japan was left absolutely supreme in the eastern Pacific 
and over Asia. These conclusions were contingent upon an 
adherence to the Treaties.

These agreements, he continued, have nipped in the 
bud an impending struggle for the supremacy of the seas; and, 
with the cancellation of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, have 
brought the English speaking peoples of the world closer 
together.

The Mine-Power Treaty, Mr. Davis averred, was of 
little practical value; if the Door had been closed in China 
before the Conference, it was still closed after the Con
ference. The values of the Open Door treaty were minor but 
definite, he continued; Japan could no longer plead that the 
Open Door policy did not prohibit discriminations in concessions 
or monopolies; the Contracting Powers went on record as being 
in favor of the integrity of China; the danger that the 
Powers would recognise the "special interests*  of Japan in
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Manchuria waa avoided, though theoretically, through the 
Open Door Treaty) and the Treaty reasserted the traditional 
Oriental policy of the United States  He concluded that if 
the Conference had been able to create sone machinery to 
settle disputes arising out of the principles of the Open 
Door, its success would have been unlimited

*

*
Dr*  Buell gave an interesting analysis, from a 

contemporary viewpoint, of the work of the various dele*  

gations.He ascribed the success of the Japanese at the 
Washington Conference to their ready adherence to declare*  

tions in principle which the Conference was forced to accept 
at face value) and their great bargaining ability which led 
then to withhold final approval of settlement until their 
concessions were granted*̂

Dr*  Buell called attention to the obvious co
operation between the french and Japanese delegations) the 
two countries had comaon interests so far as submarines and 
land armaments were concerned) France supported Japan in 
regard to withdrawal of troops from China, existing con
cessions and publication of private contracts*  The harmony 
of the American and British delegations gave France scant 
hope for American support of French European policy against

^Buell, £B*  ,£li*,  pp*  320*327*
18Ibld.. p. 330.
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that advocated by the Britlehj hence, France sought the 
only reaalnlng ally, Japan!^*

Dr*  Buell also related that the policy of the 
American delegation was also pro«Japaneso«s^ Only once 

did the American delegation question the vested interests 
of Japan in China i in the original draft of the Open 
Door Resolutions, which, upon the Japanese protests, Mr*  
Hughes Immediately withdrew* 2^ One explanation given for 

thia was politicalI after having prevented the entrance of 
the United States into the League of nations, the Republic 
can Party was pledged to do something constructive for the 
peace of the world*  Disarmament seemed to be the solution 
to the problem} but the American delegation could not se*  
cure Japanese ratification to the Saval Treaty without 
making the fortification concessions*  The American delegation 
was sincere in believing that war could not settle the problems 
of the Far East} therefore. It was willing to achieve the 
limitation of disarmament at the cost of the Far East and 
then to do what It could to restrain Japanese Imperialism 
by moral pressure* 22

19Ibld.. pp. 320-a.
2C>JMd., p. 322.

Ml*
22Ibid.. pp, 322-26*
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Dr*  Butll* • filial coneluaion was that the Con*  

ference Bade war between the United States and Great Britain 
ispeesible, and it postponed war between the United States 
and Japan at an exorbitant price• The Conference did not 
succeed in establishing the equality of commercial oppor
tunity In ChinaI rather, it strengthened the position of 
Japan, and it increased the hostility of the Chinese toward 
the Japanese* 2^ Dr, Buell adds:

The Conference was unable, due to no fault 
of its own, to alter Japanese imperialism and 
the military machine responsible for its existence,2*
Such was contemporary Conference comment, 
five years later, Thomas S, Butler, Chairman of the 

Committee of Raval Affairs of the United States House of 
lepresentatlves, stated:

The 1922 Washington Conference, while it 
accomplished much, has failed to end the race 
in competition in naval armaments. The spirit 
of that Conference was that there should be 
no intensive building of auxiliary ships that 
would give any of the five great nations 
greater naval strength than was contemplated 
in the Conference discussions. The treaty ' 
placed a limit on capital ships and the 
spirit of the Conference was that the ratio 
for capital ships should be applied to 
auxiliary ships. That at least is the under*  
standing of the average American citisen, 

contention proved by the statement of
• delegates to the Conference, is that the letter

pp. 326-27.

24Ibld.. p. 327.
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of the naval treaty has been maintained, but not 
the spirit, and that the world powers, apart 
from the Wilted States, are increasing their 
armaments in such numbers as to arouse suspicion 
and Impair the equality in navy units enjoyed 
by the United States with Great Britain, 
Immediately after the Conference, Japan began 

building feverishly, and the other nations likewise began 
to increase their auxiliaries,

Lloyd George, British Prime Minister, was quoted 
as followsI

The fact remains that, in letter and spirit, 
the United States of America has adhered to the 
Washington pact. It Is doubtful whether the 
same thing can be unequivocally said about 
either Britain or Japan,2o
By 1927 Japan had laid down or appropriated for 

116 auxiliary craft; France, 8S; Italy, 46; British Empire, 
37; and United States, 19*  These ranged in type from the 
smallest craft to the formidable 10,000 ton cruiser with 
ten eight-inch guns and twelve 21-inch torpedo tubes. In 
this situation the United States was forced to build or 
force the other nations to suspend building programs,* 2?

2$Thomas S, Butler, "Where The Arms Conference 
Failed*, World’s Work. April 1927, p* 669.

2^Thomas S# Butler, "Where The Arms Conference 
Failed", sp, p, 673.

27Ibld,. o. 671.

Mr, Butler contended;
Does anyone imagine that the American Con

gress would have been foolish enough to have 
destroyed 1275,000,000 worth of good ships 
(whose destruction Itself cost an additional 
127,000,000), abandoning its lead In sea power. 
If It had not thought there was some reliance 
to be placed in the spirit manifested treaty?
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I mean what I aay when I assert that, if 

any other understanding should have been In 
the Binds of Congress at the tine it destroyed 
this Government property, every one who took 
part in it, if he is now in public place 
should be thrown out of office*  Any public 
official who would thus destroy public property, 
anticipating that It would have to be replaced 
within four years, should be driven from the 
society of good men*  Kowhere in history can 
there be found a greater waste*  Within four 
years of thio unprecedented destruction of 
Government property, because of the great build
ing programs of other nations, this Government 
is forced to put in its place many cruisers. 
Just as dangerous to both property and men as 
the battleships which were destroyed, and re
quiring more money than the cost of the ships destroyed** 8

2^Thomas 3* Butler, •America Misled by Five Power 
Haval Treaty", Current History. April 1927, p* 90*

29Louis Martin Sears, A History st ^rlcan FpxsjLm 
Relations (Hew Torki Thomas U* ^rowelluompany, 19^7), p* 573*

In the same year, 1927» Dr*  X>*  M< Sears, erudite 
American student of foreign affairs, suggested that the 
diplomacy of Harding and Hughes in regard to the Four-Power 
Pact was in part responsible for later manifestations of 
distrust which continued between the United States and Japan*  

Although the Four-Power Pact was a notable development In 
the foreign policy of the United States, but it was doubtful 
compensation for Japan’s being relegated to a position second 
to either of the Anglo-Saxon powers* 2^

Such was the comment on the Conference in 1927*
In this thirty-second year (1954) after the Con-.

ference, it is possible to view the events of the Conference 
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with more objectivity than did those who participated in it 
or reported its happeningeg and with less discomposure than 
those who saw its failure of attainment in the following 
decade*  This frustration was to persist through succeeding 
conferences, innumerable negotiations, Increasing land and 
naval armaments, the rise of dictatorships, mounting tensions $ 
Its climax was to come in World War II and the accompanying 
Korean Conflict*

2?Buell, 02* clt*, p* 200*

With the memory of the Japanese attack at Pearl 
Harbor on December 7» 1941 fresh in mind, it seems strange 
that our American delegation could not foresee, that having 
promised not to fortify further our possessions in the 
Pacific, only one knock-out blow at Hawaii would put America 
in a precarious position*  It is equally singular that the 
erudite Dr*  Buell should declare that the Haval Treaty had 
made it a physical impossibility for Japan to attack the 
United States and the United States to attack Japan* 2? 

However, negotiations had to be conducted according to the 
recognised tenets of diplomacy, statements had to be accepted 
at their face value, and promises had to be accepted as 
though they were made in full sincerity*  The events of the 
following years were in the unforseeable future*

If the future could have been charted, the mistakes 
that brought about the failures of the Conference might have 
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been avoided} and, as a result. Its obvious defects could 
have been remedied*  However, no calculations of the future 
could have changed the conditions in which the world found 
Itself at that time} nor could any amount of foresight have 
altered the maneuvering for positions of preference. It 
was not within the province of the Conference to change the 
character of men, nor the nature of nations.

^°»Arms Parley About Through*, The Baltimore 
February 3, 1922.

The Washington Conference did not fall In the 
sense that It did not adhere to its program; a naval treaty 
was agreed upon and the Far Eastern situation was prevented 
from becoming a world problem which demanded Immediate 
attention.

The editorial comment headed •Arms Parley About 
Through*  seems apropos}

To put it another way. Hughes and associates 
got what they went after (though they went after 
a little more than they were assured of getting).

Either we are going to revert to the old 
system of unrestricted national aspiration, as 
represented by dlpltmatie intrigue, prepared*  
ness and special alliance, or we are going to 
have a fundamentally new order•

That is the one big issue which the civilised 
world faces today.

The Arms Parley has done little to clarify 
it, much less to solvo it.30
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irmoix i

m paoposAi or ths ohctid states, rcaA UMXTATIOS OF KAVAL ARMAMTS1

The United States proposes the following plan for a 
limitation of the naval armaments of the eonferrlng nation**  
The United States believes that this plan safely guards the 
Interests of all concerned*

In working out this proposal the United States has been 
guided by four general principles!

A*  The elimination of all eapltal*ehlp  building pro*  
grams, either actual or projected*

Be Further reduction through the scrapping of certain 
of the older ships#

C# That regard should be had to the existing naval 
strength of the conferring powers#

0# The use of capital-chip tonnage as the measurement 
of strength for navies and proportionate allowance 
of auxiliary combatant craft prescribed#

CAFHAh SHIPS
United States

1# The United States to scrap all new capital ships now 
under construction and on their way to completion# This in*  
eludes 6 battle cruisers and 7 battleships on the ways and 
building and 2 battleships launched#

Bote •••Paragraph 1 Involves a reduction of II new capital 
ships under construction, with a total tonnage when completed 
of 618,000 tone*  Total amount of eoaey already spent on 15 
capital ships, <532,000,000#

2# The United States to scrap all battleships up to, but 
not including, the Delaware andL Worth Dakota#

Bote#—The number of old battleships scrapped under para*  
graph 2 la 151 their total tonnage is 227,740 tons# The grand 
total of capital ships to be scrapped is 30, aggregating 
845,740 tons#

^Copied from Senate Demxment £a# 126, SZtifc
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Great Britain

)• Great Britain te atop further construction of the 4 
new Boode#

lote* —Paragraph 3 inrolvee a reduction of 4 new capital 
ships not yet laid down, hut upon which money has been spent, 
with a total tonnage when completed of 172,000 tons,

4*  In addition to the 4 Hoods, Great Britain to scrap her 
pre*dreadnoughts,  second-line battleships and first-line battle 
ships up to, but not including, the King George £ class.

Bote,—Paragraph 4 involves the disposition of 19 capital 
ships (certain of which have already been scrapped) with a 
tonnage reduction of 411,375 tons, the grand total tonnage of 
ships scrapped under this agreement will be 583,375 tons,

Japan
5# Japan to abandon her progrma of ehips not yet laid 

doim, vis,, the Ill, fiwarl, £2*  Z» 12*  battleships, and 
Bos, £, Z end £, battle cruisers.

Bote,—Paragraph 5 does not Involve the stopping of con
struction of any ship upon which construction has begun,

6, Japan to scrap 3 battleshipsl the Mutsu launched, the 
Tpsa and Kaga buildings and 4 battle cruiserai the Amagi and 
Akagj building, and the Ataso and Takao not yet laid down but 
for which certain material has been aseaeabled.

Bote,—Paragraph 6 involves a reduction of 7 new capital 
ships under construction, with a total tonnage when completed 
of 288,100 tons,

7*  Japan to scrap all pre-dreadnoughts and capital Ships 
of the second line. This to Include the scrapping of all ships 
up to but not Including the Settsu,

Bote,—Paragraph 7 Involves the scrapping of 10 older 
ships with a total tannage of 159,928 tens. The grand total 
reduction of tonnage of vessels existing, laid down, or for 
which sat erial has been assembled, is *88,928  tons.

Franco and Italy
8, In view of certain extraordinary conditions due to the 

World War affecting existing strengths of the navies of France 
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and Italy*  the United States does not eoneider necessary the 
discussion at this stage of the proceedings of the tonnage 
allowance of these nations, but proposes it be reserved for 
the later consideration of the Conference*

Other lew Construction
9« Me other capital ships shall be constructed during 

the period of this agreement except replacement tonnage as 
provided hereinafter*

10, If the teres of this proposal are agreed to then 
the United States, Great Britain, and Japan agree that their 
navies, three months after the making of this agreem«it, shall 
consist of the following capital ships t

HST Of CAPCTAL SHIPS
United States 
Maryland 
California 
Tennessee 
Idaho 
Mississippi 
Kew Mexico 
Arizona 
Pennsylvania 
Oklahoma 
Bevada 
Texas 
Sew Tork 
Arkansas 
*^s 
Florida 
Morth Dakota 
Delaware

Totale***e***elS

Great Britain Japan
Royal Sovereign Megato
Royal Oak Hiuga
Resolution Ise
RanlUies Tamashlro
Revenge Fuse
Queen Elisabeth ‘ Settsu
Warspite Kirlshima
Valiant Haruna
Barham Hiyei
Mayala Kongo
Benbow Total*****10
Bnperor of India 
Iron Duke Total tonnage 299,700
Marlborough 
Erin 
King George V 
Centurion 
Ajax 
Hood

Total tonnage $00,650
Renown
Repulse
Tiger

Total*«*«***22  
Total tonnage 604,450
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DISPOSlTIOa OF OLD m m C0SSTR0CTI08

U» Capital ahlpa ehall ba diepaaed at la aecordance 
with aethoda ta be agreed span*

leplaceaanta
12*  (a) The tonnage baaia for capital chip replaceaant 

under thia proposal to be as followat
United States*********** 530*000  tone 
Great Britain*********** 500,000 tone 
Japan******************* 300,000 tons
b) Capital shipa twenty years fron date of completion 

may be replaced by new capital ship construction, but the keels 
of such new construction shall not be laid until the tannage 
which It Is to replace is 17 years of age from date of com  
pletion  Provided, however, that the first replacement tonnage shall not be laid down until 10 years from the date of the 
signing of this agreement

*
*

*
c) The scrapping of capital shipa replaced by new 

construction shall be undertaken not later than the date of 
eoapletion of the new construction and shall be completed within 
three mcmths of the date of completion of now construction! cr 
it the date of completion of new construction be delayed, then 
within four years of the laying of the koala of such new con
struction*

d) Ro capital ehips shall be laid down during the 
term of this agreement whose tonnage dlaplaemaent exceeds 
35,000 tons.

e) The same rules for detemining tonnage of capital 
ships shall apply to the shipa of each of the f owara party to 
thia agreement**

f) Each of the Powers party to this agreement agreea 
to Inform promptly all of the other Powers party to this agree
ment concerning!

(1) The names of the capital ships to be replaced 
by new eonatmctioni

(2) The date of authorisation of replacement 
tonnagej

(3) The dates of laying the keels of replacement 
tonnage!

(4) The displacement tonnage of each new ship to 
be laid down!
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(5) The actual data of eoaplatloa of each new 

ahipf
(6) The fact and date of the ecrapping of ahipe 

replaced*
g) Bo fabricated parte of capital ehipe, including 

parte of hulle, engines and ordnancet shall be constructed 
previous to the date of authorisation of replaceaent tonnage  
A list of each parte will be furnished all Powers party to - 
thia agreenent

*
*

h) In case of the loss or accidental destraction 
of capital ships  they nay be replaced by new capital ehip 
construction in conformity with the foregoing rules

*
*

AUXttlART COMBATABT (SAIT
33*  In treating this subject auxiliary conbatant craft 

have been divided into three Claeses 1
a) Auxiliary surface combataat craft*
b) Submarines*
c) Airplane carriers and aircraft*

a) Auxiliary Surface Combatant Craft
14*  The tern auxiliary surface eotibatant craft Includes 

cruisers (exclusive of battle cruisers)*  flotilla leaders*  
destroyers, and all other surface types except those specifi
cally exempted in the following paragraph*

15*  Existing monitors, unaraored surface craft as 
specified in paragraph 16*  under 3,000 tone, fuel ahipe, 
supply ships, tenders, repair ships, tugs, mine sweepers, 
and vessels readily convertible from merchant vessels are 
exempt from the terms of this agreement*

16*  Ko new auxiliary combatant craft may be built exempt 
from this agremnent regarding limitation of naval armaments 
that exceed 3,000 tons displacement and 15 knots speed, and 
carry more than four 5-inch guns*
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17*  Xt ie proposed that the total tonnage of crulaero, 

flotilla leaders, and destroyers allowed each fewer shall be as 
follows1

for the United States• •••••••••450*000  tons 
for Great Britaia«««*»«»»»*«**«450,CKX)  tons for 0apane*e»**»»***«»e»*«»»»*ei70,000  tons

Frovlded, however, that no Fewer party to this agreement whose 
total tonnage In auxiliary surface combatant eraft on Kovwber 
11, 1921, exceeds the prescribed tonnage shall be required to 
scrap such excess tonnage until replacements begin, at which 
time the total tonnage of auxiliary craft for each nation shall 
be reduced to the prescribed allowance as herein stated,

limitation of lew Construction
It*  (a) All auxiliary combatant eraft whose keels 

have been laid down by Sovember 11,1921, may be carried to com*  
plotion,

b) lo new construction la auxiliary surface combatant 
craft except replacement tonnage as provided hereinafter shall be 
laid down during the period of this agreement, provided, however, 
that ouch nations as have not reached the auxiliary surface com  
batant craft tonnage allowances hereinbefore stated may construct 
tonnage up to the limit of their allowance

*
*

Scrapping of Old Construction
19, Auxiliary surface combatant craft shall be scrapped 

in accordance with methods to be agreed upon*
b) Submarines

20*  It is proposed that the total tonnage of submarines 
allowed each Power shall bo as followst

For the Uhited States**********90,000 tons 
For Groat Britain******••••••••90,000 tons 
For dapan**********************54,OOO tons

Provided, however, that no Power party to this agreement whose total 
tonnage in submarines on November 11, 1921, exceeds the proscribed 
tonnage shall be required to scrap such excess tonnage until re*  
placements begin, st which time the total tonnage of submarines for 
each nation shall be reduced to the prescribed allowance as herein 
stated*
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liKitatlon of Hew Conitructlon 

21e (a) *11  submarines whose keels have been lai*  
down by Scvember 11, 1921, nay be earrled to completion,

b) Ho new submarine tonnage except replace  
nent tonnage as provided herein shall be laid down during 
the period of this agreement$ provided, however, that such 
nations as have not reached the submarine tonnage allowance 
hereinbefore stated may construct tonnage up to the limit 
of their allowance.

*

Scrapping of Old Construction
22, Submarines shall be scrapped In accordance with 

methods to be agreed upon,
c) Airplane Carriers and Aircraft

Airplane Carriers
23, It Is proposed that the total tonnage of airplane 

carriers allowed each Fewer be as fallows!
United States,•••••••••••CONOCO tons 
Great Britain,,,,,,,80,000 tons 
Japan,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,48,000 tons

Frovlded, however, that no Power party to this agreement whose 
total tonnage la airplane carriers on Hovember 11, 1921, exceeds 
the preecrlbed tonnage shall be required to ecrap euch excess 
tonnage until replacements begin, at which time the total tonnage 
of airplane carriers for each nation shall be reduced to the 
prescribed allowance as herein stated,

Xdmitation of Hew Construction
24, (a) All airplane carriers whose keels have been 

laid down by November 11, 1921, may be carried to completion,
b) No mew airplane carrier tonnage except 

replacement tonnage ae provided herein ehall be laid down 
during the period of this agreement} provided, however, that 
such nations as have not reached the airplane carrier tonnage 
hereinbefore stated may construct tonnage up to the limit of 
their allowance.
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Scrapping of Old Conttruction

25*  Airplane Carriere shall be scrappad in accordance 
with aethode to be agreed upon*

AUXnim COKBATAST CRATT
Replacements

26*  (a) Cmiaera 17 years of age froa date of 
conpleticn may be replaced by new construction*  The keels 
for such new construction shall not be laid until the ton
nage it is intended to replace is 15 years of age fron date 
of completion*

b) Destroyers and flotilla leaders 12 years 
of age fron date of completion nay be replaced by new con
struction  The keels of such new construction shall not be 
laid until the tonnage it is intended to replace is 11 years 
of age fron date of completion
*

*
c) Submarines 12 years of age from date of 

completion may be replaced by new submarine construction, 
but the keels cf such new construction shall not be laid 
until the tonnage which the new tonnage is to replace is 
11 years of age from date of completion*

d) Airplane carriers 20 years of age from date 
of completion may be replaced by new aixTplane carrier con
struction, but the keels of such new construction shall not 
be laid until the tonnage which it is to replace is 17 years 
of age from date of completion*

e) Ho surface vessel carrying guns of caliber 
greater than 2 Inches shall be laid down as replacement 
tonnage for auxiliary caabatant surface craft*

f) The same rules for determining tonnage of 
auxiliary combatant craft shall apply to the ships of each 
of the Powers party to this agreement*

g) The scrapping of ships replaced by new 
construction snail be undertaken not later than the date of 
completion of the new ctmstruction and shall be completed 
within three months cf the date of completion of the new 
construction, er, if the completion of new tonnage io delayed, 
then within 4 years of the laying of the keels of such new 
construction*
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h) Each of the Fowere party to this agree  

Bent agrees to infora all other Fowere party to this 
agreement con coming:

*

(1) The names or numbers of the ships to 
be replaced by new construction;

(2) The date of authorisation of replace  
ment tonnage;

*

(3) The dates of laying the keels of re  
placement tonnage;

*

(4) The displacement tonnage of each new 
ship to be laid down;

(5) The actual date of completion of each 
new ship;

(6) The fact and date of the scrapping of 
ships replaced*

i) lo fabricated parts of auxiliary costoatant 
craft, including parts of hulls, engines, and ordnance, will 
be constructed previous to the date of authorisation of re  
placement tonnage  A list of such parts will be furnished all 
Powers party to this agreement

*
*

*
j) In case of the loss or accidental destruction 

of shins of this class they may be replaced by new con  
structlon in conformity with the foregoing rules

*
*

AIHCnJlFT
27» The limitation of naval aircraft is not proposed*  

Boto*p*Owing  to the fact that naval aircraft may be 
readily adapted from special types of commercial aircraft. It 
is not considered practicable to prescribe limits for naval 
aircraft*

Gmaeral Restriction on Transfer of Combatant
Vessels of all Classes

28*  The Powers party to this agreement bind themselves 
not to dispose of combatant vessels of any class in such a 
manner that they later may become combatant vessels in another 
navy*  They bind themselves further not to acquire combatant 
vessels from any foreign source*
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29*  Ko capltal»shlp tonnago aor auxiliary combatant 

craft tonnage for foreign account shall be constructed within 
the jurisdiction of any one of the Powers party to this agree
ment during the tore of this agreenent*

Merchant Marine
30*  Is the importance of the merchant suurlne is in 

inverse ratio to the else of naval armaments*  regulations 
must bo provided to govern ite conversion features for war 
purposes*

nOVISZOKAl ACRWffiNT BSTWEES THS CHITE8 STATES. 
BBITXSH EMPXRS, AHO JAPAS

The following are the points of agreement that have 
been reached in the course of the negotiations between the 
United States of America*  Croat Britain, and Japan with 
respect to their capital fighting shipsI

An agreement has been reached between the three powers— 
the United States of America*  the British Empire, and Japan- 
on the subject of naval ratio. The proposal of the American 
Govwmment that the ratio should be 5«5*3  is accepted, Xt is 
agreed that with respect to fortifications and naval bases in 
the Pacific region, including Hongkong*  the status quo shall 
be maintained, that is, that there shall be no increaee In 
these fortifications and naval bases except that this re
striction shall not apply to the Hawaiian Xalande, Australia, 
Hew Zealand, and the islands composing Japan proper*  or, of 
course*  to the coasts of the United States and Canada, as to 
which the respective powers retain their entire freedom.

The Japanese Government had found special difficulty 
with respect to the •Mntsu,*  as that is their newest ship. 
In order to retain the •Mutsu,*  Japan has proposed to scran 
the •Settsu,• one of her older ships, which under the American 
proposal, was to have been retained. This would leave the 
number ox Japanfe capital ships the same, that is, 10, as under 
the American proposal. The retention of the *Muteu w by Japan 
in place of the •Settsu*  makes a difference In net tonnage of 
13,600 tans, making the total tonnage of Japan*a  capital ships 
313,300 tons, as against 299*700  tons under the original 
American proposal.
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While the difference in tonnage Is email, there would 

be eoneiderable difference in efficiency, ae the retention of 
the ■Mutau*  would give to Japan 2 poet«Jutland ehipe of the 
lateet design*

In order to meet this situation and te preserve the 
relative strength on the basis of the agreed ratio, it is 
agreed that the United States shall complete two of the 
ships in course of construction, that is, the •Colorado*  
and the •Waahington,*  which are now about 90 per cent com*  
plated, and scrap two older ships, that is, the *Sorth  Dakota*  
and the •Delaware,*  which under the original proposal were to 
be retained*

This would leave the United States with the same num*  
ber of capital ships, that is, IS, ae under the original 
proposal, with a tonnage of 525,S$0 tons, as against >00,650 
tons as originally proposed*  Three of the ships would be 
post*Jutland  ships of the •Maryland*  type*

is the British have no post*Jutland  ships, except one 
•Hood,*  the construction of which is only partly post-Jutland, 
it is agreed that in order to maintain proper relative strength 
the British Government may construct two new ships not to 
exceed 35,000 legend tons each, that is, calculating the 
tonnage according to British standards of measurement, or, 
according to American calculations, the equivalent of 37,uOO 
tons each*

It is agreed that the British Government shall, on the 
completion of these two new ships, scrap four of their ships 
of the •Xing George V*  type, that is the *£rin.*  the •Ung 
George V,*  the •Centurion,*  and the •Ajax,*  which were to 
have been retained under the original American proposal*  This 
would leave the British capital ships in number 20, as against 
22 under the American proposal*  Taking the tonnage of the 
two new ships, according to American calculation, it would 
amount to 74,000, and the four ships scrapped having a tonnage 
of 96,400 tons, there would be a reduction in net tonnage of 
22,400 tons, leaving the British tonnage of capital ships 
582,050 instead of 604,450*

This would give the British as against the United States 
an excess of >6,200 tons, which is deemed to be fair, in view 
of the age of the ships of the •Boyal Sovereign*  and the 
•Queen Elisabeth*  types*
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The maximum limitation for the tonnage of ships to 

be constructed in replacement is to be fixed at 35,000 
legend tons, that is, according to British standards of 
measurement, or, according to American calculations, the 
equivalent of 37,000 tons, in order to give accoBOBodation 
to these changes. The maxiima tonnage of capital ships 
is fixed, for tl» purpose of replacement, on the basis of 
American standards of calculations, as follow si

United States,,,,,,,,•♦••525,000 tons 
Great Britain,,,,,,••••••525,000 tons 
dapan,««••••••••••••••••,315,000 tons

Comparing thia arrangement with the original American 
proposal, it will be observed that the United States is to 
scrap 33 ships as proposed, save that there will be scrapped 
13 of the 15 ships under construction and 1? instead of 15 
of the older ships.

The total tonnage of the American capital ships to 
be scrapped under the original proposal, including the ton
nage of ships in construction, if completed, was stated to 
be S45k74O tons. Under the present arrangement the tonnage 
of the 30 ships to be scrapped, taking that of the ships In 
construction if completed, will be <23,543 tons.

The number of the Japanese ships to be retained re
mains the same as under the original proposal. The total 
tonnage of the ships to be scrapped by Japan under the 
original American proposal, taking the tonnage of new ships 
when completed, was stated to be 446,923 terns. The total 
tonnage of the ships to be scrapped under the present ar
rangement is 435,326 tons.

Under the original proposal Great Britain was to 
scrap 19 capital ships (Including certain pro-dreadnoughts 
already scrapped), whereas under the present arrangement 
she will scrap four more, or a total of 23, The total 
tonnage of ships to be scrapped by Great Britain, including 
the tonnage of the four wHoods,*  to which the proposal 
referred as laid down. If completed, was stated to be 
583,375 tons. The corresponding total of scrapped ships 
under the new arrangement will be 22,6000 tons more, or 
605,975 tons.
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Vnder the American proposal there were to be ecrapp 

66 capital fighting ships built and building, with a total 
tonnage (taking ships laid down as completed), of 1,878,043 
tons*  Vnder the present arrangement, on the same basis of 
calculations, there are to be scrapped 68 capital fighting 
ships, with a tonnage of 1,861,643 tons*

The naval holiday of ten years with respect to 
capital ships, as originally proposed by the American 
Government, is to be maintained except for the permission 
to construct ships as above stated*  Thia arrangement be
tween the United States. Great Britain, and Japan is, so far as the nus^er of ships to be retained and scrapped is 
concerned, dependent upon a suitable agreement with France 
and Italy as to their capital ships, a matter which is now 
in course of negotiations*
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APFEHDU II
TXBATIE3 AFPROVED ASD ADOPTED .BT THE COKFiaESCE 08 THE UKITATIOB OP ARI8AME3T1

X*  A treaty between the United States of America, the 
British Bnpire, Franae, Italy, and Japan Uniting 
naval amanent*

II*  A treaty between the same Powers in relation to the 
use of submarines and noxious gases in warfare*

HI*  A treaty between the United States of America, the 
British Bopire, France, and Japan, signed December 
13, 1921, relating to their insular possessions and 
insular dominions in the Pacific Ocean*

IT*  Declaration accompanying the above Four-Power Treaty*
T*  A treaty between the same Four Powers, supplementary 

to the above, signed February 6, 1922*
FI*  A treaty between all Hine Powers relating to principles 

and policies to be followed in matters concerning China*
VII*  A treaty between the Hine Powers relating to China 

customs tariff*

^Copied from Senate Document Mg*  124« 67th Congress, 
2d Session*
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TBEATIE3

!• A TESATT BKWEES THE UHnED STATES CT AMBRICA, THE BRITISH 
EMPIRE*  mSCE, ITALT, AKO JAPAM LIMITING NAVAL ARMAMENT!

The United States of America, the British Empire, 
France, Italy, and Japani

Desiring to contribute to the maintenance of the 
general peace, and to reduce the burdens of competition in 
armament |

Have resolved, with a view to accomplishing these 
purposes, to conclude a treaty to limit their respective 
naval armament, and to that end have appointed as their 
Plenipotentiaries;

Charles Evans Hughes Arthur James Balfour
Henry Cabot Lodge 
Oscar W*  Underwood 
Elihu Root 
Arthur James Balfour 
Lee of Fareham 
A, C*  Geddes 
Re L» Borden 
Oe F« Pearce 
John V« Salmund

¥• S« Srinavasa Sastri 
A, Sarrant 
Jusserand 
Carlo Schaneer 
V, Roland! Ricci 
Luigi Albertini 
T. Kato 
Ke Shidehara 
M« Hanihara

Who, having communicated to each other their respective 
full powers, found to be in good and due form, have agreed as 
foUowsi

CHAPTER X
GENERAL PR0VISI0H3 RELATING TO THE LIMITATICN OF EAVAL 

ARMAMEST
Article Ie«>*»The  Contracting Powers agree to limit their 

respective naval armament as provided in the present Treaty,
Article H,—The Contracting Powers may retain respect*  ively the capital ships which are specified in chapter ii. Part

I, On the coming into force of the present Treaty, but subject 
to the following provisions of this Article, all other capital 
ships, built or building, of the United States, the British 
Empire and Japan shall be disposed of as prescribed in chapter
I1, Part 2,

1Document, pp, 671*$5*
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The British Empire may, in accordance with the re*  

placement table la chapter 11, Fart 3, construct two new 
capital ships not exceeding 35,000 tons (35,560 metric tons) 
standard displacement each*  On the eoDplotion of the said 
two ships the Thunderer* King Georite V» Alax. and Centurion shall be disposal of as prescribed in chapter 11, ^art 2*

Article XII***Sub5ect  to the provisions of Article II, 
the Contracting rowers shall abandon their respective capital*  
ship building programs, and no new capital ships shall be 
constructed or acquired by any of the Contracting Fowers except 
replacement tonnage which may be constructed or acquired as 
Specified in chapter 11, Fart 3,

Ships which are replaced in accordance with chapter 11, 
Fart 3, shall be disposed of as prescribed in Fart 2 of that 
chapter.

Article IT,—The total capital-ship replacement tonnage 
of each or the Contracting Fowers shall not exceed in standard 
displacement, for the United States 525,000 tons (533.400 
metric tons)| for the British Empire 525,000 tons (533,400 
metric tonsil for France 175,000 tons (177,SOO metric tons)| 
for Italy 175,000 tons (177,sOO metric tons)| for Japan 
315,000 tons <320,040 metric tons).

Article V,—Bo capital ship exceeding 33,000 tons (35,560 metric tons) standard displacement shall be acquired 
by, or constructed by, for, or within the Jurisdiction of, 
any of the Contracting Fowers,

ArtUla II»—capital ship of 
Fowers shall carry a gun with a caliber 
(406 millimeters).

any of the Contracting 
in excess of 16 inches

Art 1 ele tilThe total tonnage for aircraft carriers 
of each of the Contracting Fowers shall not exceed in standard 
displacement, for the United States 135,000 tons (137,160 
metric tonsji for the British Empire 135,000 tons (137,160 
metric tons)j for France 60,000 tons (60,960 metric tons)| for 
Italy 60,000 tons (60,960 metric tonsil for Japan 61,000 tons 
(82,296 metric tons).

Article Till .—The replacement of aircraft carriers 
shall be effected only as prescribed in chapter li. Fart 3,
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provided, however, that all aircraft carrier tonnage In 
existence or building on November 12. 1921, shall be con*  
sidered experiaiental, and Bay be replaced, within the total 
tonnage limit prescribed in Article VII, without regard to 
Its age.

Article n,—Ko aircraft carrier exceeding 27,000 
tons (27,432 metric tons) standard displacement shall be 
acquired by, or constructed by, for, or within the Juris*  
diction of, any of the Contracting rowers.

However, any of the Contracting Powers may, provided 
that its total tonnage allowance of aircraft carriers is not 
thereby exceeded, build not sore than two aircraft carriers, 
each of a tonnage of not more than 33,000 tons (33,328 metric 
tons) standard displacement, and in order to effect economy 
any of the Contracting Powers nay use for this purpose any 
two of their ships, whether constructed or in course of 
construction, which would otherwise be scrapped under the 
provisions of Article II, The armament of any aircraft 
carriers exceeding 27,000 tons (27,432 metric tons) standard 
displacmaent shall be in accordance with the requirements of 
Article X, except that the total number of guns to be carried 
in case of any such guns be of such a calibre exceeding 6 
inches (152 millimeters), except anti-aircraft guns and guns 
not exceeding 5 Inches (127 millimeters), shall not exceed 
eight.

Article $•—Ho aircraft carrier of anv of the Con
tracting Powers shall carry a gun with a caliber in excess of 
8 inches (203 millimeters). Without prejudice to the pro
visions of Article IX, if the armament carried includes guns 
exceeding 6 inches (152 millimeters) in caliber the total 
number of guns carried, except anti-aircraft guns and guns 
not exceeding 5 inches (127 millimeters), shall not exceed 
ten. If alternatively the armament contains no guns ex
ceeding 6 Inches (152 millimeters) in caliber, the number 
of guns is not limited. In either case the number of anti
aircraft guns and of guns not exceeding 5 inches (127 mil
limeters) is not limited.

Article XI.—Ko vessel of war exceeding 10,000 tens 
(10,160 metric tons) standard displacement, other than a 
capital ship or aircraft carriers, shall be acquired by, or 
constructed by, for, or within the Jurisdiction of, any of 
the Contracting Powers, Vessels not specifically built as 
fighting ships nor taken in time of peace under government
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control for fighting purpoees, which are employed as fleet 
duties or as troop transports or in sone other way for the 
purpose of assisting in the prosecution of hostilities 
otherwise than the fighting ships, shall not be within the 
limitations of this Article,

Article ni,—Ko vessel of war of any of the Con
tracting Powers, hereafter laid down, other than a capital 
ship, shall carry a gun with a caliber in excess of 8 Inches (203 millimeters).

Article XHIe—Kxcept as provided in Article XX, no 
ship designated in the present Treaty to be scrapped may be 
reconverted into a vessel of war.

Article XIVa—Ko preparations shall be made in mer
chant ships in time of peace for the installation of warlike 
armaments for the purpose of converting such ships into 
vessels of war, other than the necessary stiffening of 
decks far the mounting of guns not exceeding 6-inch (152 
millimeters) caliber.

Article yr,—Ko vessel of war constructed within 
the jurisdiction of any of the Contracting Powers for a 
non-Contractlng Power shall exceed the limitations as to 
displacement and armament prescribed by the present Treaty 
for vessels of a similar type which may be constructed by 
or for any of the Contracting Powers! provided, however, 
that the dieplacem«it for aircraft carriers constructed for 
a non-Contractlng Power shall in no case exceed 27,000 tons 
(27,432) metric tons) standard displacement.

Article XVI,—If the construction of any vessel of 
war for a non-dontracting Power is undertaken within the 
jurisdiction of any of the Contracting Powers, such Power 
shall promptly inform the other Contracting Powers of the 
date of the signing of the contract and the date on which 
the keel of the ship Is laid! and shall also communicate 
to them the particulars relating to the ship prescribed in 
chapter ii. Part 3, Section X (b), (4) and (5),

Article XVII.—In the event of a Contracting Power 
being engaged in war, such Power shall not use a vessel of 
war any vessel of war which may be under construction within 
its jurisdiction for any other Power, or which may have been 
constructed within its jurisdiction for another Power and 
not delivered.
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. . Artlel^ XVnXe«—gach of the Contracting Fowere

undertakea not to dispose by gift, eale or any mode of 
transfer of any vessel of war in such a manner that such 
vessel siay become a vessel of war in the Kavy of any 
foreign Power•

. . Article nx^—The United States, the British Jbtpire 
and Japan agree that the status quo at the time of the sign
ing of the present Treaty, with regard to fortifications and 
naval bases, shall be maintained in their respective terri
tories and possessions specified hereundert

1*  The insular possessions which the United States 
now holds or may hereafter acquire in the Pacific Ocean, 
except (a) those adjacent to the coast of the United States, 
Alaska and the Panama Canal Zone, not Including the Aleutian 
Islands, and (b) the Hawaiian Islandsj

2, Hongkong and the insular possessions which the 
British Empire now holds or may hereafter acquire in the 
Pacific Ocean, east of the meridian of 110 degrees east 
longitude, except (a) those adjacent to the coast of Canada, 
lb) the Coomonwealth of Australia and its Territories, and 
(c) Hew Zealand,

3*  The following insular territories and the pos
sessions of Japan in the Pacific Ocean, to will the Kurile 
Islands, the Bonin Islands, Amaml-Oshlma, the loochoo Islands, 
Formosa and the Pescadores, and any Insular territories or 
possessions In the Pacific Ocean which Japan may hereafter 
acquire.

The maintenance of the status quo under the foregoing provisions implies that no new fortifications or naval bases 
shall be established In the territories and possessions 
specified; that no measures shall be taken to Increase the 
existing naval facilities for the repair and maintenance of 
naval forces, and that no increase shall be made in the 
coast defences of the territories and possessions above 
specified. This restriction, however, does not preclude 
such repair and replacmaent of worn-out weapons and equip
ment as Is customary in naval and military establishments 
In time of peace.

Article H,—The rules for determining tonnage dis- 
placement prescribed in chapter 11, Part 4, shall apply to the 
ships of each of the Contracting Powers,
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CHAPTEa II

RULES RELATIKG TO THE KXECUTIOH OF THE 
T&EATT—DEFIHITIOS OF TERMS

Part !• Capital Ships Which May Be Retained By The 
Contracting Powere

In accordance with Article II ehipe say be re
tained by each of the Contracting Power*  a*  specified 
in thi*  Parte

$hlBl Jfhleji gsx alalssi Si SilS M$sl Stateel
Vane

Marylandeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
Californiaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
Tenneaaee**** «••••••••••••••••••«•••••• 
IdahOeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
EeW MaxiCOeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
MiaaiSaippieeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
Arll<Hiaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee#eeeeee  
Penneylvania•eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaeeeeeeeee 
OklahOSaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
KeTada*eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee  
ROW Torkeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
Texaieeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
Arkan*a*eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee  
WyOSinge#eeeeeee•eeeee•ee♦e••eeeee••ee• 
Florldaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
Utah. .............

Ta
32,300 
32,300 
32,000 
32,000 
32,000 
31,400 
31,400 
27,500 
27,500 
27,000 
27,000 
26,000 
26,000 
21,825 
21,825

Morth DakOtaeeeeeeeeeeeeeee,eeeee,eeeee20,000 
Delaware,eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee20,000

Total tonnage,ee,e,,e,eeeeeeeej>dd,65^

On the completion of the two ship*  of the Meet 71: 
 flnla elaa*  and the scrapping of the |p£t& and 

Delaware, as provided in Article II, the total tonnage to 
be retained by the United States will be 525,850 tons*
Ships which fiag be JfeX IhSl S®B1£R<

Kase Tannage
Royal Sovereign,eee,e,e,e,,ee,eeeeeee,,25,750
Royal Oak,,,,,,,,,25,750
Revenge,,#,,,,,,,,,25,750
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Kame Tonnage

le801Utioneeeeeeeeee*ee»*eeeeeeee ee*eee25,750  
RamU.lieS«ee«eee«eeeeeee»eeeee«eee««e««25,75O 
Malaya.,.,,.,........  ••,*••,♦•27,500
Valiant,••••••,•♦•,••,,•••••••••,,••♦••27,500 
Barhaa,•••••••••••••••••••••««••••••••,27,500 
Queen Uliabeth,,,,,*«•••«,•••«••,,,••  ,27,500 
VarspUe,,,••••,,,•••••••••••••••••••••27,500 
Benbow,,,,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,25,000 
Emperor of India* ••••••••••••••••••••,,25,000 
Iron Duke,••,••,••••,••,,••,•,•,••••,••25,000 
Marlborough,•••••••••••••••••,•••••,,,,25,000 
Hood,•••••••••,•••••••••••••••••••••••,*1,200  
Renown,* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••,•••26,500 
Repulse,,••••••,••••,•••••••••,,,,•••••26,500 
Tiger,,•••••••••••••••••••••^••••••••••2d,500 
Thunderer,*,,,,, e,,e,,e,,,,,,*«,,,, ee,,22t5OO 
Xing George Ve,*,e, ••••,,••••••«•••••••23,000 
Ajax,,••••••••••••••*••••••,•••••••••••23,000  
Centurion••,••••,,,•••••••••,,•••••••••23,000

Total tonnage* • •••••••••••••• •5^5,W
4 On the coepletion of the two new ships to be con

structed and the scrapping of the Thunderer. Kine GeorgeJ Alax. and Centurion, as provided in Article XI. the total 
tonnage to be retained by the British Empire will be 
558,950 tons*

Ships shlsll £31 la 331^321 lx Eeancet
Hame Tonnage

(metric tons) 
Bretagne*,, ,23,500 
LoxTaine,•••••••••••«••••••«•••••••••••23,5OO 
Provence,••••••••••••••••••••••••••♦••«23,500 
Paris.,,, .............••,.23,500
Franco•••«•••••••••••••••••••••••••♦•••23,500 
Jean Bart,*«»,« •••••••••,••••••••••••*.23,500  
Courbet,•.••••••••••••♦•••♦••••••••••••23,500 
Condorcet* •♦♦,••••••••••••♦•••♦••••••••18,890 
Diderot.........,..,.*...., ...........18,890 
Voltaire.,.  ........... 18,890

Total tonnage............ .*..4ii;i7r
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Tonnage
••••••••••••••••«*•••••*««•«•••»  »33 >800

HagatOe«33»800
BiUgae»«ee»eee.......................... 31,260
ISO,•••ee«**e»eee31,26O  
Tamaahiro* ••••••••••••«••••••••.•••••••30,600
Fuao. 30,600 
............................... ,•.••,••,•27,300
Harunae,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••27,500
Hiyel,,,,•,•••„•„•,••„„•„•„•,•,,,27,$00 
Kongo,,,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,,27,300

Total tonnage.,.,,•••••* ••••••}61,32^r

Part 2, Bulee For Scrapping Veasela of War
The following mlee ehall be obeerved for the 

scrapping of vessels of war which are to be disposed of 
in accordance with Articles II and III,

France nay lay down new tonnage in the years 1927, 
1929, and 1931, as provided in Part 3, Section II,
Mbs Elllcli B2Z11 m&lnel lx ItllXl 

lane Tonnage
(netrio tons) 

Andrea Doria,•,,••••••••,•.••••••••••••22,700 
Caio Duilio,•••••••••••,•••••••••••,•••22,700 
Conte Di Cavour**,,**, ••••••••••••••,,.22,500 
Giulio Cesare*,* •••••••*••••••«•*•••••.22,500  
Leonardo Da Vinci,•••••••••••••••••••••22,3(X} 
Dante Alighieri,*, •••••••••••••••••••*•19,500  
Bona.••••••••••••••••«••••..*,•*•••••,,12,600  
Xapoli,, ••12,600 
Vittorio Emanuele.•••••••••••••,,.•••.,12,600' 
Regina Elena.,*•••••••••••••,••••*•••*,12,600

Total tonnage* ••••••••••••,••*182,6^5 1
Italy nay lay dot® new tonnage in the years 1927, 

1929, and 1931, as provided in Part 3, Section II,

11121 XH£1 £2X 12 X21&12211X £12221
Kame
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!• A vassal to bs scrapped Bust ba plaeadl in such 

condition that it cannot bo put to combatant use*
II. This result Bust bo finally effected In any of 

the following wayst
a) Permanent sinking of the vesseli
b) Breaking the vessel up  This shall always In

volve the destruction or removal of all machinery, boilers 
and armour, and all deck, side and bottom plating;

*

e) Converting the vessel to target use exclusivelye 
In such case all the provisions of paragraph III of this Part, 
except sub-paragraph (6), in so far as may be necessary to 
enable the ehip to be used as a mobile target, and except 
sub-paragraph (7)*  must be previously complied with# Hot 
more than one capital ship nay be retained for thio purpose 
at one time by any of the Contracting Powers*

d) Of the capital ships which would otherwise be 
scrapped under the present Treaty in or after the year 1931» 
France and Italy may each retain two seagoing vessels for 
training purposes exclusively, that is*  as gunnery or 
torpedo schools*  The two vessels retained by Prance shall 
be of the Jean Bart class, and of those retained by Italy 
one shall be the Pants Alighieri and the other of the 
Giulio Cesare class*  On retalnihg these ships for the 
purpose above stated, France and Italy respectively under
take to remove and destroy their conning-towers, and not to 
use the said riiips as vessels of war*

III*  (a) Subject to the special exceptions con
tained in Article H, when a vessel la due for scrapping, 
the first stage of scrapping, which consists In rendering 
a ship incapable of further warlike service, shall be 
immediately undertaken*

b) A vessel shall be considered incapable of 
further warlike service when there shall have been removed 
and landed, er else destroyed in the ships

(1) AU guns and essential portions of guns, fire- 
control tops and revolving parts of all barbettes and turrets;

(2) All machinery for working hydraulic or electric 
mountings;
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(3) lU fire-control inetruaents and range-finderst
(4) All asaunition, explosives and sdnes;
(5) All torpedoes, war-heads and torpedo tubes?
(6) All wireless telegraphy installations?
(7) The conning tower and all side amour, or 

alternatively all aain propelling machinery? and,
(8) All landing and flying-off platforms and all 

other aviation accessories♦
IV, The periods in which scrapping of vessels is to 

be effected are as followsI
a) In the case of vessels to be scrapped under the 

first paragraph of Article II, the work of rendering the 
vessels Incapable of further warlike service, in accordance 
with paragraph III of this Part, shall be completed within 
six months from the coming Into force of the present Treaty, 
and the scrapping shall be finally effected within eighteen 
months from such coming Into force,

b) In the case of vessels to be scrapped under the 
second and third paragraphs of Article II, or under Article 
III, the work of rendering the vessel incapable of further 
warlike service In accordance with paragraph III of this 
Part shall be commenced not later than the date of completion 
of Its successor, and shall be finished within six months 
from the date of such completion. The vessel shall be finally 
scrapped, in accordance with paragraph II of this Part, within 
eighteen months from the date of completion of its successor. 
If, however, the completion of the new vessel be delayed, then 
the work of rendering the old vessel incapable of further 
warlike service in accordance with paragraph III of this Part 
shall be commenced within four years from the laying of the keel of the new vessel, and shall be finished within six 
months from the date on which such work was eanmenced, and 
the old vessel shall be finally scrapped in accordance with 
paragraph II of this Part within eighteen months from the 
date when the work of rendering it incapable of further 
warlike service was commenced.
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tart 3*  leplaeement

The replacement of capital ahipa and aircraft 
carriers shall take place according to the rules in 
Section X and the taoles in Section IX of this farte

Section J

a) Capital ships and aircraft carriers twenty years 
after the date of their completion may, except as otherwise 
provided in Article Till and in the tables in Section XI of 
this Fart, be replaced by new construction, but within the 
limits prescribed in Article XV and Article VII• The keels 
of such new construction may, except as otherwise provided 
in Article VXXX and in the tables in Section IX of this Part, 
be laid down not earlier than seventeen years from the date 
of completion of the tonnage to be replaced, provided, how  
ever, that no capital-ship tonnage, with the exception of the 
ships retained and referred to in the third paragraph of 
Article II, and the replacement tonnage specifically mentioned 
in Section II of this Part, shall be laid down until ten 
years from Kovember 13, 1931

*

*
b) Each of the Contracting Powers shall communicate 

promptly to each of the other Contracting Powers the follow
ing information!

(1) The names of the capital ships and aircraft 
carriers to be replaced by new construction)

(3) The date of governmental authorisation of re
placement tonnage)

(3) The date of laying the keels of replacement 
tonnage)

(4) The standard displacement in tons and metric 
tons of each new ship to be laid down, and the principal 
dimensions, namely, length at waterline, extreme beam at 
or below waterline, mean draft at standard displacement)

(5) The date of completion of each new ship and 
its standard displacement in tons and metric tone, and the 
principal dimensions, namely, length at waterline, extreme 
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beam at er below waterline, mean draft at standard dis
placement, at time ef completion*

c) In ease of loss or accidental destruction of 
capital ships or aircraft carriers, they may Immediately 
be replaced by new construction subject to the tonnage 
limits prescribed in Articles XV and VII and in conformity 
with the other provisions of the present Treaty, the 
regular replacement program being deemed to be advanced to 
that extent*

d) So retained capital ships or aircraft carriers 
shall be reconstructed except for the purpose of providing 
means of defense against air and submarine attack, and 
subject to the following rules I The Contracting Powers may 
for that purpose, equip existing tonnage with bulge or 
blister or anti-air attack deck protection, providing the 
increase of displacement thus effected does not exceed 
3,000 tons (3,048 metric tons) displacement for each ship  
No alterations in side armour, in caliber, number or general 
type of mounting of main armament shall be permitted except!

*

(1) In the case of Prance and Italy, which countries 
within the limits allowed for bulge may Increase their armour 
protection and the caliber of the guns now carried on their 
existing capital ships so as not to exceed 16 Inches (406 
millimeters) and

(2) The British Empire shall be permitted to com
plete, in the case of the Renown, the alterations to armour 
that have already been commenced but temporarily suspended*

Section II

Esslassisni M tosBElss st StoXtsX §5.^1
ir Ships Laid 

Down
Ships Com
pleted

Ships Scrapped 
(Age in Parentheses) 

feain (26). j^iaeourl (26 J 
Virginia (17), Nebraska 
(17), Georgia (17), New 
Jersey (17), Rhode Is
land 117), Connecticut 
(17), Louisiana (17)»



Ships Com- SI 
pitted (Age

12 *

10

13

15

non-combatant

M 
»

15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15

0 

0

1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940 
19U
1942

1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934

Ship*  Uid 
down

♦The United States may retain the Oregon and ___ ___purposes, after complying with the provisions of Part 2, XII, (b)e 
/Two West Virginia class*
Note.^17 B, C, D, etc*,  represent individual capital ships of 35,000 tons 
standard displacement, laid down and completed in the yards specified*

•22norida*?23)r ee 
Utah (23), Wyoming 
(22)•••••••••«•••••• 
Arkansas (23)*  Texas (XlTTiow Tork (21). 
Nevada (20), Okla-
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Summary of Ships 

Retained
Pre*  Post*

y..  .................Vermont (10J, Aansas(16), Minnesota (16), 
Wow Hampshire (15)*  
South Carolina (13), 
Michigan (13), Wash
ington (0), South 
Dakota (0), Indiana 
(0), Montana (0). 
Morth Carolina (0), 
Iowa (0), Massachus- 
sets (0), Lexington 
(0), Constitution (0), 
Constellation (0), 
Saratoga (0), Ranger 
(0), United States (0)v, Delaware (12), 
Morth Dakota (12)*A, B/

• ••*•
• ••««
• ••*•

*•••••••
•••••♦*• • ••• •
•••••••• • ••*♦
••••*••• • ••••
*••••*•*
C, 0 • *•••
x, y *****
0 *••••K, X C, D

H, X
homa (20).•.•••••*•*•  
Arisons (21), Pennsyl*  
vania (21)******.....

<1 MississippiJ21)•••••
K, 1
M

Mew Mexico (21), Idaho 
(20)•••*•••••••••♦•**  
Tennessee (20)*****«*

*» o California (20), Mary- 
land (20).*.*««******

F, Q 2 ships of Vest Vir
ginia class
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xt-5______10 _____
4 for xioa-coiabatanfc

tiocamonwealtli |16)» 
Agamesnoa (13), Dread*  
nought (15)> Bellero*  
phon (12), St*  Vincent 
Ul), Inflaxiblo (13), 
Superb (12), Heptene 
(10), Herculee (10), 
Indoffiltable (13), Terne*  
raire (12), Hew Zealand 
(9), Lion (9), Frinces 
Royal (9), Conqueror (9), 
Monarch (9), Orlon (9), 
Australia (8), Agincourt 
(7), Brin (7), 4 building 
or projected**

*The British fimnire nay retain tke volosaua a 
purposes, after complying with the provisions 
^Two 3J,000*ton  ships, standard dlrolaceaent*  
Bote.—A, B, C, D, ots*,  represent individual capital ships of 35,000 tons 
standard displacement laid down and completed in the years specified*

EsbIas^M M teOTlM fit Mbi—MUsli toliaShips 
Tear Laid Down Ships Con*  Ships Scrapped Summary of Ships 

pleted (Age in Farentheses Retained .
Fre*  Foot*  
Jutland Jutland

ling George T (13), Ajax 
(12), Centurion (12), 
Thunderer (13)**********el7

•♦••••••••••*• *****e*ee*el7
Iron Duke (20), Marl*  
borough (20), Emperor 
of India (20), Benbow 
(20) IJ 
Tiger (21), Queen Elisa
beth (20). Warspite (20), 
Barhaa (20)************** 9 
Malaya (20), Royal Sever*  
Sign (20)••ei••••••* e• 7 
Revenge (21), Resolution

1922 A, B • ••*•
1923 •••••••*
1924 *•••••••
1925 A, B

1926 ♦ ••• *1927 •••••••• *•••*1928 • ••••1929 • ••••1930 • ••••1931 C, D ••••«1932 S, F *****
1933 Q *****
1934 H, I C, D

1935 J t» r
1936 I, L 0
1937 M E, X
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Tear Ships Laid Ships Coa» Ships Scrapped SuMaary ef Ships

Dowa pitted (18® In Parentheses) ____  Retained.....
foeu*  

ms------ sts---------- 3---------- .....................................ular;-1939 P, Q K, L Vallaat (23), Mepulse
(23)•«••*•••*«•*•••  2 13

1940 M henown (24)........ 1 14
1941 .••••••. M, 0 BamUies (24), Hood

(2I)ef........ 0 IS
1942. _ ••••••••----- P^ Q---- A (17)^ 9 (17)«We«e 0  15

ISBlSSS^al M12X322122 fit &B1L11 Ships—France

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0

35,000 tons
35,000 tons
35,000 tons

Ships Com
pleted

35,000 tons Jean Bart (17), 
Courbet (17).»»»«#ee

35,6oO tons*France*(18i,eM*X*
35,000 tons Paris {soj, Bretagne 

(20)•••••*••••••••••
35,000 tons Prorence (20k,««««
35,000 tons Lorraine (20)••••••

Swanarjr of Ships 
kRetained 
Pre*Post-  
Jutland Jutland 
7 • 0
7 0
7 0
7 0
7 0
7 0
7 0
7 0

1^2? 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941
1942 -----

tonnage*Within tonnage limitations; number not jLixed?
KotSe—France expressly reserves the right of employing the capital-ship 
tonnage allotment as she may consider advisable, subject solely to the 
limitations that the displacement of individual ships should not surpass 
35,000 tons, and that the total capital-ship tonnage should keep within 
the limits imposed by the present treaty*

35,000 ton®

•••*•••• • •• *♦
«•*••••• • *••• ****•••••••*•*••♦•••
••••••••

«•••••••••**••••*••♦
,**♦*35,000 tons ••«*•«••••••*••**♦*•

•«•••••••••••*••«**•

•••••*•• • •**• ♦***••••**•••♦•*♦♦••
***** • • •»•«•••••••*•••«*•
• •••* ♦••♦•*♦•♦••*•••*,*•*

••••••••
••••*••••••*••♦••*••

• •»#•••• .. _ e • e • «. • t *.*  • iJitAiii aa *



1922
1923
1924 2 

2 
2

tilsea lad) , Mkasa 
(20), Kashina (16), 
Katorl (16), Satsuma 
(12), Akl (11), 
Settsu (10), Ikoma 
(U), Xbuki (12), 
Kurama (11), Aaagl 
(0), Akagl 10). % 
Kaga (0). Tosa (OL 
Takao (0), Atago (0), 
Frojacted programs S 
ships not laid down.*

ISBlaSSSM jBl Ser«PBlng jj£ Capital S^lpa-jTgm 
Ships laid Ships Com- . Ships Scrapped Summary of Ships

Retained 
Fro*  Post*  
Jutland Jutland
8
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Replacement jgnd Serauolng SlBilal ShlEi—ItalX 
Ships laid Ships Com*  , Ships Scrapped Summary of Ships 

Down plated (Ago in Parentheses) Retained
Pre*  Post*

Sapan retaiaTthe lor"non-combatant purposes^ a/ter  
romplying with the provisions of Part 2, XXI, (b). 
lote.—A, B, C, D, etc*,  represent individual capital ships of 35.000 tons 
itandard displacement,laid down and completed in the years specified*

1654 ..........  n.M.u.M..., 0
1923 6 o
1924 ••••*••• ••••**•••••♦•••♦••♦* 6 0

•••**•♦* ••••••••••••••••*♦•* 6 0192^
6 o

1927 35.000 tons 6 o
1928 6 o
1929 35.000 tons 6 o
1930 6 o
1931 35,000 tons 35*666  tons Dante Alighieri (19) 5 (♦
1932 45 .OCX) tons 5 (♦
1933 25,000 tons 35*666  tons Leonardo da Tinci

(19)...... L (♦
1934 w

L (e
1935 64«1<*  C*eei»*  #91)-- 3 I*
1936 it5*000  toils Costs di Cavstu*  til)

Guilio (21)*********' 1 (♦
1937- „25.OOO tone Andrea Doria (21).. 0 (♦
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Replacement and Scrapping Capital Ships—Japan (continued 1

Shlpa Laid Shine Cob* Ships Scrapped Summary of Ships 
Down plated (Ago in Farentheses) Retained .

Pre*  Post*

G 
H

C 
D 
I

2
2

B
C 
D 
B
I 
G 
H

1537 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
12A1

Kongo (21)e,eeeee#,e 
Hi^el (21),Harunaeee 
Kirishlea*?21 $♦•••I• 
Fuse (22)•••••••«••• 
Tamashiro (21)****** 
Ise (22)et» Hiuga (22J• 
Kagato (21) 
Mu ten (21L 
indivlaual

2 
1 8
0 9
0 9

19.4.2--- _jia*«**#< --------1--------- Muteu (21)e_e.e*»jL« • • • ... 0- . . 9 .
wots* —A» B» C, 0, eto*.  represoat individual capital ships of 35,003 tons standard displacement, laid down and completed in the years specified*

Jutland Jutland
8 2
8 2
8 2

Koto Applicable to All the Tables In Section XI
The order above prescribed in which ships are to be scrapped la 

in accordance with their age*  It is understood that when replacement be*  
gins according to the foregoing tables the order of scrapping in the ease 
of the ships of each of the Contracting Powers nay be varied at Its 
option; provided, however, that such Power shell scrap in each year the 
lumber of ships above stated*

Part 4*  Definitions
For the purpose of the present Treaty, the following expressions 

are to be understood in the sense defined in this Fart*

SssltslSblB
A capital ship, in the case of ships hereafter built, is defined 

as a vessel of war, not an aircraft carrier, whose displacement exceeds 10,000 tons (10,160 metric tons) standard displacementt or 
which carries a gun with a caliber exceeding 8 inches (203 milli
meters)*
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Aircraft Carrier

An aircraft carrier la deflnedl aa a veeael cf war 
with a dlsplaeeaent in excess ef 10,000 tong (10,160 metric 
tens) atandard displacement dealgned for the specific and 
exclusive purpose of carrying aircraft*  It Bust be so con*  
structed that aircraft can be launched therefrom and landed 
thereon, and not designed and constructed for carrying a 
more powerful armament than that allowed to it under Article 
IX or Article X as the case may be*

Standard PiaDlaeement
The standard displacement of a ship is the dis*  

placement of the ship complete*  fully manned, engine and 
equipped ready for sea, including all armament and ammuni
tion, equipment, outfit, provisions and fresh water for 
crew, miscellaneous stores and implements of every description 
that are intended to be carried in war, but without fuel or 
reserve feed water on board*

The word *ton*  in the present Treaty, except In the 
expression •metric tone,*  shall be understood to mean the ton 
of 2,240 pounds (1,016 kilos)*

Vessels now completed shall retain their present 
ratings of displacement tonnage in accordance with their 
national system of measurements*  However, a Fewer expressing 
displacement in metric tone shall be considered for the appli
cation of the present Treaty as owning only the equivalent 
displacement in tons of 2,240 pounds*

A vessel completed hereafter shall be rated as its 
displacement tonnage when in the standard condition defined 
herein*

CHATTER III
MISCEUAHE003 FR0VISI0H3

Article XXT* —If during the term of the present Treaty 
the requirement e efnatlonal security of any of the Contracting 
Powers in respect te naval defense are, in the opinion of that 
Power, materially affected by any change of circumstances, the 
Contracting Powers will, at the request ef such Power, meet in 
conference with a view to the reconsideration of the provisions 
of the Treaty and its amendment by mutual agreement*
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la view of poeiible technical and acientlfio develop*  

Rents, the Wilted States, after consultation with the other 
Contracting Powers, shall arrange for a conference of all the 
Contracting Powers, which shall convene as soon as possible 
after the expiration of eight years from the coming into force 
of the present Treaty to consider what changes, if any, in the 
Treaty may be necessary to meet such developments.

Article XXII,**Vhenever  any Contracting Power shall 
become engaged in a war which in its ©pinion affects the naval 
defense of its national security, such Power may after notice 
to the other Contracting Powers suspend for the period of 
hostilities its obligations under the present Treaty other 
than those under Articles XIII and XVII, provided that such 
Power shall notify th© other Contracting Powers that the emer*  
gency is of such a character as to require such suspension.

The remaining Contracting Powers shall In such ease 
consult together with a view to agreement as to what temporary 
modifications if any should be made in the Treaty as between 
themselves. Should such consultation not produce agreement, 
duly made in accordance with the constitutional methods of the 
respective Powers, any one of the said Contracting Powers may, 
by giving notice to the other Contracting Powers, suspend for 
the period of hostilities its obligations under the present 
Treaty, other than those under Articles XXXX and XVX1,

On the cessation of hostilities the Contracting Powers 
will meet in conference to consider what modifications, if any, 
should be made In the provisions of the present Treaty,

Article XXlTIe—The present Treaty shall remain in 
force until December 31st, 1926, and in case none of the Con*  
tracting Powers shall have given notice two years before that 
date of its intwition to terminate the Treaty, it shall continue 
in force until the expiration of two years from the date on 
which notice of termination shall be given by one of the Con
tracting Powers, whereupon the Treaty shall terminate as regards 
all the Contracting Powers, Such notice shall be communicated 
in writing to the Government of the United States, which shall 
immediately transmit a certified copy of the xxotification to 
the other Powers and inform them of the date on which it was 
received. The notice shall be deemed to have been given and
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•hall take effect on that date. In the event of notice of 
termination being given by the Government ef the United Statee, 
such notice shall be given to the diplomatie representatives 
at Washington of the other Contracting Powers, and the notice 
shall be deemed to have been given and shall take effect on 
the date of the communication made to the said diplomatic 
representatives•

Within one year of the date on which a notice of 
termination by any Power has taken effect, all the Contracting 
Powers shall meet in conference*

Article niV.—The present Treaty shall be ratified 
by the Contracting Powers in accordance with their respective 
constitutional methods and shall take effect on the date of 
the deposit of all the ratifications, which shall take place 
at Washington as soon as possible*  The Government of the United 
States will transmit to the other Contracting Powers a certified 
copy of the rroees-verbal of the deposit of ratifications*

The present Treaty, of which the French and English 
texts are both anthentie, shall remain deposited in the archives 
of the Government of the United States, and duly certified copies 
thereof shall be transmitted by that Government to the other 
Contracting Powers*

In faith whereof the above-named Plenipotentiaries have 
signed the present Treaty*

Done at the City of Washington the sixty day of February, 
One Thousand Mine Hundred and Twenty-Two*
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II. A TREAT! BETWEES THE SAME POWERS Hi RELATION TO THE USE OP SUBIWIINE3 AK9 EQXI0U3 GASES M WARrARE#1

1 Senate Doetjment. pp* <86*89*

The United States of Amerlea, the British Empire, France, 
Italy, and Japan, hereinafter referred to as the Signatory Powers, 
desiring to make more effective the rules adopted by civilised 
nations for the protection of the lives of neutrals and noncom*  
batants at sea in time of war. and to prevent the use in war of 
noxious gases and chemicals, having determined to conclude a 
Treaty to this effect, and nave appointed as their plenipoten
tiaries!

Charles Evans Hughes 
Henry Cabot Lodge 
Oscar W. Underwood 
Ellhu Root 
Arthur James Balfour 
Lee of Fareham 
A*  C. Geddes 
Re L# Borden 
0*  Fe Pearce 
John We Salmund

Arthur James Balfour 
!• Se Srinavasa Sastri 
Ae Sarrant 
Jusaerand 
Carlo Schanser 
Ve Rolandi Ricci 
Luigi Albertini 
T, Kato 
Ke Shidehara 
Me Hanihara

Who, having communicated their full powers, found In good 
and due fora, have agreed as follows!

Article I* —The Signatory Powers declare that among the 
rules adopted by civilised nations for the protection of the lives 
of neutrals and noncombatants at sea In time of a war, the follow*  
ing are to be deemed an established part of International lawi

1« A merchant vessel must be ordered to submit to visit 
and search to determine its character before it can be seised*

A'merchant vessel mist not be attacked unless it refuse 
to submit to visit and search after warning, or to proceed as di*  
rected after seisure*

A merchant vessel must not be destroyed unless the crew 
and passengers have been first placed in safety*

2*  Belligerent submarines are not under any circumstances 
exempt from the universal rules above states; and if a submarine
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cannot capture a norchant Teasel in conformity with these rules 
the existing law of nations requires it to desist from attack 
and from solsure and to permit the merchant vessel to proceed 
unmolested#

Article IX* —Th® Signatory Powers invite all other 
civilised Powers to express their assent to the foregoing 
statement of established law so that there may be a clear 
publie understanding throughout the world of the standards 
of conduct by which the public opinion of the world is to pass judgment upon future belligerents#

Article IH#—The Signatory Powers, desiring to insure 
the enforcement of tne humane rules of existing law declared by 
them with respect to attacks upon and the seisuro and destruction of merchant snips, further declare that any person in the service 
of any Power who shall violate any of those rules, whether or not 
such person Is under orders of a governmental superior, shall be 
deemed to have violated the laws of war and shall be liable to 
trial and punishment as if for an act of piracy and may be 
brought to trial before the civil or military authorities of any 
Power within the jurisdiction of which he may be found#

Article iy#—The Signatory Powers recognise the practical 
impossibility of using submarines as commerce destroyers without 
violating, as they were violated In the recent war of 1914-1918, 
the requirements universally accepted by civilised nations for the 
protection of the Ilves of neutrals and noncombatants, and to the 
end that the prohibition of the use of submarines as commerce 
destroyers shall be universally accepted as a part of the law of 
nations they now accept that prohibition as henceforth binding 
as between themselves and they Invite all other nations to adhere 
thereto#

Article ▼•—The use In war of asphyxiating, poisonous, 
or other gases, and all analogous liquids, materials, or devices 
having been justly condemned by the general opinion of the 
civilised world and a prohibition of such use having been de
clared In treaties to which a majority of the civilised Powers 
are parties;

The Signatory Powers, to the end that this prohibition 
shall be universally accepted as a part of International law 
binding alike the conscience and practice of nations, declare 
their assent to such prohibition, agree to be bound thereby as 
between themselves, and Invite all other civilised nations to 
adhere thereto#
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Article IX»wThe present Treaty shall be ratified as 

soon as possible in accordance with the constitutional methods 
of the Signatory Powers and shall take effect on the deposit of 
all ratifications, which shall take place at Washington*

The Government of the United States will transmit to 
all the Signatory Powers a certified copy of the oroees-verbal 
of the deposit of ratifications*

The present Treaty, of which the French and English 
texts are both authentic, shall remain deposited in the archives 
of the Government of the United States, and duly certified copies 
thereof will be tranmeitted by that Government to each of the 
Signatory Powers*

Article VII.—The Government of the United States will 
further transmit to each of the Kon-Signatory Powers a duly 
certified copy of the present Treaty and invite its adherence 
thereto*

Any Eon-Signatory Power may adhere to the present 
Treaty by communicating an Instrument of Adherence to the 
Government of the United States, which will thereupon transmit 
to each of the Signatory and Adhering Powers a certified copy 
of each Instrument of Adherence*

In faith whereof, the above-named plenipotentiaries 
have signed the present Treaty*

Done at the City of Washington, the sixth day of 
February, one thousand nine hundred and twenty-two*
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III. A TREATT BETVEZlf THS UNITED STATES OF AMEHICA, THS BRITISH 

wm, YRKSCE, AKO JAP A3, SIGHED DECSMBEH 13, 1921, 
RELATING TO THEIR INSULAR POSSESSIONS ASD INSULAR DQjWIIOHS 
13 THE PACIFIC OCEAN,

The Onited States of Amerlea, the British Empire, France, 
and Japan, with a view to the preservation of the general peace 
and the maintenance of their rights in relation to their insular 
possessions and daminlons of the Pacific Ocean, have determined

• to conclude a Treaty to thia effect and have appointed as their 
Plenipotentiarie sI

Charles Evans Hughes 
Henry Cabot Lodge 
Oscar V*  Underwood 
Klihu loot 
Arthur James Balfour 
Lee of Fareham 
A*  Ce Geddes 
Re L# Borden 
Ge Fe Pearce 
John We Salmund

Arthur James Balfour 
V< S# Srinavasa Sastri 
Ae Sarrant 
Juseerand 
Carlo Schanier 
V, Rclandi Ricci 
Luigi Albertini 
T, Kato 
Ke Shidehara 
Me Hanihara

Who, having communicated to each other their respective 
full powers, found to be in good and due form, have agreed as 
followst

I
The High Contracting Parties agree as between themselves 

to respect their rights in relation to their insular possessions 
and insular dominions in the region of the Pacific Ocean*

If there should develop between any of the High Con*  
tractlng Parties a controversy arising out of any Pacific 
Juestion and involving their said rights, which is not satis*  
actorily settled by diplomacy and la likely to affect the 

harmonious accord now happily subsisting between them, they 
shall invite the other High Contracting Parties to a joint 
conference to which the whole subject will be referred for con*  
sideration and adjustment*

II
If the said rights are threatened by the aggressive 

action of any other Power, the High Contracting Parties shall 
communicate with one another fully and frankly to arrive at 
an understanding as to the moat effective measures to be taken 
jointly or separately, to meet the exigencies of the particular 
situation*
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in

The Treaty ehall remaia la force for ten years from 
the time it shall take effect, and after the expiration of 
said period, it shall continue to be in force subject to the 
right of any of the High Contracting Parties to terminate it 
upon twelve months*  notice*

IV
This Treaty shall be ratified as soon as possible 

in accordance with the constitutional methods of the High 
Contracting Parties and shall take effect on the deposit of 
ratifications, which shall take place at Washington and 
thereupon the agreeaent between Great Britain and Japan, which was concluded at london on July 13, 1911, shall terminate*

The Government of the United States shall transmit 
to all the Signatory Powers a certified copy of the rroces-verbal 
of the deposit of ratifications*

The present Treaty. In French and in English, shall 
remain deposited In the archives of the Government of the 
United States, end duly certified copies thereof will be 
transmitted by that Government to each of the Signatory Powers*

In faith whereof the above named Plenipotentiaries 
have signed the present Treaty*

Done at the City of Washington the thirteenth day 
of December, one thousand nine hundred and twenty-one*
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XT*  DBCIARATICSI ACCOSSPAKnM THS iBOTI rOUR-POm TREATI

la signing ths Treaty this day between the United States 
of Aaariea, the British Empire, France, and Japan, it is declared 
to be the understanding and intent of the Signatory Powersi

1, That the Treaty shall apply to the Mandated Islands 
in the Paeifie Octant provided, however, that the making of the 
Treaty shall not bo deemed to be an absent on the part of the 
United States of dmeriea to the mandates and shall not preclude 
agreements between the United States and the Mandatory Powers 
respectively in relation to the mandated islands*

2, That the controversies to which the second para
graph of irticle X refers shall not be taken to embrace questions 
which according to principles of international law lie exclusively 
within the domestic jurisdiction of the respective Powers*

Washington, D*  C* t December 13, 1921*

Charles Evans Hughes 
Henry Cabot hodgo 
Oscar W*  Underwood 
Hlhu Root 
Arthur James Balfour 
lee of Fareham 
A*  C*  Geddes 
R*  L*  Borden 
0*  F*  Pearce 
John W*  Salmmd

Arthur James Balfour 
V*  S*  Srinavaaa Sastri 
A*  Sarrant 
Jusserend
Carlo Schanser
V*  Roland! Ricci 
Luigi Albertini 
T*  Kato 
X*  Shidehara 
M, Hanihara
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Ve A TRIATT BETWEEN THE SAME FOVB FOVEAS,SUPPLEMENTART TO 

THE ABOVE, SIGHED FEBBUABT 6, 1922.
The United States of America, the British Empire, Franee, 

and Japan hare, through their respective Plenipotentiaries, agreed 
upon the fellowing stipulations supplwaentary to the quadruple Treaty signed at Washington on December 13, 19211

The term •insular possessions and insular dominions*  
used in the aforesaid Treaty shall, in its application to Japan, 
include only Karatuto (or the southern portion of the island of 
Sakhalin). Formosa and the Pescadores, and the islands under the 
mandate of Japan*

The present agreement shall have the same force and 
effect as the said Treaty to which it io supplementary*

The provisions of Article IV of the aforesaid Treaty 
of December 13, 1921, relating to ratification shall be appli
cable to the present Agreement, which in French and English shall 
remain deposited in the Archives of the Government of the United 
States, and duly certified copies thereof shall be transmitted 
by that Government to each of the other Contracting Powers*

In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries 
have signed the present Agreement*

Done at the City of Washington the sixth day of February, 
one thousand nine hundred and twenty-two*

Charles Evans Hughes 
Henry Cabot Lodge 
Oscar V*  Underwood 
Elihu Boot 
Arthur James Balfour 
Leo of Faroham 
A*  C*  Geddes 
B*  L*  Borden ’ 
G*  F*  Pearce 
John V*  Salmund

Arthur J«bos Balfour 
V*  S*  Srlnavasa Sastri 
A*  Sarrant 
Jusserand
Carlo Schanser
V*  BolandlRicci
Luigi Albertini
T*  Kato 
K*  Shidehara 
Me Banihara
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Tie A TBSATT BSTVSEB AXX MISS POWIRS REUTIKQ TO PRISCIPLE3 

AMD POLICIES TO B8 TOLLOWED IM MATTERS COBCERMIMQ CHINA.
The United States ef Americat Belgium, the British 

Empire, Chlsa, France, Italy, /apan. The Netherlands, and 
Portugall

Desiring to adopt a policy designed to stabilise 
conditions in the Far East, to safeguard the rights and In
terests of China, and to promote intercourse between China 
and the other Powers upon the basis of equal opportunity;

Have resolved to conclude a Treaty for that purpose 
and to that end have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries I

Charles Evans Hughes 
Henry Cabot Lodge 
Oscar V. Underwood 
Elihu Root 
Baron de Cartier do Marchlenne 
Arthur James Balfour 
Lee of Fareham 
A# C*  Geddes 
R» L. Borden 
Ge Fe Pearce 
John We Salmund 
Arthur James Balfour 
Te Se Srinavasl Sastri 
Sao-Xe Alfred Sse

V. I. Wellington Xoo 
Chung-Hui Wang 
A. Barrant 
Jusserand 
Carlo Schanser 
T. Rolandl Ried 
Luigi Albertini 
Te Rato 
Re Shidehara 
Me Hanihara 
Beelarta van Blokland 
We de Beaufort 
Ute 
Ernesto de Taeconcellos

Who, having communicated to each other their full powers, 
found to be in good and due form, have agreed as follows;

ARTICLE I
The Contracting Powers, other than China, agree;
(1) To 

the territorial
respect the sovereignty, the independence, and 
and administrative integrity of China;

(2) To provide the fullest and most unembarrassed oppor
tunity to China to develop and maintain for herself and effective 
and stable government;
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(3) To use their influence for the purpose of effectively 

establishing and maintaining the principle of equal opportunity for 
the coicmerce and industry of all nations throughout the territory 
of China$

(4) To refrain from taking advantage of conditions in 
China la order to seek special rights or privileges which would 
abridge the rights or privileges of subjects or citisens of 
friendly States  and from countenancing action inimical to the 
security of such States

*
*

Aatxcu n
The Contracting Powers agree not to enter into any 

Treaty, Agreement, arrangement or understanding, either with 
one another, or individually with any Power or Powers, which 
would infringe or impair the principles stated in Article I*

A1TICU6 m
With a view to applying more effectively the principles 

of the Open Door, or equality of opportunity in China for the 
trade and industry of all nations, the Contracting Power*  other 
than China, agreed that they will not seek nor support their 
respective nationals in seeking,

(a) Any arrangement which might purport to establish 
In the favor of their interests or economic development in any 
designated region of China!

(b) Any such monopoly or preference as would deprive 
the nationals of any other Power of the right of undertaking any 
legitimate trade or industry in China, or of particpating with the. Chinese Government, or with any local authority, in any 
category of Public enterprise, or which by reason of its scope, duration or geographical extent is calculated to frustrate the 
practical application of the principle of equal opportunity*

It is understood that the foregoing stipulations of 
this Article are not to be so construed as to prohibit the 
acquisition of such properties or rights as may be necessary 
to the conduct of a practical commercial, industrial, or 
financial undertaking er to the encouragement of invention and 
research*
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China undertakes to be guided by the principles stated 

in the foregoing stipulations of this Article in dealing with 
application for economic rights and privileges from Governments 
and nationals of all countries, whether parties to the present 
Treaty or not*

ARTICL1 IV
The Contracting Powers agree not to support any 

agreement by their respective nationals to create Spheres of 
Influence or to provide for the enjoyment of continually ex*  
elusive opportunities in designated parte of Chinese territory*

AHTICLE V
China agrees that, throughout the whole of railways 

In China, she will not exercise or permit unfair discrimination 
of any kind*  In particular there shall be no discriminations 
whatsoever, direct or Indirect, in respect to chargee or of 
facilities on the grounds of the nationality of paesengers or 
the countries from which or to which they are proceeding, or 
the origin or ownership of goods or the country from which they 
are consigned, or the nationality or ownership of the ship or 
other means of conveying such passengers or goods before or 
after their transport on the Chinese Railways,

The Contracting Powers, other than China, assume a 
corresponding obligation In regard of any of the aforesaid 
railways over which they or their nationals are in a position 
to exercise any control in virtue of any concession, special 
agreement or otherwise,

ABTICU VI
The Contracting Powers, other than China, agree fully 

to respect China’s righto ae a neutral in time of war to which China is not a party) and China declares that when she is a 
neutral she will observe the obligations of neutrality,

ARTICU VII
The Contracting Powere agree that, whenever a situation 

arises In which In the opinion of any one of them there is Involved 
the application of the stipulations of the present Treaty, and 
renders desirable discussion of such application, there shall 
be full and frank communication between the Contracting Powers 
concerned.
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ARTIGLl Till

Powers not aigaatory to the present Treaty, which 
have governments recognised by the Signatory Powers and which 
have treaty relatione with China, ehall be invited to adhere 
to the present Treaty*  To this end the Government ©P the 
United States shall sake the necessary coomunicatlone to 
non-Signatory Powers and will inform the Contracting Powers 
of the replies received, adherence by any Powers becoming 
effective on receipt ©f notice thereof by the Government of 
the United States*

ARTICUS IX
The preseat Treaty shall be ratified in accordance 

with their respective constitutional methods and shall take 
effect on the date of the deposit of all the ratifications, 
which shall take place at Washington as soon as possible• 
The Government of the United States will transmit to the other 
Contracting Powers a certified copy of the nroees-verbal of the 
deposit of ratifications.

The present Treaty, of which the French and English 
texts are both authentic, shall remain deposited in the Archives 
of the Government of the United States, and duly certified 
copies thereof shall be transmitted by that Government to the 
other Contracting Powers*

In faith whereof, the above named Plenipotentiaries 
have signed the present Treaty*

Done at the City of Washington, the sixth day of 
February, one thousand nine hundred and twenty-two*
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VII. A TREAT! BETWEE3 THE NIKE P0VER3 REUTIEG TO CHIHESE 

CUSTOMS TAROT.
The United States ef America, Belgium, the British 

Empire, China, France, Italy, Japan, The Setherlands, and 
Portugal!

With a view to increasing the reTenues of the Chinese 
Government, have resolved to conclude a Treaty relating to the 
revision or the Chinese customs tariff and cognate matters and 
to that end have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries I

Charles Evans Hughes 
Henry Cabot Lodge 
Oscar V. Underwood 
Elihu Root 
Baron de Cartier de Marchionne 
Arthur James Balfour 
Lee of Fareham 
A. C. Geddes 
R. L. Bordm 
C. F. Pearce 
John W. Salmund 
Arthur James Balfour 
V. S. Srlnavaol Sastri 
Sao»Ke Alfred Sse

V. X. Wellington Koo 
Chung-Hui Wang 
A# Sarrant 
Jusserand 
Carlo Schanser
V. Roland! Ricci 
Luigi Albertini 
T. Kato
K. Shidehara 
Me Hanihara 
Beelarts van Blokland
W. de Beaufort 
Alto
Ernesto de Vasconcellos

Who, having communicated to each other their full powers, 
found to bo in good and due form, have agreed as follows i

ARTICLE I
The representatives of the Contracting Powers having 

adopted on the fourth day of February, 1922, in the City of 
Washington, a Resolution, which la appended as an Appendix to 
this Article, with respect to the revision of Chinese Customs 
duties, for the purpose of making such duties equivalent to an 
effective 5 per centum ad valorem, in accordance with existing 
treaties condluded by China with other nations, the Contracting 
Powers hereby confirm the said Resolution and undertake to accept 
the tariff rates fixed as a result of such revision*  The said 
tariff rates shall become effective as soon as possible but not 
earlier than two months after publication thereof*

Annex
With a view to providing additional revenue to meet 

the needs of the Chinese Government, the Powers represented at
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this Conference, namely, the Wilted States of America, Belgium, 
the British Baplre, China, franco, Italy, 4apan, The Hetherlande, 
and Portugal, agrees

That the cuatoae schedule of duties on Imports Into 
China adopted by the Tariff l-Tlsion Comission at Shanghai on December 19. 191S, shall fortnwlth be revised sothat the rates 
of duty shall be equivalent to 5 per cent effective, as provided for In the several commercial treaties to which China is 
a party*

A Revision Commission shall meet at Shanghai, at the 
earliest practicable date, to effect this revision forthwith and 
on the general lines of the last revision*

This Commission shall be composed of representatives of 
the Powers above named and of the representatives of any additional 
Powers having Governments at present recognised by the Powers re
presented at this Conference and who have treaties with China 
providing for a tariff on imports and exports not to excoed 5 per cent*  ad valorem and who desire to participate therein.

The revision shall proceed as rapidly as possible with 
a view to its completion within four months from the date of the 
adoption of this Resolution by the Conference on the limitation 
of Araement and Pacific and Far Eastern Questions.

The revised tariff shall become effective as soon as 
possible but not earlier than two months after its publication 
by the Revision Commission*

The Government of the United States, as convener of 
the present Conference. Is requested forthwith to communicate the terms of this Resolution to the Governments of Powers not 
represented at this Conference, but who participated in the 
Revision of 1918, aforesaid*

ARTICLE H
Immediate steps shall be take, through a Special Con

ference, to prepare the way for the speedy abolition of llkln and for the fulfillment of the other conditions laid down In 
Article VIII of the Treaty of September 5th, 1902, between 
Great Britain and China, in Articles IT and T of the Treaty of 
October Sth, 1903, between the United States and China, and in 
Article I of the Supplem«itary Treaty of October Sth,1903, be
tween Japan and China, with a view to levying the surtaxes pro
vided for In those articles*
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The Special Conference ehall be composed of re

presentatives of the Signatory Powers, and of such other 
Powers as may desire to participate and may adhere to the 
present Treaty, In accordance with the provisions of Article 
vXXX, la sufficient time to allow their representatives to 
take part, Xt shall meet la China within three months after 
the coming into force of the present Treaty, on a day and at 
a place to be designated by the Chinese Government •

ARTICLE III
The Special Conference provided for In Article II 

shall consider the interim provisions to be applied prior to 
the abolition of likin and the fulfillment of the other 
conditions laid down In the articles of the treaties mentioned 
la Article XX; and It shall authorise the levying of a surtax 
on dutiable imports as from such date, for such purposes, and subject to such conditions as it may determine.

The surtax shall be at a uniform rate of 2j per cen
tum ad valorem, provided, that in the case of certain articles 
of luxury which. In the opinion of the Special Conference, can 
bear a greater increase without unduly Impeding trade, the 
total surtax may be Increased, but may not exceed 5 per centum 
ad valorem,

AaTICLK IT
Following the immediate revision of the customs 

schedule of duties on imports into China, mentioned in Article X, there shall be a further revision thereof to take effect at 
the expiration of four years following the completion of the 
aforesaid immediate revision, in order to ensure that the 
cutoms duties shall correspond to the ad valorem rates fixed 
by the Special Conference provided for in Article IX,

Following this further revision there shall be, for 
the same purpose, periodical revisions of the customs schedule 
of duties on imports into China every seven years, in lieu of 
the decennial revision authorised by existing treaties with 
China,

In order to prevent delay, any revision made in pur
suance of this Article shall bo effected in accordance with 
rules to be prescribed by the Special Conference provided for 
in Article XI,
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ARTICLK T

la all natters relating te cuetons duties there 
shall be effective equality of treatment and opportunity 
for all the Contracting Powers*

ARTICU VI
The principle of uniformity in the rate of customs 

duties levied at all the land and maritime frontiers of China 
is hereby recognised*  The Special Conference provided for in 
Article IX shall make arrangements to give practical effect to 
this principle! and it is authorised to make equitable ad
justments in those cases In which a customs privilege to be 
abolished was granted in return for some local economic 
advantage*

In the meantime, any increase in the rates of customs 
duties resulting from tariff revision, or any surtax hereafter 
imposed in pursuance of the present Treaty, shall be levied at 
a uniform rate ad valorem at all land and maritime frontiers 
of China*

ARTICLS UI
The charge for transit passes shall be at the rate of 

2g per centum ad valorwa until the arrangement a provided for by 
Article XX come into force*

A&TXCU XU
Powers not signatory to the present Treaty whose 

Governments are at present recognised by the Signatory Powers, 
and whose present treaties with China provide for a tariff on 
imports and exports not to exceed 5 per centum ad valorem, 
shall bo Invited to adhere to the preseat Treaty*

The Government of the United States undertakes to 
make the necessary conmunicatlons for this purpose and to in
form the Governments of the Contracting Powers of the replies 
received*  Adherence by any Power shall become effective on 
receipt of notice thereof by the Government of the United 
States*
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miCLK IX
The provieione of the present Treaty shall override 

all stipulations of treaties between China and the respective 
Contracting Powers which are inconsistent therewith, other 
than stipulations according Bost»favored-nation treatment •

ARTICLE X
The present Treaty shall be ratified by the Con

tracting Powers In accordance with their respective constitu
tional methods and shall take effect on the date of the 
deposit of all the ratifications, which shall take place at 
Washington as soon as possible*  The Government of the United 
States will transmit to the other Contracting Powers a certi
fied copy of the nroees-verbal of the deposit of ratifications*

The present Treaty, of which the English and French 
texts are both authentic, shall remain deposited in the Archives 
of the Government of the United States, and duly certified copies 
thereof shall be transmitted by that Government to the other 
Contracting Powers*

In faith whereof the above-named Plenipotentiaries 
have signed the present Treaty*

Done at the City of Washington on the sixth day of 
February, One Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty-Two*


